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We are delighted that you are reading the 10th Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) report issued 

by Taiwan Mobile. We will continue to issue this report every year in both Chinese and English 

versions. To learn more about Taiwan Mobile's efforts and achievements in corporate social 

responsibility, please visit our dedicated CSR website.

Reporting Period
The period of information disclosure of this report is 2017 (January 1 to December 31, 2017), 

covering our sustainability vision and strategies, responses to material issues, and specific 

practices and performance data in the economic, environmental and social dimensions. 

Report Boundary and Scope
The report boundaries were defined in consideration of the nature of operations, industry linkage 

and the right to control. The financial data, verified by Deloitte Taiwan, is consistent with the 

figures in the consolidated financial statements, whose entities are revealed in the company's 

2017 annual report. All environmental and social figures are of the same coverage from TWM, the 

Taiwan Mobile Foundation, and subsidiaries which TWM owns 50% or more of their shares, such 

as Taiwan Fixed Network Co., Ltd., Taiwan Digital Services Co., Ltd., Taiwan Teleservices & 

Technologies Co., Ltd., and TWM Broadband (including Taiwan Fixed Network Media Co., Ltd., its 

subsidiaries and Win TV Broadcasting Co., Ltd., and Taiwan Kuro Times Co., Ltd.)

The scope of GHG Inventories is based on the boundaries published in the statement by SGS, a 

third party verification institution. Operational performance, corporate governance, environmental 

protection, and social participation represent the main subjects of this report pursuant to current 

international practices in the field of disclosure of information on corporate operations. Discrepan-

cies in the measurement of categories and quantitative data compared to the previous version 

are specifically indicated in their respective paragraph. The statistical data provided in the report 

are derived from Taiwan Mobile’s own statistics and surveys and are presented with conventional 

data description techniques.

Reporting Standard and Confirmation for Reliability of Public Information 
Disclosure
The Corporate Social Responsibility Report (hereinafter “the Report” or “the CSR Report”) is 

compiled in accordance with GRI sustainability Reporting Standards published by the 

Global Sustainability Standards Board (GSSB) and in line with the Integrated Reporting 

structure from the International Integrated Reporting Council (IIRC). The content of the 

Report has been approved by the Chairman, and limited assurance has been obtained from 

the independent and credible KPMG in accordance with SAES No. 1 Assurance Engage-

ments Other than Audits or Reviews of Historical Financial Information from the Accounting 

Research and Development Foundation (ARDF). It has been confirmed that the content 

disclosed in the Report is in line with ‘Comprehensive’ compliance option from the GRI 

Standards, and an Independent Limited Assurance Report has been issued from KPMG, 

which is also contained in this Report.

 If you have any comments or questions about this report, please contact us:
Social Responsibility Department, Public Relations and Brand Management Division, Taiwan Mobile Co., Ltd.
Address: No. 11, 88 Yanchang Rd., Xinyi District, Taipei, Taiwan
E-mail: spokesman2@taiwanmobile.com             Telephone: +886-2-66386888#16949                   Fax: +886-2-66361133

About the CSR Report

Contact
Information
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Taiwan Mobile CO.

Taiwan Mobile Co., Ltd. (abbreviated to TWM) was established in February 1997 and 
was awarded a government-issued operating license for Type I telecommunication 
businesses in the same year. 



Dear Stakeholders,
      This is the 20th anniversary of Taiwan Mobile's operation. In 2017, we 
set a new milestone and a new slogan, “Excellent 20, Innovative Leader-
ship”, for Taiwan Mobile's 20th anniversary; the Company has announced 
that it would reposition itself as an Internet technology company in the new 
generation, apart from a traditional telecommunications provider, to respond 
to the advent of the 5G era. As an exemplary enterprise in sustainable 
development, attaching great importance to  sustainable development of the 
global environment and participating in international affairs, we are the first 
enterprise in Taiwan to respond to the 17 United Nations Sustainable 
Development Goals (SDGs). Meanwhile, the company has examined its 
major internal issues, including focus on corporate integrity governance, 
caring for climate change, improving environmental management, 
safeguarding human rights, protecting personal information, conducting risk 
control in all aspects, and motivating employees, customers, and industrial 
chains through innovative energy. We are not only pursuing business 
growth, but also endeavoring to meet the expectations of all sectors in 
corporate governance, environmental sustainability, and social participation.

      In recent years, Taiwan Mobile has continuously improved itself, and its 
efforts in corporate sustainability have achieved success in meeting the 
international standards. In 2016, the company joined the Global e-Sustain-
ability Initiative (GeSI) as the first GeSI corporate member in Taiwan and the 
third in Asia. In 2017, we stood out from the global major ICT companies as 
a GeSI Board member, the first corporate representative in Asia, and 
contributed to the GeSI general assembly to be held in Taiwan. Meanwhile, 
we held the international forum “Digital Transformation for Global Sustain-
ability”, and invited global GeSI members and internationally well-known 
speakers from seven major cities in Europe, U.S., Asia, and Australia 
attended the forum via video conference in real time, and shared their 
thoughts on the global industry and the most advanced international 
sustainable strategies. The participants from all over the world praised for 
the high quality of our web conference technology.

We have not only been ranked among the top 5% in the “Corporate 
Governance Assessment” for four consecutive years in the country, but also 
won the first prize for Corporate Social Responsibility awarded by the Global 
Views Monthly magazine for two consecutive years. It also won the 
CommonWealth Magazine's “Corporate Citizenship Award” for the tenth time 
last year. In 2017, we also brought home nine awards at the "Taiwan 
Corporate Sustainability Award" as the company which won the maximum 
number of awards at the event in Taiwan. These achievements have been 
attributed to the Company's comprehensive top-down and inside-out 
contribution to proactively implement sustainable development goals.

      Taiwan Mobile’s efforts in corporate social responsibility have been well 
recognized and won it many awards. We proactively interact with top 
international companies and continue to advance and improve our efforts in 
corporate sustainability. In 2017, we were listed the highest honor of DJSI 
World in Dow Jones Sustainability Indices as the first from the telecommuni-
cations industry in Taiwan and the second in the world. In addition, in 
January 2018, we were rated as the Sustainability Leaders in the global 
telecommunication service industry and won the Silver Class Sustainability 
Award in the "2018 Sustainable Yearbook" of RobecoSAM. Taiwan Mobile 
also received the “Best Investor Relations” and “Best CFO” awards at the 
Asian Excellence Awards 2017 of Corporate Governance Asia Magazine. 

      Taiwan Mobile follows the concept of “Think sustainable, Act responsi-
ble”, and fully implements corporate social responsibility with the “Sustain-
able strategies map” as the highest guiding principle, and takes specific 
actions to assess the effectiveness of each goal. The "2020 CSR Vision  
Project" we put forward in 2015 has reached the target last year, earlier than 
planned. Faced with the advent of the new 5G era, we further respond to the 
UN 2030 sustainable development agenda and plan more proactive 
approaches. Looking ahead to the next decade, Taiwan Mobile will soon 
enter the new 5G era, and the technology application will also shift from the 
current data measurement units, such as gigabyte or terabyte, to the big 
data era that goes beyond imagination. Taiwan Mobile officially launched the 
2030 sustainable vision roadmap at the end of 2017 with "Zetta Connected 
2030“ as the theme of the vision project for the next decade. In response to 
the 17 UN 2030 Sustainable Development Goals, we encourage our 
colleagues to take bold steps and proactively set quantitative targets to 
review the current course from a long-term perspective.  The word “Zetta” 
denotes 1021, symbolizing that no matter how enormous the amount of 
information is in the future all kinds of applications beyond imagination will 
be closely linked on Taiwan Mobile's platform. How big your heart is and how 
great your vision is! We encourage our colleagues to imagine and strive to 
implement all possible technological applications. We hope that Taiwan 
Mobile will become the core of everything connected in the big data era that 
focuses on connections.

Chairman’s Message
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     Into Taiwan Mobile’s 20th anniversary and going forward, we  not only apart from the seven brand 
highlights based on  sustainable strategy blueprint, including “Environmental Sustainability,” “Innova-
tion and Achievements,” “Integration with Society,” “Integrity Management,” “Happy Workplace,” and 
“Excellent Brand,” “Sustainable Partnership,”but also endeavors to promote innovative applications 
and services with a view to “embracing changes and creating spotlights”, moreover, we strive hard to 
accelerate internal innovation. We established the “Innovation Management Committee” under the 
framework of the CSR Committee last year that reports to the Board of Directors directly. Earlier this 
year, the "Innovative Proposal System" was launched to encourage Taiwan Mobile Group's employ-
ees to suggest new practices or creative ideas in line with the Company's strategies, and help 
establish an"incubation team" to facilitate the business operations process; if the results meet the 
target, proponents and the incubation team members are entitled to share the profits, which will 
motivate our internal employees with a endless stream of innovative energy.

      Looking to future generations of innovation and challenges, Taiwan Mobile will strive to become a 
benchmark for innovation in the ICT industry in the new age through open innovation and accumulat-
ed innovative momentum, extending the positive influence on society and continuing creating the 
maximum value   for stakeholders in all aspects from the perspective of corporate governance, 
environmental sustainability, and social values.

Chairman
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Dear Stakeholders,
       In 2017, Taiwan Mobile continued its work on extending the economies 
of scale and business benefits of 4G business. On one hand, it proactively 
promoted mobile value-added and innovative services. On the other hand, 
it continued strengthening the management and control costs and 
expenses to stabilize profitability of the telecommunications business. 
Additionally, the cable television business was gradually stabilized and B2C 
e-commerce continued generating record high profit. If domestic roaming 
services were excluded, EBITDA for the entire year stood at the same level 
as that of last year. Apart from the pursuit of steady development in core 
businesses, we have also proactively pursued a number of projects in 
environmental sustainability and social value enhancement. The overall 
performance is presented here.

1. Corporate governance
    Based on "honesty," a self-supervisory mechanism is established in 
corporate governance spirit and implement the risk management system to 
mitigate the Company's operational risk. In 2017, we continued linking 
CSR-related assessment indicators with appointed managers' performance 
and salaries to implement the concept of CSR from top down. For our 
suppliers, we have planned a sustainable supply chain management 
blueprint, conducted self-evaluation on paper and on field trips, evaluated  
more than 260 suppliers' sustainability performance records, and 
introduced the international telecommunication industry supply chain 
management platform GeSI E-TASC, gradually building and improving the 
governance framework to ensure the sustainable management of the 
supply chain. We have been included in the "Taiwan High Salary 100 
Index" for four consecutive years, and introduced a 24-hour all-round 
employee assistance program to provide a balanced, safe, healthy, and 
happy workplace.

2. Environmental sustainability
We have implemented the Company's environmental and energy 
management policies, integrated ISO14001 environmental management 
system, ISO50001 energy management system, ISO14064-1 greenhouse 
gas inventory and smart energy conservation strategies, and the 
greenhouse gas emissions decreased by 4% (absolute reduction of 9,956 
metric tons of CO2e), compared to 2016. The company has effectively 
saved nearly 18 million kWh of electricity, purchased and generated 
3,392,280 kWh of green power for its own use, and was given the Energy 
Efficient Elite Award by the Bureau of Energy, Ministry of Economic 
Affairs.

3. Social values
For the society, we have started with various needs in society in the 
spirit of “based in Taiwan, care for local community" and implemented 
over 20 charitable projects,” including making charitable microfilms, 
launching 5180 Mobile Donation and raising over NT$19.89 million in 
total, providing 6,287 hours of corporate volunteer services, introducing 
computer program education in remote areas for the first time, and 
launching more than 20 charity projects including cultivating 1,000 
science and technology teachers in cooperation with the National Chiao 
Tung University to meet the requirements of 12-year basic education 
curriculum guidelines. Furthermore, the mobile broadband coverage has 
exceeded 97%. For employees, we uphold the core values   of “integrity, 
enthusiasm, innovation, and simplicity,” and implemented employee 
safety and health management (OHSAS 18001). For customers, we 
uphold the core concept of “sincere care for customers” and provide 
excellent customer services to win their support: myfone stores and 
customer service centers have received the SGS Qualicert for six 
consecutive years.

President’s Message
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       In 2018, in response to the advent of 5G and the Internet of Things (IoT), we have 
integrated the Group's internal service resources; in the telecommunications business, we 
have provided diverse and differentiated new media services to drive the growth of 
innovative and value-added services; meanwhile, we have endeavored to strengthen the 
solutions for our business groups, develop Internet of Things, information security, cloud 
services, and applications and services in emerging areas, as well as integrated mobile 
payment "M+ red envelopes," wali and EasyCard/iPass across the financial, telecommuni-
cations, and electronic ticket sectors to lead the smart payment wave. Externally, TWM’s IoT 
ecosystem has amassed more than 300 top-notch domestic and foreign businesses, with 
the eventual goal of establishing Taiwan's largest Internet of Things. Moreover, we have 
established the A-Team with Quanta and Asustek this June, and successfully obtained the 
AI   Cloud Platform Establishment Project from the National Center for High-performance 
Computing, Ministry of Science and Technology, ushering in a new wave of innovation in the 
industry. In cable TV business, we will continue strengthening the quality and content of TV 
channels, enhancing the product attractiveness and competitiveness, and expanding 
diverse sales channels to create more opportunities. MyVideo has also formed an alliance 
with kbro's superMOD platform to establish the first-ever boundless multi-screen video and 
audio services, creating new opportunities for Taiwan's film and television industry. 
Moreover, we'll expand the retail business with more products, supplemented by improved 
delivery efficiency, which will accelerate the growth momentum and maintain the leadership 
in the B2C platform market. In the new year, apart from continuing investing in social welfare 
and environmental protection, we are committed to 2018 Science-Based Target, proactively 
respond to the UN's Sustainable Development Goals through the business core of “6C,” and 
establish the five major sustainable pillars of the “Zetta Connected 2030,” introducing 
relevant environmental, social, and governance projects in all dimensions. We are not only 
the digital convergence leader with the most comprehensive layout across Taiwan, but also 
aim to become a benchmark company in line with corporate social responsibility in the 
international telecommunications industry.

President
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Key Performance

and Awards

$11.2billion

Dare to Dream’ released single EP for winner
of myfone Mobile Composition Awards, received over
1 million views in 10 days and held concert at Taipei Arena
 “i-Infinity” Digital welfare microfilm helped 16 charity
groups to raise over NT$ 19.89 million

Raised NT$5.7 million
from Green Power for Charity project,

establishing photovoltaic system of
nearly 100kW for disadvantaged groups

$140Million

Named as constituent stock in
Top 100 Highest-Salary Companies

in Taiwan for 4 consecutive years

Provided a total of 6,287 hours
of corporate volunteering service

Selected as a Board member of Global 
e-Sustainability Initiative (GeSI)

Named Top 5% in ‘Corporate Governance Assessment’ 
for three consecutive years

EPS NT$5.21, topping the industry 
for sixth consecutive year

Ranked Top 2 in Global Telecom Industry in DSJI World 
for the first time.
Received positive recognition from DJSI Emerging 
Markets for 6 consecutive years

Received Sustainability 2018-Silver Class 
in 2018 and Industry Mover Award in 2017 
from RobecoSAM.

Chairman Daniel M. Tsai received ‘Outstanding 
Corporate Sustainability Professionals’ and 
TWM received 9 awards in Taiwan Corporate 
Sustainability Awards (TCSA), topping the 
entire Taiwanese industry in terms of 
sustainability performance

Real earnings increased 
by approximately 
NT$11.2 billion

 ‘Coding Fun’ was attended by 119 students, 
enhancing education in remote regions 

through coding

mySports online sports day
had over 2,000 participants,

burned over 8.4 million calories

Received Gold Medal in 
Sponsorship category and 

Long-term Sponsorship Award 
from 2017 Sports Activists Awards

NT$ 140 million social investment

True

Value
5%
TOP

Dow Jones

Sustainability Indexes

Competiton
Digital

TOP 100
Salary

LRMIPSM
001

LRMIPSM
001

BUY

Reduced 9,956 metric tons
of CO2e from 2016 emissions

Received Energy Efficient Elite Award
from the Bureau of Energy,

Ministry of Economic Affairs

B-Ranking in CDP Management,
topping the telecom industry Purchased and voluntary consumption

of green electricity reached 3,392,280 kWh

Conserved 17,764,448 kWh of
electricity, showing a 3.8%

decrease from 2016

Reached 80kW cumulatively
in green buildings

9,956 tons

CO2e

6,287hrs

Volunteer

burned
over 80KW

3,392,280kWh

Conserved

17,764,448kWh

Sports Activists

Awards

Coding Fun

8

Industry Mover 2017

Silver Class 2018
EPS $5.21

TCSATCSA

TOP.2
in Global Telecom

5.7million

100KW

8.4million calories

ESG data  statistic table, please refer to the appendix P148
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Named Top 5% in 
‘Corporate Governance 

Assessment’ for 3 
consecutive years

SME Administration, Ministry of 
Economic Affairs

Grand Prize in ‘Buying Power’ Social 
Innovative Product and Service 

Procurement Award

13th CSR Award from Global Views 
Monthly magazine 

No. 1 in Service category

2017 Sports Activists Award from Sports 
Administration, Ministry of Education/Gold 

Medal in Sponsorship category & Long-term 
Sponsorship Award

Ranked 5th Place in ‘Corporate 
Citizen’ Award from Common-

Wealth magazine, topping 
telecom industry in Taiwan

Taiwan Corporate Sustainability 
Award (TCSA)

9 awards for enterprise including Top 
50 corporate sustainability awards

Chairman Daniel M. Tsai received 
‘Outstanding Corporate Sustain-

ability Professionals’

2017 2018 FEB APR MAY JUN AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC FEB

Industry Mover Award in 
2017 from RobecoSAM

2017 Asian Excellence Awards 
from Corporate Governance Asia
Best Investment Relations & Best 

CFO

Dow Jones Sustainability Index (DJSI) 
Ranked Top 2 in Global Telecom Industry in 
DSJI World
Nominated for DJSI Emerging Markets for 6 
consecutive years

No. 1 in Taiwan Telecom 
Industry in Carbon 

Disclosure Project Survey 
for 3 consecutive years

Received Sustainability 
2018-Silver Class in 2018 from 

RobecoSAM

全球電信業
TOP.2

8
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TWM board members:
Sitting position: Chairman Daniel M. Tsai(center left), Vice Chairman Richard M. Tsai(center right), James Jeng (left1), San-Cheng Chang (right1)
Standing position: the other directors are (from left to right) Hsueh-Jen Sung(Independent),Jack J. T. Huang(Independent), 
                             Jamie Lin(Independent), Char-Dir Chung(Independent), Howard Lin
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Founded in February 1997, Taiwan Mobile Co., Ltd. (hereinafter “TWM” or “the Compa-
ny”) has received the operational permit for Type I Telecommunications Enterprises in that 
same year, and set up headquarters (12F., No. 88, Yanchang Rd., Xinyi Dist., Taipei City), 
branch offices, and relevant business operations in Taiwan. Physical retail channels and 
service centers are located throughout Taiwan, and besides being the first private telecom 
company to be listed on the Taiwan Stock Exchange (TSE), TWM was also recorded in 
the Taiwan 50 Index in 2002 and nominated as a constituent stock by MSCI. Moreover, 
since 2012, TWM has been nominated as a constituent stock by DJSI for six consecutive 
years and was even ranked Top 2 in the global telecommunications industry for DJSI 
World in 2017, outperforming the entire Asian market. 
To increase the scale of operations and to provide integrated services, TWM has 
undertaken mergers and consolidations with companies including Taiwan Fixed Net, 
Taiwan Telecommunication Network Service (TTN), TransAsia Telecommunications, and 
MOBITAI Communications Co., Ltd. between 2007 and 2008. These M&A helped TWM to 
achieve a structure that spans mobile telecom, fixed net, broadband Internet, and cable 
TV, and provides seamless digital convergence service of enjoying multi-screens and 
Internet service through multi-platform integrative skills. Equipped with outstanding 
product and service quality, innovative R&D competency and world-class information 
safety protection, TWM is geared to provide customers with the best user experience. It is 
the most comprehensive telecom and media service provider of “TIME,” an acronym for 
telecom (T), the Internet (I), media & entertainment (M), and E (e-commerce). As of June 
2014, TWM has officially launched 4G service and is on a journey to achieving brand-new 
milestones. 
The major businesses of TWM Group includes: Personal Users, Business Users, Home 
Users, and Retail. Please see below for the scope of service and performance of each 
business unit:

Company Overview

Mobile telecom services for personal users, 
including monthly plans, prepaid plan and 
value-added services.

Telecom integration system for business users, 
including fixed net (voice, data, Internet), cloud, 
and mobile business services

Video (CATV, DTV) and broadband Internet 
(Cable Broadband/FTTx) services for family 
users

E-commerce, TV shopping/ infomercial, 
catalogs

Personal Users TWM

TWM Business Solution

TWM Broadband

momo

Business Users

Home Users

Retail

Daniel M.Tsai
Chairman of Taiwan Mobile CO. Ltd

Richard M.Tsai
Vice Chairman  of Taiwan Mobile CO. Ltd 

San-Cheng Chang
Chairman of Taiwan Mobile Foundation

James Jeng
President of Taiwan Mobile CO. Ltd
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CSR Operational Mechanism Quantification and Assessment of True Value

Identification of Material TopicsSustainable Strategies Map

Sustainable Strategic Vision & Plan-Zetta Connected 2030

Business Environment and Risk Analysis

Communications with Stakeholders and Response to Key Topics of Concern

Chapter 1  Sustainable Management Strategies

Photo by 張榮裕
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Identification of CSR material topics

Identification of risks and opportunities

Joined the GSMA (Groupe Speciale Mobile Association) initiative

Compensations, performance evaluation, nominations and diversity of the Board of Directors

Amended the Ethical Corporate Management Best Practice Principles

Amended the Corporate Social Responsibility Best Practice Principles

Analyzed non-financial taxation risks

Material Resolutions from CSR Committee in 2017

1.1 CSR Operational Mechanism

CSR Policy

CSR Committee convenes meetings on a quarterly basis 
and reports to the Board of Directors.
Number of meetings held: 4 meetings were convened by 
the Committee in 2017, 15 resolutions were passed, and 
3 of which were passed by the Board of Directors. ‘CSR 
Strategy Map’ was reported to the 2017 Shareholders’ 
Meeting.
Internalizing CSR practices: - Senior managers will set 
individual CSR Key Performance Indicators (KPI) as 
references for annual performance evaluation. Please 
see the chapter on Compensations for Senior 
Management on P.140 for details.
Hold educational training in each year, in which CSR key 
strategies and methods of implementation are explained 
to the senior managers and staff so that all employees 
can stay focused on fulfilling TWM’s vision for 
sustainable operations.  

CSR Guiding Principles
TWM has internalized corporate social responsibility (CSR) in our operational 
strategies and management. The CSR Policy was passed by the Board of 
Directors in January 2011 as the guiding principles of long-term CSR 
promotions.

CSR Committee
The Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) Committee was officially formed under the Board of 
Directors in 2014. The Committee is chaired by the Chairman of the Board, and the President 
serves as the Vice Chairman. Senior management from each business group serves as 
members of the Committee (IoT Vice President was newly appointed as of Q1 2018) to identify 
risks and opportunities relevant to environmental, social, and governance issues so that TWM 
could integrate operations with core resources, establish sustainable strategies and enhance 
the levels of accountability, participation, and governance of the senior management to create 
an effective, circular performance. The performance and compensations of the CSR Committee 
members have been tied to the Company’s CSR performance. Please see the chapter on 
Compensations for Senior Management on P.140 for details. 

CSR Teams
A Social Responsibility Department was set up under the PR & Brand Management 
Division in 2007 with designated personnel and independent budget. The department 
serves as Executive Secretary to the CSR Committee and is responsible for 
integrating inter-departmental CSR tasks on top of planning and carrying out CSR 
strategies and projects. 

Reports toFeedback 

IoT 
Vice

President

Board of
Directors

CSR Committee

Committee Chairman –
Chairman of the Board

Committee Vice Chairman – President

CSR Executive
Secretary

Chief
Financial
Officer

Chief
Business
Officer

Chief
Technology

Officer

Chief
Operation

Officer

Chief
Information

Officer

Procurement
Vice

President

TWMF
CEO

Audit Office
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For Business Strategy and Risk Analysis,
please refer to Chapter 1.4 P22 for details.

1.2 Sustainable Strategies Map

Taiwan Mobile has set up the Company headquarters, branch offices, service centers, and business 
operations throughout Taiwan. We have investments in six major types of capital, including financial, 
manufacturing, intellectual property, human resources, social, and natural resources and laid out 
strategic operations in ‘6C’ through Telecom, Internet, Media & Entertainment, and E-Commerce, or 
the acronym ‘T.I.M.E.’ Moreover, TWM has identified 22 material topics pursuant to the 17 
Sustainable Development Goals, or SDGs.  These have helped us to create 7 key values for our 
eight major stakeholders and our efforts toward becoming excellent, sustainable pioneers in digital 
convergence.  

6 Capital Input

6
Financial capital

Operating expense

NT$51.8 billion 

Intellectual property capital
R&D expense

NT$700 million

HR capital
Employee

compensations & benefits

NT$6.3 billion

Social capital 
Social investment

NT$140 million 

Natural capital
Green procurement

NT$170 million

Production capital
Telecom infrastructure and

maintenance expense

NT$6.5 billion

Major Capitals

Corporate
governance &
operating
performance

Legality /legal
compliance 

Supply chain
management

Network quality
& coverage

Employees’
 physical

& mental health

Talent cultivation
& retention 

Communication
mechanism

Giving back to
the society

Digital inclusion
& social innovation

Social emergency
responses

 

Green
operations

Climate change
mitigation and
adaptation

Green application
& circular economy

Technology
innovation 
& application

Information
security and 
privacy protection

Service impact
management

Customer
experiences

Electromagnetic
field safety

Transparent &
fair marketing

Risk management

Ethical
operation

Respect &
protection of
human rights

6C operating nuclei

6C operating nuclei

Covergence

Channel

Content

Telecom
Internet

Media & Entertainment
E-Commerce

C

C

C

C

C

C
Coverage

CSR TWM operating nuclei

Cloud

Integration of
Sustainable Strategies
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 Key values Answer to 8 Stakeholders

Key values are internalized in Sustainable Vision; 
please see Chapter 1.3 P14 for details.

For sustainable performance created from responding to stakeholders,
please see Chapter 1.3 P17 for details.

7Ethical
operation

Environmental
sustainability

Social
inclusion

Innovative
accomplishments

Excellent
brand 

Sustainable
partners

Happy workplace

major highlight
 values

8
major

stakeholders

Communities
/NGO

Employees

Customers

Shareholders/
investors

Suppliers

Competent
authorities

Media

Rating
Agencies
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1.3 Sustainable Strategic Vision Plan-Zetta Connected 2030

How big your heart is; then how great your vision will be! This is the 
meaning behind Taiwan Mobile’s brand-new vision of “Zetta Connected 
2030.”
To prepare for the emergence of the era of 5G, TWM initiated the Sustainability Vision Blueprint for 2030 at the 
end of 2017. The blueprint is also geared to answer UN’s 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development as well as the 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). As the human civilization is getting ready to face a 
decade of unimaginable changes from 2020 to 2030, where massive amount of big data will be connected and assume the center of focus, we have selected the word “Zetta (1021)”, a pun for “a very big heart” in 
Mandarin Chinese, as the theme for our vision plan for the next decade. Thus, "Zetta Connected 2030" will be our attempt in achieving the UN SDGs and our aspiration for everyone at TWM to bravely hypothe-
size and to actively set their own goals. The purpose is to review our current actions from the standpoint of 2030, which seems so far into the future, while we aspire TWM to become the center of connectivity for 
everything─besides establishing connections between human, objects, and time and space, the most important is to have heart-to-heart connections among people─by 2030, and to bring visions that encompass 
five major aspects to our stakeholders. Founded on the vision of being a “Responsible Business”, TWM will lead suppliers in “Creating Stakeholder Synergy”, two fundamental aspects to achieve three accom-
plishments of “Elevating Future Experience,” “Realizing Social Potential,” and “Minimizing Footprint.” The five aspects are closely connected to TWM’s seven key brand values, and step by step, we aim to work 
toward an unlimited future with our eight major stakeholders to achieve our fundamental goal of sustainable development.

Excellent
Brand

Sustainable
Partners

Happy
Workplace

Ethical
Operation 

Responsible Business  

Creating stakeholder synergy is our biggest momentum to 
stride to the future of sustainability. In the era of 5G IoT, we will 

exert our positive influence and energize our global partner 
relationship in sustainable development. 

In addition to inclusive and sustainable economic growth, the 
Company focuses on corporate government that is evenly 
developed in ESG and provides our employees a happy 
workplace and participation in international sustainable 
businesses with a holistic perspective, making honor and 
sense of achievement to become the new attitude toward life 
in the future. 

Creating Stakeholder
Synergy

Environmental
Sustainability

Making use of the 
latest IoT and AI 
technology and 
implementing green 
policies and reducing 
carbon footprint of our 
supply chains will not 
only reduce environ-
mental impact but also 
proactively create a 
better and more ideal 
universal ecosystem.

Elevating
Future

Experience
Minimizing
Footprint

Making use of 5G and 
IoT technology to 
establish connections 
between human, 
objects, and time and 
space so that we can 
create a future beyond 
our imagination with 
innovative vision.

Realizing
Social

 Potential

 
 

 
 The mode and application of 

innovative technology are able to 
surmount the obstacles brought forth by 
the long-standing value system 
constructed since time immortal, 
including issues such as poverty, 
inequality and unfair 
distribution of resources.

Social
Inclusion

Innovative
Accomplishments
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NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

Preparation Stage
(completed)

Strategy stage Value Creation Stage
(mid-term)

Value Creation Stage
(long-term)

Established Carbon Reduction Objectives

 

 
Selection as a leader for
internationalawards 
(Top 2 in Telecommunication Services Industry
in 2017 DJSI World)

Build CSR brand image

Climate change management in value chain

Review (and propose new) target objectives in 2020

Review (and propose new) target objectives in 2030

Optimize social benefits from welfare projects

2015-2016 2017-2018 2019-2020 2021-2030

Convening of the CSR Committee

Participation in international rankings 

Get Carbon Footprint Labeling 

Subscription to 2.4 million kWh of green power

Industry-academia collaboration
in Product Carbon Footprint

Communication with external stakeholders

Adoption of ISO 14001

Carbon emission risk management
 - Quantification of Scope 3 carbon emissions

Implementation of SROI

Achieving target
ahead of schedule

Achieving target
ahead of schedule

Promotion of CSR
strategy integration

Organized 1 supplier
CSR conference

Green energy
constructions

Received CDP
leadership rating

Issuance of
integrated reporting

Transformation into a benchmark
enterprise of international caliber

100% adoption of ISO 14001

Organizing CSR Forum

Plan a green energy
philanthropy campaign

 GHG emission absolute reduction

Subscription of renewable energy certification

Verification of Science-based target 

Industry-academia collaboration in
 carbon management strategy

Evaluation of the social benefits
of public welfare projects

 Build TWM Sustainability Vision Blueprint for 2030

NEW NEW

NEW

UpdateNew

Achieve 20% renewable energy 
in total energy consumption

Achieve 10% renewable energy 
in total energy consumption

Reach 6,000kW installed capacity in
our renewable energy generators

 

Reach 280kW installed capacity in
our renewable energy generators

Achieve 35% renewable energy 
in IDC’s total energy consumption

Achieve 25% renewable energy 
in IDC’s total energy consumption

Reduce 44% in total carbon emissions from 2016 levelsReduce 7.8% in total carbon
emissions from 2016 levels Reduce 52% in total carbon intensity from 2016 levels

Service rooms are built with 100% resilient infrastructure
Reach NT$17.7 billion revenue from innovative 

products/services

Assistant NPOs fundraising through TWM channel in total of 
NT$200 million

Achieve 50% growth in total number of benefited 
disadvantaged subscriber

Network infrastructure coverage for population in remote 

Accumulate over NT$1.2 billion in charity sponsorship 
and donations

areas up to 99%

Average 55 hours of training for every 
employee

Maintain top 5% in industry in terms of information security 
management

Reduce 20% in carbon emissions of the supply chain 
from 2020 levels

On going

Achieving target ahead of schedule (original target: 2018)

Achieving target ahead of schedule (original target: 2020)
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1st SDGs workshop
The employees voted for
the most important SDGs

2nd SDGs workshop
KPIs for each division were created, 

based on SDGs

About 140 employees
participated in the

2nd SDGs workshop

1.3 Sustainable Strategic Vision Plan - promoting the idea of the UN SDGs and
      formulating 2030 sustainable performance KPIs
In order to show the Company's determination to promote SDGs, we have held two SDGs workshops for all colleagues involved in 
CSR promotion from different departments, for three key purposes:
Full understanding of the idea of the United Nations SDGs and their comprehensive realization of SDGs in their daily job duties;
Voting by the employees to identify the SDGs that are the most important to the company, with the voting result sent to the CSR 
Committee for resolution, which would embody the consensus of senior management and employees on sustainable development;
Establishment of a sustainable development goal for each department that should be achieved in their work areas, based on the 
Company's most important SDGs,
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1.3 Sustainable Strategic Vision Plan - 2030 Sustainable Performance Overview
Each BU sets its sustainable KPI according to the scope of its own duties, as shown in the figure below.對照章節

Key 
value

Sustainable
Theme

Quantitative
Indicator (KPI)

Creating 
Stakeholder 

Synergy

Renewable
energy

Energy efficiency

Sustainable use of
natural resources

Sustainable
recycling

Resilience and
adaptation

Low-carbon
footprint

Sustainable Supply
Chain Management

2.3Excellent Brand
2.5Environmental Sustainability

2.5Environmental Sustainability

2.5Environmental Sustainability

2.5Environmental Sustainability

2.5Environmental Sustainability

・Reach 3,392,280 kWh in purchased & TWM-devel-
oped green electricity
・Generation of 62Kw from solar power & 18Kw from 
wind power
・Green energy initiative 
・Crowdfunding welfare project – raised fund to build 
100kW of green power

・Compared to 2016, purchased electricity was reduced 
by 3.8%, fuel used by engineering vehicles was 
reduced by 12.4%, effectively reduced air pollution.
・Annual average PUE of IDC reaches 1.94

・Business waste was lower than the estimated value by 2%
・ Paperless bills saved 110 million A4 papers, which 
reduced carbon emission by about 426 metric tons

・Effective rainwater collection of 342.4 cubic meters
・Treated business waste in an environmentally protective 
way, effectively recycled 67% of the materials (93% if optical 
fibers were deducted)
・Recycled a total of 22,569 used mobile phones and 
1,217.70 kilograms of used batteries
・Acquired a total of 36,078 used mobile phones and 68 
used tablets

・Completed the level two telecommunications national 
critical infrastructure protection drill

・Compared to 2016, greenhouse gas emissions were 
lowered by 9,956 metric tons CO2e・Effective power savings of 17,764,448 kWh, which results 
in 3.8% less power usage compared to 2016
・Fleet management reduced carbon emissions by 742 
metric tons

・Received 268 returned questionnaires of CSR 
Self-Assessment from suppliers.
・Completed on-site sustainability audits of 40 tier-1 critical 
suppliers, resulting in 200% growth.
・Completed documentary reviews regarding sustainability 
for 268 suppliers.
・Hosted supplier conferences and supplier educational 
training, in which 310 vendors participated.
・Maintained 100% signing rate of ‘Declaration Letter for 
Environmental and Occupational Health and Safety Policy 
for Contractors’
・Introduced E-TASC Supplier Management Platform 
developed by GeSI

・A 39% reduction of emission intensity compared to 
  2016 (204 thousand kWh/Pb)

・Annual average PUE of IDC reaches 1.87

・A 57% reduction of emission 
intensity compared to 2016 (143 
thousand kWh/Pb)
・Annual average PUE of IDC 
reaches 1.75

・A 89% reduction of emission 
intensity compared to 2016 (38 
thousand kWh/Pb)
・PUE reaches 1.5 when IDC is fully 
loaded

・ An 1% reduction of total tap water use compared to 
  2017 (excluding the IDC cloud business growth)
・A 10% reduction of paper use in the internal process

・E-bill users reach 58%

・ A 2% reduction of total un-recyclable business waste 
  compared to 2017

・ Number of recycled cell phone reaches 10,000 a 
  year

・ A 6% reduction of total un-recyclable 
business waste compared to 2017

・ Number of recycled cell phone 
reaches 10,000 a year

・ A 15% reduction of total un-recyclable 
business waste compared to 2017

・ Number of recycled cell phone 
reaches 10,000 a year

2.3Excellent Brand
2.5Environmental Sustainability

・ Service rooms are built with 100% resilient  
   infrastructure
・140 of the base-stations in areas that are prone to 
  natural disasters are equipped with electricity 
  generators

・Complete building FMC host in Taichung host room
・Improve the internet routing of Eastern Taiwan
・Split the secondary Hub station into five new realms, 
  lowering the affected range of a single service room

・ Service rooms are built with 100% 
resilient infrastructure
・200 of the base-stations

・Establish microwave transmission in 
important districts of remote areas and 
provide high-speed internet services at 
more than 10 base-stations
・Add 10 more realms of double backup 
shelter cycle Hubs

・Service rooms are built with 100% 
resilient infrastructure
・250 of the base-stations in areas that 
are prone to natural disasters are 
equipped with electricity generators, 
equating to an equipment rate of 25%

・100% of the key infrastructure are with 
cross-district backup equipment

Before bidding for significant projects, suppliers 
must answer the CSR self-assessment 
questionnaire first

Complete supply chain carbon 
emissions inventory between 2020 
and 2023

Carbon emissions of the supply 
chain decrease by 20% from that in 
2020

・Electricity consumption of IT service rooms is 
  reduced by 5% compared to 2016
・Develop SBT and send to SBTi for review
・Total carbon emissions are reduced by 4.1% from 
  that in 2016
・Total carbon intensity are reduced by 6% from that in
  2016 (Baseline 732.21 kgCO2 / m

2)
・The carbon emissions of the outsourced roving 
  logistics fleet are reduced by 6% from that in 2016

・Reduced by 10% compared to 2016

・Total carbon emissions are reduced 
by7.8% from that in 2016
・Total carbon intensity are reduced by 
11% from that in 2016
・Reduced by 12% from that in 2016

・Reduced by 15% compared to 2016

・Total carbon emissions are reduced 
by 44% from that in 2016
・Total carbon intensity are reduced by 
52% from that in 2016
・Reduced by 40% from that in 2016

2.2Sustainable Partners

SDGs Corresponding Chapter

對照章節

NEW

Environmental
Sustainability 

Sustainable
Partnes

Sustainable
Partnes

Goal of 
2018

Goal of
2020

Goal of
2030

2017 Performance/Actions

・A 3% reduction of total tap 
water use compared to 2017 
・A 10% reduction of paper use 
in the internal process
・Reach 62%

・A 15% reduction of total tap 
water use compared to 2017 
・A 10% reduction of paper use 
in the internal process
・Reach 95%

・Total use of renewable energy reaches 1.2%
・Renewable energy device capacity reaches 
 180kW.
・Use of IDC renewable energy accounts for 20% 
  of the total energy consumption

・reaches 10%
・reaches 280kW.

・takes up 25% of the total energy 
consumption

・reaches 20%
・reaches 6000kW.

・takes up 35% of the total energy 
consumption

Minimizing
Footprint
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Digital 
health-

care

・Provided 1,764 hours of digital rehabilitation 
  courses for the disabled
・HealthCare

・Expand the coverage of digital home health 
care services to the Greater Taipei area

・To the Middle and Southern city 
areas (Greater Taichung/ Greater 
Kaohsiung)

・To the entire Taiwan 2.4Innovative Accomplishments

2.7Social Inclusion

2.4Innovative Accomplishments

Telecom
infrastructure

Smart innovation
and application

・Across Taiwan

・Generate a revenue of NT$2.4
 billion
・Reaches NT$2 billion

・Generates a revenue of 
NT$1.6 billion

・Established NB-IoT network
・Wired high speed network
・Advanced integration of communications 
services

・Advanced telecommunications users account for 
85% of total users.
・Wired high-speed internet coverage reaches 69%
・The annual revenues from the fixed-network users 
changing into "advanced integrated telecommunica-
tions services" reaches NT$5 million

・Account for 95% of total users.

・Reaches 90%
・Reaches NT$120 million

・Account for 99% of total users.

・Reaches 98%
・Reaches NT$800 million

・A total of 30 Innovative products and services, 
and 21 process innovation projects 

・Innovative products and services generate 
revenues of NT$5 billion

・Generate revenues of 
NT$6.6 billion

・Generate revenues of 
NT$17.7 billion

・HomeSecurity household security service
・Internet of vehicles (IoV)

・Fundraising from microfilm increased by 
NT$62,603
・Raised a total of NT$9,242,100 from 
mobile phone donations

・The total fundraising amount through the 
TWM channels amounts to NT$99.24 million 
from 2006 to 2018
・The amount of sponsorships and donations 
that contributes to the public interest amounts 
to NT$730 million from 2003 to 2018

・The population coverage rate of the rural mobile 
broadband Internet service reaches 95%
・The number of benefited disadvantaged people 
(students/the elderly) grows by 15% compared to 
2017

・Over 95% of the population living in remote areas 
receives an emergency warning service within 5 
seconds when a disaster happens
・Complete the construction of 80 communications 
platforms for disaster relief operations
・Within 4 hours, the mobile vehicle arrives in 
disaster areas and provides basic services, such 
as voice services and mobile Internet accessNote2

・Provide positioning services in disaster areas to 
help disaster recovery and establish 3G mobile 
network positioning services

・Over 97% 

・Complete the construction of 100 
communications platforms

・omplete Advanced Mobile Location 
(AML) service development for 
Android phones

・Over 99% 
 

・When a disaster strikes, basic services, 
such as voice services and mobile Internet 
access, can be maintained or immediately 
resumed

・Provide demographic statistics and victim 
location tracking in disaster areas through 
positioning services; it is estimated that 
99.83% of the communications population 
can be covered

・Reach 97.07% population coverage for 
mobile broadband services in remote 
regions

・Disaster prevention/alert service
・Established disaster prevention mobile 
telecom platforms at 23 locations
・Built 20 3G/4G mobile base stations

・Reaches 97% ・Reaches 99% and higher

・Expand the coverage of home security products and 
services to 10 counties/cities of Taiwan
・Digital multimedia products and services generate 
revenues of NT$1.2 billion
・The sum of mobile commerce service transactions 
reaches NT$1.5 billion
・Technology of IoV generates an annual revenue of 
NT$3.5 million

・To 13 counties/cities of Taiwan

・Generate revenues of NT$1.6 
billion
・Reaches NT$1.52 billion

・Generates an annual revenue
 of NT$80 million

・Base station service operation rate reaches 99.7%
・Build village monitoring (image surveillance) or river  
  hydrology/flood monitoring (image surveillance) to achieve
  a coverage rate of 6% (2 townships in total)

2.3Excellent Brand

2.4Innovative Accomplishments

2.3Excellent Brand

2.4Innovative Accomplishments

2.3Excellent Brand

2.4Innovative Accomplishments

2.4Innovative Accomplishments

Smart 
living

Sustainable 
city

Fundraisers

Affordable
services

Reinforce 
resistance to 

disasters

2.3Excellent Brand

2.7Social Inclusion

2.3Excellent Brand

2.7Social Inclusion・Grows by 35% ・Grows by 50%

Mobile health
management

・Mobile health care products and services 
generate revenues of NT$15 million

・Generate revenues of 
NT$70 million

・Generate revenues of 
NT$300million

・myHealth Internet-based healthcare service
・Over 2,000 people joined the mySports online 
  sport event, burning a total of over 8.4 million 
  calories

Note 1: Service Operation Rate = 1 - [Total Base Station Obstacle Hours (hours)] / Number of Base Stations Providing Services * 24 (hr) * 365 (days)]
Note 2: Under the circumstance that the road is not interrupted

Key 
value

Sustainable
Theme

Quantitative
Indicator (KPI)SDGs Corresponding ChapterGoal of 

2018
Goal of
2020

Goal of
2030

2017 Performance/Actions

Innovative

Accomplishments

Social

Inclusion

・Reaches 99.8% ・Reaches 99.9%

・To achieve a coverage of 30%
 (10 townships in total)

・To reach a coverage rate of 78% 
(26 townships in total)and build car 
flow and pedestrian flow analysis 
services

Amounts to NT$130 million 
from 2006 to 2020

Amounts to NT$200 million 
from 2006 to 2030

Amounts to NT$820 million 
from 2003 to 2020

Amounts to NT$1.2 billion from 
2003 to 2030

2.7Social Inclusion

Elevating
Future

Experience

Realizing
Social

Potential

・Base station service operation 
  rateNote1 reaches 99.9%
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Transportation 
safety

Monitoring 
environmental 

quality

Equal 
opportunity

Education of 
knowledge & 

skills for 
sustainable 

development

Employee 
cultivation

Friendly 
workplace

Human rights & 
justice

Transparency 
and honesty

・myBook digital learning

Accessibility to 
remote 

healthcare

2.4Innovative Accomplishments

2.7Social Inclusion

2.4Innovative Accomplishments

2.7Social Inclusion

・Through internal employee education and 
training, the number of employees who receive 
sustainability-related information increases by 
1% from that in 2017 (7,240 persons)
・The number of people reached by external 
CSR-related activities and events increases by 
1% from that in 2017 (606 persons)
・The number of online visits to the sustainability 
category or special section reaches 30,000 for 
the current year

・Increases by 2% from that in 2018
 (7,384 persons)

・Increases by 2% from that in 2018
 (618 persons)

・Accumulate to 100,000 from 2018

・Increases by 12% from that in 2018
 (8,108 persons)

・Increases by 12% from that in 2018 
(678 persons)

・Accumulate to 500,000 from 2018

・1500 technological 
education teachers

・6,000 technological 
  education teachers

・Continue to maintain in the top 10%

・Keep track of the average amount of 
training time received by each employee.

・The average number of 
training hours per employee 
reaches over 50 hours 
(including staff of regular chain 
stores)

・The average number of 
training hours per employee 
reaches 55 hours (including 
staff of regular chain stores)

・At least 90%

・At least 90%

・Continue to maintain in 4 points

・Continue to maintain in 4 points 

・75% of employees are satisfied

・At least 95%

・At least 95%

・Continue to maintain in 4 points

・Continue to maintain in 4 points 

・83% of employees are satisfied

2.6Happy Workplace

2.6Happy Workplace

2.1Ethical Operation

2.3Excellent Brand

・MyBook user accounts 
accumulate to 36,000 from 
2018

・MyBook user accounts 
  accumulate to 100,000 from 
  2018

・Continue to maintain in the top 10%

・Continue to maintain in the top 5%

・Continue to maintain in the top 5%

・HealthCare service
・myHealth Internet-based healthcare 
service

・Community security surveillance system 
integration service

・18,888 participants (headcount) in digital 
course-learning at remote regions
・Total participants achieved 2,142 hours of 
Coding Fun programming course-teaching
・myfone forum attended by 46,050 
participants (headcount)
・Computer classes at the Digital Learning 
Center attended by 1,004 individuals

・Average employee received 55.6 hours of 
training, achieving 2020 target ahead of schedule
・7,169 employees (headcount) participated in 
CSR training courses, showing a 31.8% increase 
from 2016
・Resigned employees received 4.68 hours of 
training on average

・Achieved Occupational Health and Safety 
Management System (OHSAS18001) certification

・Received ‘Outstanding Employment Award’ from 
Taipei City Foreign and Disabled Labor Office

・Ranked among Top 3 in industry for 
information security management 
・Ranked among Top 3 in industry for human 
rights management

・Top 5% in Corporate Governance Assessment
・Zero-tolerance for breach of Ethical Corporate 
Management Best Practice Principles

・Conduct information security management surveys 
through third-party assessment entities, and continue to 
maintain in the top 20% in this field in the industry
・Conduct human rights management surveys through 
international sustainability assessment entities, and 
continue to maintain in the top 20% in this field in the 
industry

・Set directorship target: at least 1 female director by 
2020

・Maintain top 5% ranking in ‘Corporate Governance 
Assessment’

・Zero tolerance of any violation of Ethical Corporate 
Management Best Practice Principles

・At least 1 female director

・Remain in the top 5%

・Zero tolerance of any violation of 
ethical corporate management best 
practice principles

・Increase the number of seats for 
female directors (at least 1 seat)

・Remain in the top 5%

・Zero tolerance of any violation of 
ethical corporate management best 
practice principles

・At least 80% of pregnant employees receive prenatal 
education
・At least 80% of postnatal employees receive caring 
phone calls
・4 points (out of 5) in terms of satisfaction with parenting 
lectures or study groups
・4 points (out of 5) in terms of satisfaction with the use of 
nursery rooms
・73% of employees are satisfied with the friendly work 
environment.

・33,000 people benefit from TWM digital 
education resources
・500 technological education teachers are 
cultivated
・With the new bid/renewal remote area 
communications package, myBook service 
account is provided; myBook user accounts 
accumulate to 12,000 for the current year

・Complete the testing and development of 
air-quality monitoring product

・More than 20,000 air quality 
monitoring devices in Taiwan 
and relevant applications are 
provided

・More than 100,000
air quality monitoring devices

・The number of people benefiting from telehealth 
products or services reaches 2,500 persons

・The existing traditional street lights that need manual 
control are changed to smart street lightsNote3, and it is 
estimated that 1,000 lights of this kind will be built

- -
・10,000 Smart Streetlights 
   are installed

・200,000 Smart Streetlights   
  are installed

・Reaches 16,000 persons ・Reaches 70,000 persons

2.7Social Inclusion

2.7Social Inclusion

Note 3: Smart Street Lights: With sensors and controllers, smart street lights switch and adjust brightness according to light and climate at any time. If there is any failure,
 it can be promptly alerted for repair and improve traffic safety.

・62,000 people ・150,000 people

Key 
value

Sustainable
Theme

Quantitative
Indicator (KPI)SDGs Corresponding ChapterGoal of 

2018
Goal of
2020

Goal of
2030

2017 Performance/Actions

Social

nclusion

Ethical

operation

Excellent

brand 

Happy

workplace

Respon-
sible 

Business

2.1Ethical Operation

Realizing
Social

Potential
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The following examples that help to create TWM’s True Value were compiled based on the SDG table above. In 2017 true Value earnings have grown by 
approximately NT$11.2 billion. (please see Chapter 1.5 Quantification and  Assessment of  True Value on P24 for the complete evaluation)

Positive benefits (digital inclusion) brought to 
disadvantaged students in remote regions with insufficient 
educational resources through digital education: 
・18,888 participants (headcount) in digital course-learning 
at remote regions
・Total participants achieved 2,142 hours of Coding Fun 
programming course-teaching

Benefits of providing rehabilitation courses in digital 
supportive resources to the disabled (digital inclusion): 
・Provided 1,764 hours of relevant courses

Funds raised through microfilm marketing and mobile donation, advertisement 
benefits enjoyed by charity groups through the microfilms, and marketing awards 
given to charity groups that collaborated with TWM for the microfilms:
・Fundraising from microfilm increased by NT$62,603
・Raised a total of NT$9,242,100 from mobile phone donations

Equal opportunity

Digital healthcare

Positive influences from employee training on future compensation 
standards for resigned employees:

・Average employee received 55.6 hours of training, showing a 93% 
growth over 2016

・Resigned employees received 4.68 hours of training on average

Employee cultivation

Renewable energy was used to prevent emissions of CO2 and 
air pollutants:
・Reach 3,392,280 kWh in purchased & TWM-developed green 
electricity

Air pollution caused by infrastructure fuel use and power generation in power 
plants:
・Diesel usage of 44,420 liters and gasoline usage of 208 liters by stationary 
sources.
・Diesel usage of 35,954 liters and gasoline usage of 797,611 liters by mobile 
sources.
・447,345,793 kWh of purchased electricity

Actual price of water adjusted against the scarcity of local 
water resources:

・Operations (offices, machine rooms, base stations, and cloud 
machine rooms) water usage of 195,596,000 liters

Social costs of greenhouse gas emissions to the society:
・Scope I greenhouse gas emissions of 4,864 metric tons
・Scope II greenhouse gas emissions of 236,646 metric tons
・Scope III greenhouse gas emissions (trips and commutes of 

employees, internal logistics, and usage of sold products) of 12,973 
metric tons

The negative cost of waste to the environment:
・Operational waste landfilled was 19.3 metric tons

・Operational waste incinerated to generate power was 761.4 
metric tons

Renewable energy

Energy efficiency

Sustainable use of natural resources

True Value Cost
NT$18,154,000

True Value Cost
NT$128,000

True Value benefit
NT$26,000

True Value benefit
NT$3,358,000

True Value benefit
NT$6,882,000

True Value benefit
NT$420,000

True Value benefit
NT$4,568,000

True Value benefit
NT$1,531,000

True Value benefit
NT$1,601,000

True Value benefit
NT$4,797,000

True Value benefit
NT$6,560,000

True Value Cost
NT$456,996,000

True Value Cost
NT$18,371,000

Real value of rainwater collection: Effective 
rainwater collection of 342.4 cubic meters

Compared to excavation for metals, the 
environmental benefits of recycling metal from used 
mobile phones and batteries: Recycled a total of 
22,569 used mobile phones and 1,217.7 kilograms 
of used batteries

・Used mobile phone buyback plans brought used 
mobile phones back to the market, and avoided the 
negative impact of producing new mobile phone: 
bought back a total of 36,078 used mobile phones 
and 68 used tablets

Benefits of recycling wastes to the environment:
・Recycling decommissioned copper cables yielded 
72.9 metric tons of copper
・Recycling decommissioned optical fiber yielded 
135.3 metric tons of iron

Low-carbon footprint
Fundraising

Sustainable recycling
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Global Initiatives
GeSI
Founded in 2001, Global e-Sustainability Initiative (GeSI) is 
co-founded by ICT (Information and Communication Technology) 
enterprises around the world to promote the sustainable 
development of the ICT industry. GeSI undertakes research and 
implements sustainable standards, and proposes solutions for six 
major fields of study, including climate change, telecom technolo-
gy, public policy, supply chain management, electronic waste, and 
energy efficiency. As pioneers for sustainable development in the 
IT industry, TWM has officially joined GeSI in February 2016, and 
participates in its affiliated Climate Change Committee and 
Industry Responsibility Committee to promote sustainable 
practices, focus on climate change, and carry out supply chain 
management and social responsibility with leading international 
corporations. We were selected as a Board member of GeSI in 
2017.

TWM hosted the 19th GeSI General Assembly in Taipei and the 
international forum “Digital Transformation for Global Sustainabili-
ty” on December 4th-5th in 2017. A lot of well-known speakers 
were invited, including  Mr. Jim Gowen, Chairman of GeSI, Mr. 
Luis Neves, Managing Director of GeSI, Paul Dickinson, 
Executive Chairman of CDP, and Jeffrey Sachs, the Special 
Advisor to the UN Secretary General on Sustainable Develop-
ment Goals, to share their views on the importance of sustainable 
development. This forum attracted nearly 300 participants to join. 
To promote carbon reduction and energy conservation, web-con-
ference technology was introduced at the Conference to allow 
simultaneous participation from members in seven major 
international cities including Taipei, Bangkok, London, Berlin, 
Rome, Paris, and St. John’s, Canada. Besides effectively 
reducing 26 metric tons of CO2e emissions from business travels, 
the quality of our web conference technology was also highly 
praised by the GeSI Chairman and attending guests. 

Carbon Disclosure Project (CDP) was cofounded by major international investment 
institutions in 2003. In each year, CDP invites over 1,000 businesses from around 
the world to disclose their data, risks, and opportunities regarding carbon 
management. In recent years, TWM has consistently promoted multiple carbon 
reduction measures, including leading our suppliers to promote green energy 
initiative, purchase over 1 million kWh of green electricity from the government in 
each year, building base stations and machine rooms that run on renewable energy, 
planning smart energy-saving management system, and proposing mid-to-long-term 
GHG reduction goals. We have also actively joined the ‘Commit to Action’ plan 
cofounded by CDP and We Mean Business Coalition in 2015. To this means, we 
have undertaken three initiatives ranging from being committed to establish Science 
Based Targets (SBT), participating in climate policy engagements, to disclosing 
information on climate change in mainstream business statements. 

World Economic Forum has indicated that the greatest risk in 2017 would be extreme weather conditions and natural disasters. Occurrence 
of such incidents have also been elevated. Studies have also shown that, currently, none of the actions that have been taken so far could 
accomplish the objective in the Paris Agreement. Therefore, to further reduce carbon emissions and to keep temperature rise within 2°C, we 
need to control the concentration of GHG emissions around the world to the specific values post-Industrial Revolution. To prevent over 2°C 
of temperature rise, calculations from scientists have indicated that the atmospheric concentration should be kept at 450ppm. This figure 
implies that since the Industrial Revolution, we can only emit a total volume of 3,670GT of CO2e more. Any carbon reduction target 
pertaining to this 2°C objective, can be classified as a Science-Based Target (SBT). 
Aspiring to be a benchmark in sustainability, TWM has made a commitment toward SBT to SBTi along with leading international businesses. 
Through the industry-academic cooperation project with National Taipei University of Technology, TWM will also apply for SBT certification to 
SBTi in 2018.

TWM was elected as a Board member of GeSI in 2017, and hosted the 19th GeSI General Assembly and the international forum 
“Digital Transformation for Global Sustainability” in Taipei. Middle, from left to right: Daniel M.Tsai, Chairman of TWM, San-Cheng 
Chang, Chairman of TWMF,  Jim  Gowen, GeSI Chairman, and James Jeng,  President of TWM
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1.4 Business Environment 
and Risk Analysis

Environmental Analysis and Strategic Responses
The growth in telecom market has slowed in recent years, and intense competition from the five major telecom providers in Taiwan have severe impact on the profitability of our core business 
in telecom.Therefore, TWM saw a need to pursue for new revenue drivers. International industry analysis has indicated that future trends in the telecom market are moving toward increased 
utilization of smart devices, development in digital technology (e.g., IoT and AI), increased need for web-based video communications and data service, as well as a technology revolution 
(such as 5G) in infrastructure. As pioneers of digital convergence, TWM is prepared for both positive and negative impacts from such industry trends, and we continue to move forward 
through action, innovation, and business service, while proactively developing customized value-added services and applications to stimulate new revenue growth. 
In response to future trends in the telecom market. We have analyzed the opportunities and threats in TWM’s business activities to plan for feasible innovative strategies: 

Please see Attachment on P.149 for a detailed analysis on the environment for trends and innovation, opportunities and threats, and innovative strategies for each business activity.

Industry
Trends

Opportunities
or Risks

Innovative
Strategies/Services

Applicable
Companies

Taiwan Mobile 
Taiwan Fixed Network
TFN Media

Taiwan Mobile
Taiwan Fixed Network
Taiwan Mobile Foundation

Big Data/
Artificial Intelligence

O2O Marketing

IoE 
(Internet of Everything)

Differentiated
Mobile Products

Virtual Reality/
Web Technology

Smart Home

Information Security

Energy Conservation
and Performance

Enhancement

•Personalized video & audio service
•Taiwan Teleservices & Technologies
•TAMedia
•Information security service

•NB-IoT service
•TWM IoT Ecosystem

•Myfone Mix & Match 
•Roam-like-Home’ local rates for 
  roaming services

•Internet-based services
•M+ Mobile Office     •M+ Red Envelop
•Increase the consumption of green energy
•Green Power for Charity: Expansion of Green Energy 
  in association with the charitable groups

•Home Security
•Health care (myHealth)

•Information security service
•Privacy protection

•Smart, energy-saving pioneering
 IDC and stations
•Planning and establishment of 5G network
•Green Power for Charity: Expansion of Green Energy 
  in association with the charitable groups

•Build brand-new, comprehensive retail by integrating virtual 
and physical channels
•Consolidation of myfone online shops and the retail stores
•Consolidation of TWM Broadband, myVideo and the retail 
stores

• Identify client preferences through
   telecom big data. 
• Potential risk regarding personal information.

• Combine virtual platform with physical stores     
  to achieve integrated retail/marketing service

•Emergence of IoT platform has led to significant 
 increase in innovative services and business opportunities.
•Significant increase in investment capital for building facilities 
 and innovative services, but the estimation of chances of success is more  
 difficult.

•Demand for fixed phone plans have declined; TWM uses 
its unique myfone shopping platform to provide more variety 
of phone plans
•Innovative roaming products and cost advantage

•Increase in the demand for revision/development of online 
 services; professional resource/assistance required.
•Carbon emissions have risen with the significant increase in the 
 demand for IDC Cloud

•High demand for home security.
•The advent of aging society and low birth rate has led to an 
 increase in demand for long-term care and shortage of its supply.

•IT security attack is a major threat to business operation
•Privacy protection has become a major concern to consumers

•Significant increase in professional, energy-saving internet data center
•Data flow is rapidly growing, creating new and diverse needs
•Besides affecting climate change, carbon emissions are also expected to 
 increase operating costs.

Taiwan Mobile
Taiwan Kuro Times
Taiwan Teleservices & Technologies 
Taiwan Fixed Network

Taiwan Mobile
TFN Media

Taiwan Mobile
Taiwan Fixed Network
TFN Media
Taiwan Digital Service

Taiwan Mobile

Taiwan Mobile
Taiwan Fixed Network
Taiwan Mobile Foundation

Taiwan Mobile
TFN Media
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1.4 Business Environment 
and Risk Analysis

Please see Attachment on P.150 for a detailed analysis of significant and emerging risks and opportunities.

       
By using the risk management framework from 

Committee of Sponsoring Organizations of the Treadway 
Commission (COSO) as a reference, the Board of Directors, Risk 

Management Committee, and designated risk management departments 
have collectively identified 19 material risks in accordance with international 

research studies, industry trend analysis, internal and external resource, and 
Company decision-making and judgment. These risks have been further classified 

into 7 types of risks: “Legal”, “Network Bandwidth Resources”, “Information Security”, 
“Sales”, “Market”, “Talent Cultivation”, and “Innovative Management”. Subsequently, a Risk 

Map has been created in consideration of the likelihood of occurrence and levels of impact of 
each risk. In 2017, current trends have led to an increase in the scale of 6 possible risks, 

including information privacy and security, hacker attacks, alternative and emerging business 
models, intensity of competition, changes in client demand, and innovation dynamics and growth. 
This has also been confirmed by the CSR Committee. 

Risks and Opportunities Analysis 
 Faced with changes in business models brought by the above-men-
tioned trends, TWM uses innovation to proactively respond to 
challenges and opportunities. Nevertheless, besides business 
competition, risks also come from other factors. Hence, we have 
built a Risk Management System to comprehensively review all 
potential risks to our business operations. A Risk Management 
Committee was also formed in 2015, in which risks pertaining to 
business operations are regularly reported, and departments 
relevant to the risk would discuss the impacts, opportunities, 
and countermeasures to such risks. For details on Risk 
Management Process (see diagram on right), please see the 
chapter on Risk Management on P144. 

We have further selected 8 significant and emerging risks from 19 identified 
risk to assess the impacts we may be subjected to, countermeasures we 
could take (risk mitigation & seize opportunities) and real projects we could 
implement/have implemented (see Attachment P150 for details). To this 
means, climate change/natural disaster under the “Network Bandwidth 
Resources” category is a risk that cannot be overlooked based on 
estimated global risk trends by the World Economic Forum. It is also highly 
relevant to our operations. Climate change will lead to elevated temperature 
and more severe rainstorms. Besides accelerating the rate of equipment 
damages and increasing maintenance costs and time, it could also lead to 
increased power consumption from machine rooms, leading to increased 
operating expenses. If no countermeasures are taken, we estimate that the 
risk of climate change could surmount to financial losses of more than 
NT$130 million in 2017. Thus, we have actively developed a wide range of 
green products and services (see Chapter 2.5 Environmental Sustainability 
on P100 for details), helping us to create more than NT$4 billion of total 
revenue in 2017.

Operating
environment

Risk
evaluation

Response
measures

Total risk
supervision and 

management

Risk
identification

1

2

3

4

5

Growth momentum
of innovation

Likelihood of occurrence

Level of impact

Change in
population structure

4.5

54.5

4

4

3.5

3.5

3

3

2.5

2.5

2

2

1.5

1.5

1

10

0.5

0.5

Climate change/natural disasters

Revolutionary telecom technology

Need for innovative
technology training

Change in demand
for technical skills

Work-related safety

Supply chain management

Staying on top of innovative trends

Specs for bandwidth resources

Change in client demand

Intensity of competition

IT infrastructure maintenance and upgrade

Information privacy and safety

Legal compliance

GHG emissions

Alternative and emerging business models

Hacker attacks

Changes in policy and laws

Significant and emerging risks

Items with Elevated Risk as Resolved by the CSR Committee in 2017
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1.5 Quantification and 
Assessment of True Value

In order to measure the environmental and social externalities generated by business operations for the value chain, we proceeded to study the major impact factors created in the 
process of business operations and convert them into quantitative indicators. The data collected was confined mainly to the year of 2015, with external costs and benefits converted to 
dollar amounts. The "true value" of the Company or a given project is expressed in an integrated manner to gain intimate knowledge of more comprehensive investment interests and 
risks and to enhance the ability to deal with risks and identify business opportunities. In addition, natural capital and social capital are taken into consideration to arrive at investment 
decisions that will lead to benefits for both the enterprise and the society. Assessment results indicated that, compared to traditional financial performance indicators, True Value earnings 
have grown by approximately NT$11.2 billion in 2017. However, the environmental externalities caused by operating process cannot be overlooked. Therefore, we have actively 
introduced renewable energy and smart energy-saving system, developed engineering vehicle supervision system, and reinforced the reuse of circular energy, increasing TWM’s True 
Value by over NT$11.3 million. We will continue to plan for response measures that target environmental and social external costs, and to broaden the scope of such measures to 
internalize the True Value quantifying indicators in our management procedures. 

Identification Process and Results for Environmental/Social Externalities

Creation of
impact maps

Setting the
scope

Identification of
significant impact

 factors

Monetization of external
costs and benefits

Internal data
collection

Calculating
environmenta/

social externalities
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1.5 Quantification and 
Assessment of True Value

2017 Assessment Result of True Value 

0

5.000,000

10,000,000

15,000,000

20,000,000

30,000,000

40,000,000

35,000,000

25,000,000

External costs & benefits EBITDA

Trad. Financial 
Performance True Value

Approx.

$42billion

Approx.

$30.8billion

+$11.2billion

Environmental
externalities

Calculation indicator

2017
External costs/benefits

(NT$’000)
2017 Response measures

& 2018 Targets

Economic
externalities

Social
externalities

Waste recycling $1,531

$3,358

$26

$266,971

$6,161

$721

$456,996

$22,732

$18,317

$128

Renewable energy consumption

Recycling cell phones &
power supplies

Buyback & reuse of used
cell phones

Rainwater recycling

GHG emissions*

Water consumption

Air pollution emissions

Waste management

Employee compensation
& benefits

Public expenditure
(national economic development & infrastructure)

Public expenditure
(national economic development & infrastructure)

Digital inclusion
(myfone classes/Coding Fun programming course
 at remote regions/Digital Learning Center)

Cell phone donation channels

Microfilm fundraiser

Employee training

CO2

$1,601

$4,797

$959Work-related injuries

BUY

    

2.5 Environmental
sustainability

2.6 Happy workplace 
2.7 Social inclusion

2.2 Sustainable partners
2.6 Happy workplace$3,901,518

$167,372

*Scope 3 GHG emissions included employee travels, commute, internal logistics, and emissions from consumption of products sold by TWM

2015
External costs/benefits

(NT$’000)

$448,275

$82,843

$22,134

$103

$2,180

$986

$270

$5,832,447

$2,717,030

$101,325

$7,208

$6,887

$5,150

2017 new indicators are highlighted in green

$7,248,538

$7,136
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Procedure of Identifying Material Topics
Communications with stakeholders have helped us to consider risks, opportunities, and challenges to TWM, helping us to identify the most pressing significant issues. Hence, in 2017, 
we attempted to understand the level of impact of each issue on stakeholders’ assessment and decision-making (Y-axis) through online questionnaires and physical conferences, and the 
importance of each issue to our operations is then confirmed by the CSR Committee (X-axis). Furthermore, per request from GRI, we also investigated the level of TWM’s impact to the 
economy, environment, and the society through physical conferences in 2017 for the first time (this is shown in the size of the bubbles).

1.6 Identification
of Material Topics

Comparison of 6 benchmark industries
Nearly 140 sustainability Topics

523 online questionnaires
1 physical conference

Adjusted 2 topics
Added 4 new topics

Collect Topics related
to sustainability

Step

1
Investigate level of concern from
stakeholders & impacts to society

Step

2
Analyze level of impact
to TWM operations

Step

3
22 material Topics (see figure below)

Decide the Matrix of
Material topics

Step

4

Low High

High

Transparent & fair marketing

Network quality & coverage

Giving back
to the society

Green operations

Electromagnetic field safety

Legality/Legal compliance 

Supply chain
management 

Social emergency
responses

Talent cultivation & retention

Respect & protection of human rights

Green application & circular economy

Digital inclusion & social innovation

Service impact management

Communication mechanism

Ethical Operation
Climate change
mitigation and adaption 

Corporate governance &
operating performance

Information security &
privacy protection

Technology innovation & application

Employee physical
& mental healthy

Risk management

Customer experience

 newly added Topics in 2017

Matrix of Material Topics
Size of bubble represents TWM’s level of impact on
economy, environment & society
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Material topics of Concern & Strategies
Following the 2017 Material Topics Matrix, except for evaluating factors that are essential to company operation, that the stakeholders are deeply concerned with, and that has high ESG 
impact, the Company has identified 6 key topics as in the following table after reviewing topics that the Company is able to engage in autonomous management. We then conduct impact 
analysis and study how to respond to them and formulate corresponding strategies.

1.6 Identification
of Material Topics

Please see Attachment P.152for all 22 material topics and their respective boundary of reporting

 

Established new objectives

Established new objectives

Reduce annual total by 
10%

Maintain top 5% in industry 
in terms of information 
security management

Maintain top 5% in industry in 
terms of information security 
management

Carbon emissions of the
supply chain reduced by
20% from that of 2020

2030

2030

2019

2030

2030

2030

2030

Material topics

Emissions reduction

Waste reduction

Waste conservation

Network maintenance 
mobile platform 

(TGMDP)

Control on sending 
personal information & 
data to external parties

1. Global warming has led to extreme weather, increasing severity of storms, leading 
to more damages to base stations and leading to risk of not being able to provide 
stable services.
2. The cause of global warming is carbon emissions. We may be named as being 
unfriendly to the environment.

Frequent and severe occurrence of extreme weather incidents have led us to realize 
its impacts to company operations. Responses including enhancement of resource 
utilization efficiency and appropriate waste disposal need to be planned to lower 
possible losses from climate change and negative impacts on TWM’s brand image. 

When network problems occur, we need to immediately focus on the error message 
through network element surveillance, judge the cause of error and appropriately 
handle the situation to minimize the time and scope of impact to our customers. 

Telecom industry has always been under the radar for security issue as we have 
access to an enormous database of personal information from our clients. To fulfill 
social responsibility and to be accountable to our customers, TWM has incorporated 
ISO 27001 Information Security Management System (ISMS) into our management 
processes in 2004, and we are constantly improving our security mechanism. 

1.innovative technology and new business models derived from such technology 
often lead to new opportunities or pose new challenges to existing businesses. 
2.Established Innovative Management Committee: headed by the Chairman, the 
3.Committee will coordinate strategies and mechanisms for innovative development, 
set departmental KPI and incentive measures to encourage employee innovation. 
4.TWM positioning as leader in digital convergence and adopted 6C strategies. 
Plan business strategies for innovations including 4G+, digital content, mobile 
commerce 

1. Supplier human rights and labor benefits management, environment, and other 
sustainable actions are strongly correlated to the Company’s commitment to 
sustainable development
2. Supply chain management has significant influence on TWM’s brand and 
operations

Climate change
mitigation and adaption 

Green operation

Network quality & 
coverage

Information security 
& privacy protection

Technology 
innovation & 
application

Supply chain 
management

・4G+ diverse phone 
plans
・digital media service
・mobile commerce/ 
payment/ business 
communications 
platform
・IoT phone plan 
management platform
・remote healthcare and 
consultation

Sustainable Supplier 
Responsibility 
Management project

Breach of regulation on sending 
personal data to external parties to 
decrease by 10% in every year

Total carbon emissions reduced 
by 44% than that of 2016

Service rooms are built with 
100% resilient infrastructure

Total unrecoverable business 
waste reduced by 15% than that 
of 2017

Network infrastructure coverage 
for population in remote areas up 
to 99%

Total tap water consumption 
reduced by 15% (excluding the business 
growth in ICD Cloud) than that of 2017

Reduced by 4% from that 
of 2016

Reduced by 3.1% from that 
of 2017
 

Reached 97.07%

100% are resilient service 
rooms
 

Reach NT$12.6 billion 
revenue growth from 
innovative products/ser-
vices 

Reach NT$2 billion 
revenue from innovative 
products/services

Materiality
Impact

Cost Reve-
nue Risk

Company response Strategic target 2017 progress
To be

achieved by
Corresponding

key value
Impact to TWM

High

High

High

High

High

Medium

Environmental
sustainability

Environmental
sustainability

Excellent
Brand

Innovative
Accomplishments

Innovative
Accomplishments

Sustainable
Partnes
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1.7 Communications with Stakeholders  
and Response to Issues of Concern

We have identified eight types of stakeholders based on the AA1000 principle and our internal 
assessment. Designated channels of communication, external questionnaire surveys, and physical 
conferences have been set up to welcome and to address the needs of our stakeholders. We regularly 
host stakeholder engagement meetings to communicate face-to-face with our clients, NGOs, and 
suppliers to respond to their expectations for TWM in practice, as practices of ESG sustainable 
development in action, and fortifying TWM’s commitment toward sustainable development. 

We value and cautiously respond to stakeholder concerns. Three incidents of infringement on customers’ rights 
have occurred in 2017, and below are our explanations and improvement measures taken for such incidents: 

Time 2017/3/15 2017/4/28 2017/8/17

We received a customer complaint for identity 
theft, in which one TWM 3G phone plan and 
two 4G phone plans were fraudulently applied 
under the victim’s name. National Communica-
tions Commission (NCC) resolved to penalize 
TWM NT$600 thousand for each identity theft 
incident, for a total penalty of NT$1.2 million. 

Investigations have indicated that the 
perpetrator was a store manager at our 
licensed retailer and a friend to the victim. The 
three phone plans were all transferred to TWM 
from other service providers. Besides phone 
bills from the previous provider, we also 
received several months’ worth of regular 
payment records. The victim claimed that he 
had cancelled one of the phone plans at a 
TWM store in-person several months before 
the identity theft incident, and the other phone 
plan was also cancelled then restored. We 
have sued the store manager for alleged 
perpetrations, and reinforced the advocacy and 
training for store personnel to implement the 
dual-ID verification procedure to prevent such 
incidents from occurring again. 

The following confirmation and procedures 
have been added: 
・Besides existing standardized operating 
procedures (SOP), meetings were also 
stipulated before operations to confirm the 
current status is following the SOP. 
・Checkpoints are added to the confirmation 
table to ensure accuracy at every point. 
・Signatures from processing personnel from 
vendors and from TWM are required at every 
checkpoint to ensure both parties can confirm 
to the accuracy of every directive. 
・To prevent prolonged influences to our service, 
system restore point is established before 
processing and roll back procedure is also 
implemented to ensure rapid recovery to the 
last stage of operation when confirmation 
results differ from expectations. 

Based on new regulations from the NCC, when 
material obstacles occur for more than 30 
minutes, ways to handle client losses need to 
be disclosed after repair. Therefore, we 
announced a press release before 10 A.M. on 
August 18 to explain the cause of the 
grievance, and though TWM shall not be held 
accountable for the cause, a 5% discount on 
monthly payment was still offered to the 
customers affected by this incident. 

Network abnormality resulted from negligence 
for giving a specific directive from the 
processing engineer, resulting in 30 minutes of 
data network downtime at unspecified areas at 
4:30 A.M. on the same day. 

At 10 P.M., the optical cables at Xuefu Road in Tamshui 
broke due to asphalt pavement procedures, impacting the 
voice and data service provision at some of the 3G/4G 
base stations at Tamshui and Sanzhi in New Taipei City, 
leading to over 1,780 phoned-in complaints. Incident

Improvement
 measure

Please see Attachment P.158  for our methods of communications with stakeholders. 

TWM’s Stakeholder 
Communication Guidelines

Taiwan Mobile
8 major

stakeholders

Communities
/NGO

Employees

Customers

Shareholders/
investors

Suppliers

Competent
authorities

Media

Rating
Agencies
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Creating 

Key Values

Chapter 22

2.1Ethical operation

2.2Sustainable partners

2.3Excellent brand 

2.4Innovative accomplishments

2.5Environmental sustainability

2.6Happy workplace

2.7Social inclusion

Photo by 吳榮禎
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Ethical
operation

Sustainable
partners

Excellent
brand 

Innovative
accomplishments

Environmental
sustainability

Happy
workplace

Social
inclusion
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Core Vision

Implement corporate social responsibility (CSR) based on the concept of 
integrity, creating the greatest value for stakeholders including employees, 
suppliers, government institutions, the community/NGO, clients, shareholders/-
investors, the media, and rating agencies. 

Commitment and Actions

The corporate governance practices  of Taiwan Mobile (hereinafter “TWM” or 
“the Company”)  are based on international standard . The operations are 
founded on transparency and integrity, providing optimal telecommunications 
and digital convergence services for customers to ‘provide customers with the 
best user experience.’ The Company also actively implements sustainable 
operations strategies and builds digital welfare technologies with digital 
resources as ways to realize its responsibilities to its stakeholders in action.

Material Topics

2.1 Ethical operation

Communities
/NGO

Employees

Customers

Shareholders/
investors

Suppliers

Competent
authorities

Media

Rating
Agencies

Corporate governance and
operating performance

Risk management
Ethical operation

Legality /legal compliance
Communication

mechanism

Respect and protection of
 human rights

This chapter fully responds to the 8 major stakeholders
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Vision and Target

In terms of telecommunications service, the Company 
will provide diversified and differentiated new media 
service to continue driving the growth of innovative and 
value-added services. As to the cable TV services, TWM 
will continue to strengthen the image quality and 
contents of channels, increasing product competitive-
ness. For retail, the business scope will be expected to 
expand and effectiveness of deliveries will be increased. 
TWN will sustain its B2C leadership position.
2018 Objectives: 
Maintain top 5% ranking in ‘Corporate Governance 
Assessment’
Set directorship target: at least 1 female director by 2020
Zero tolerance of any violation of Ethical Corporate 
Management Best Practice Principles
Conduct information security management surveys 
through third-party assessment entities, and continue to 
maintain in the top 20% in this field in the industry
Conduct human rights management surveys through 
international sustainability assessment entities, and 
continue to maintain in the top 20% in this field in the 
industry

Achievements

and performance

14.2
billion

2017 Consolidated
revenue reached
NT$ 117.2 billion

2017 In ‘Corporate Gover-
nance Assessment’ the 

Company ranked within the 
top 5% in for three consecu-

tive years

The Company was presented with the awards for 
‘Transparency and Integrity Award’ of 2017 
Taiwan Corporate Sustainability Awards 

Awarded by Corporate Governance 
Asia Magazine as ‘Best Investor 
Relations Company’ and ‘Best 
CFO’ of Asia Excellence Awards

2017 After-tax income
NT$ 14.2 billion

2017 EBITDA amounted
to NT$ 32.8 billion

2017 EPS ranked first within telecom
industry for six consecutive years

117.2billion

Financial capital
input NT$ 51.8 billion

Asia Excellence

Awards

7

Transparency and

Integrity Award

32.8billion

EBITDA

5%
T   P5

for 6
consecutive years

51.8billion

E
thical operation
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Telecom business
Monthly 4G subscription penetration rate reached 78% of the Company’s postpaid installed base as of the end of 2017, up
from 64% a year, which further boosted its 4G business’ economies of scale and operating efficiency. To address
challenges, such as a shrinking domestic roaming business, lower mobile interconnection rates and continuous decline in
voice traffic, the Company has proactively pursued additional revenue streams, such as promoting value-added services
and new services, in addition to controlling costs and expenses to ensure stable profits.
Cable business
Pricing competition from new entrants in TWM’s cable TV service areas has tapered off since the second half of 2017.
The Company successfully continued its product bundling strategy (such as an exclusive Sharp TV promotion deal), as
evidenced by its rising number of digital TV and broadband subscribers, thereby boosting their adoption rates. Although
the consumer business group’s overall revenue slid 2% YoY,
Retail business 
The main revenue growth driver in 2017 came from the 29% growth in momo’s B2C e-commerce business. As of
December 2017, mobile shopping accounted for 55% of the e-commerce business. momo saw a revenue increase of 18%
YoY and its EBITDA grew as high as 11%, with TV shopping, in particular, performing strongly in the latter part of the year.
To meet the demands of its growing e-commerce business, a new automated logistics center was completed in 4Q17,which should enhance the Company’s 
long-term competitiveness through optimal logistics and warehousing efficiency.

The Company’s consolidated revenue in 2017 was flat compared with a year ago. Telecom revenue declined as a result
of a drop in domestic roaming, a higher sales mix of low-to-mid-range phones and continued fall in voice traffic, but strong
growth in momo’s e-commerce business helped to offset the decline. The success of the Company’s business
diversification strategy, which included the active promotion of value-added services and innovative services, and focus
on cost and expense controls ensured steady profits from telecom services. Coupled with milder competition from new
cable TV operators and momo’s fast-growing mobile commerce, consolidated EBITDA, excluding domestic roaming, remained at the same level as in 2016.

2018 Operating Vision
Taiwan Mobile is consolidating the Group’s resources to ensure sustainable growth in its telecom business. The Company aims to provide diversified and differentiated new media services, such as OTT video, to drive 
growth in new and value-added services. The Company also plans to strengthen its business solutions for enterprises, such as developing Internet of Things, information security, cloud services, and other emerging 
applications and services. As for its cable business, the Company is focusing on improving channel and content quality to enhance the attractiveness and competitiveness of its products, while diversifying its marketing 
channels to create sales opportunities. In addition, momo is working on expanding its product portfolio, while its large-scale automated warehousing should boost distribution efficiency, contributing to accelerating 
growth and helping it maintain its market leadership in the B2C platform.

Financial Performance/Strategies/Targets 

2.1.2 Management
Strategies and Performance

Notes: 
1. Source: 2016 financial reports. The difference between the sum of each division and consolidated numbers was due to inter-division adjustments and eliminations.
2.2017 Revenue mostly came from domestic market, in which domestic revenue accounted for 97.42% and overseas revenue 2.58%. 

77,372 6,392 33,239

27,516 3,276 1,515

Business

Market position/share

Second-largest mobile operator in a 
five-player market, with a market share 
of around 29 % in terms of mobile 
service revenue

4.4% market shares of broadband 
markets in Taiwan. Among the top 
three Internet Service Providers (ISP) 
in Taiwan

Fourth-largest multisystem
operator (MSO), covering about
11% of households in Taiwan

B2C e-Commerce and TV
shopping business is the
top 1 in Taiwan

2017 revenue Note(million-NTD)

2017 EBITDA Note(million-NTD)

Telecom business
Cable business Retail business

Mobile business Fixed-line business

Unit: Billion NT$

2016 - 2017 Consolidated operating performance

Sales Revenue after-Tax ProfitEBIDA

116.65

33.87
15.32 14.19

32.78

117.17

20172016
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Dividend Policy and Shareholders’ Rights Tax Policy and Government Subsidy

2.1.2 Management
Strategies and Performance

We have adopted a dividend distribution policy whereby only surplus profits of TWM shall be 
distributed to shareholders, as well as a high cash dividend payout policy. Each year 
earnings are distributed pursuant to regulations set forth in our Articles of Incorporation and 
current laws. Distributions of dividends over the past:

In addition, since 2012 the board of directors has adopted the practice whereby votes are 
held on all relevant proposals and voting rights may be exercised by electronic ballot. The 
resolutions for the proposals are disclosed in the proceedings, company
website and MOPS. These multiple voting options facilitate the exercise of shareholder 
rights for our shareholders. In 2017 the percentage of attendance weighted by voting rights 
and exercised via electronic ballot was 85.49%, which attested to the effectiveness of 
corporate governance.

We commit to being honest taxpayers and support the government in advocating various 
measures and rental and tax reforms that promote corporate innovations, research 
development, and economic growth. To pursue sustainable development and to realize 
social responsibility, the Company and its Subsidiaries have maintained the following tax 
policies and routinely report relevant impacts to the Board of Directors and relevant 
Committees. The Board is in charge of supervision to ensure the effective operations of the 
tax management mechanism: 
Comply with various taxation laws and regulations of all countries as well as international 
taxation frameworks, establish reasonable profit allocation plan and avoid inappropriate 
taxation planning, and be an honest taxpayer.
We endeavor to provide financial reports that are transparent, and our tax disclosure has 
been handled in compliance with relevant regulations and guidelines
We have established mutual trust and an sincere communicative relationship with the tax 
authorities, and we communicate with them on tax issues in a timely manner
Tax risk and impact are taken in consideration when making important decisions and 
transactions
We aim to improve the quality of our taxation professionals and employee training; when 
faced with rapidly changing tax regulations

The Group is exempt from income tax under the conditions that they receive dividends by 
investing in other domestic profit-seeking businesses, and they are eligible for investment 
tax credit in accordance with the Act for Promotion of Private Participation in Infrastructure 
Projects. Otherwise, the Group pays profit-seeking enterprise income tax pursuant to 
statutory rate of 17%. All income tax is paid to the government of the Republic of China by 
the group.Please see the following table for details of government-related expense and 
income in 2017:

Date：2017.07.17

TWM’s

Shareholders

Unit: million NTD

2014Year

EPS

Dividend

5.6/share 5.6/share

2015

$15,244 $15,244

5.6/share

$15,244

2016

Source: TWM Consolidated Financial Report

Year 2017

Income Tax paid by cash

Government subsidy

Tax Incentive 
(tax credit from investment)

3,855,943

219,560
Tax Policy

160,153

 Unit: NT thousand

Other institutions
38.78%

Government agencies 6.74%

Financial institutions 18.42%

Foreign institutions
and individuals
26.26%

Individual
9.80%

E
thical operation
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2.1.3 Corporate Governance
and Legal Compliance

Integrity & Ethical Standards
Integrity is one of the core values of TWM, and it is also the most importantfoundation for corporate sustainability. We have long adhered to the principlesof 
corporate governance and complied with various laws and regulations,including the Company Act, the Securities and Exchange Act, Business Entity Accounting 
Act, Political Donations Act, Anti-Corruption Act, Government Procurement Act, the Act on Recusal of Public Servants due to Conflicts of Interest, and rules 
relevant to TWSE/GTSM listed companies, and other laws and regulations related to business conduct. By implementing strict internal control, training, compa-
ny-wide communication and the enforcement of employee code of ethics, we have internalized integrity in our corporate culture. 
Employees' ethical practices and behavior are an integral part of our employee performance evaluation procedure. We codified these principles in July 2010 as 
the Code of Ethics which includes The Principles of Honesty and Credibility, Prevention of Conflicts of Interest, No Self-Benefiting, Confidenti-
ality, Fair Transactions, and the Proper Protection and Use of the Company’s Assets. All employees are required to conduct business in a 
highly ethical manner and with integrity. 
Training in ‘Code of Ethics’ is mandatory for all Company employees. Case studies are used to enhance employees’ understanding of the 
Articles, which allows employees to demonstrate righteous behavior and to abide by ethical conduct in their daily work. All employees who 
joined the Company before year-end in 2017 have completed this training and passed the test. Besides online courses, learning resources 
and documents are also used to help the employees to understand the importance of abidance of the Code of Ethics. Relevant learning 
courses are also hosted based on relevant topics, such as TWM Group Code of Practice, Understanding Legal Regulations, Legal Training 
for Employees, and Information Security. 

Code of Ethics

TWM
Management

Measures

Prevention 

Detection

Rectification
‧Hold Education 

training
‧Sign ‘Declaration of 

Integrity in Business 
Conduct’ 

‧Accounting & internal control 
Internal audit
‧Grievance & reporting 

mechanism 

‧Incentive-disincentive 
system

‧System control mechanism 
e.g. sending automated 

copies of emails to direct 
supervisors when employees 

send emails to external parties 

Incident of Employee Breaching Ethical Corporate
Management Best Practice Principles

Corruptions

Others
2016

0 2 4 6 8 10

2017
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2.1.3 Corporate Governance
and Legal Compliance

We also developed the Taiwan Mobile Ethical Corporate Management BestPractice Principles in January 2011. The scope of applicability spans subsidiaries, any 
foundation constituted as a juridical person to whom the Company’s direct or indirect accumulated contribution of funds exceeds 50% of the total funds received, 
and other institutions or juridical persons which are substantially controlled by the Company. The Company's ethical corporate management principles specifically 
spell out the prevention plans and procedures to handle the following prohibited activities: offering and accepting bribes; making illegal political donations; offering 
questionable charitable donations or sponsorships; and giving or receiving unreasonable gifts, hospitality or other illicit profits We publicize and 
announce relevant regulations to all employees, managers, and Directors each year, and report the implementations of ethical corporate 
management to all members of the Board of Directors. Therefore, the ratio of Board members who have been notified regarding ethical 
corporate management has reached 100%. To enhance the concept of integrity and self-discipline, all Company employees have been 
required to sign Declaration for Honesty since January 1, 2014. A total of two incidents of employees' breach of Ethical Corporate Management 
Best Practice Principles have been found in 2017 (one was a corruption incident of an employee’s infringement of the Company property, and 
the other was an employee sending confidential information to his/her personal email account), and rectification actions have been taken for 
both, including amending the Procedures to clearly regulate the punitive actions for such deviant behaviors, restating and implementing the 
confidentiality regulations for confidential information, and sending copies of employee emails automatically to their direct supervisors. In the 
future, we will continue to advocate the importance and necessity for ethical business practices to employees.   

Ethical Corporate 
Management Best 
Practice Principles

TWM Directors, Managers, Employees,
Representatives or Any Other Personnel with Effective Control Supplier 

Ethical Corporate Management Best Practice Principles for TWSE/GTSM Listed Companies 

 Prefer Transparency International (TI)’s “Global Corruption Report/
Anti-Corruption Guide for Listed Companies from Hong Kong Independent Commission Against Corruption (ICAC)/

Guidelines for the Adoption of Codes of Ethical Conduct for TWSE/TPEx Listed Companies, ROC

•Taking/giving of bribes, illegal political
donations, improper charity donations or
sponsorships, and other inappropriate benefits 
are forbidden.
•All employees sign ‘Declaration for Honesty’ 
every year
•Whistleblowing, punitive and grievance 
mechanisms are established. 

•Securities regulations 
•Environmental regulations
•Labor, safety and health regulations
•Regulations for fair competition
•Other laws and regulations for 
business conduct

•Trade secrets & business
confidential information 
•Client information
•Identity of whistleblower and
the content of whistleblowing

•Advocacy aimed at directors, 
managers, and employees 
through emails 
•Online & class-based courses 

•Establish grievance mechanism
•Undertake risk identification and 
evaluation for supplier sustainability 
•Invite suppliers to sign ‘Declaration of 
Integrity in Business Conduct’

Legal 
Compliance Confidentiality

Anti-
Corruption

Education
Training

Openness/
Transparency

E
thical operation
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Rotation of procurement staff
To strengthen the internal control, all requisition and inspection tasks across the TWM Group have been verified since 2015. Continuous requisitions, inspections 
and procurements in a large quantity and over a predefined purchase amount are monitored and the relevant personnel is required to rotate through different 
specialties. Additionally, personnel can not return to their original posts for a certain period of time. The Company inspects and verifies requisitions, inspection 
and procurement tasks based on this standard each year, and new tasks will also be monitored, while the HR Division will compile relevant data to oversee the 
staff members in charge of the above-mentioned tasks and their direct supervisors, routinely check their job tenure in TWM, and once they have reached the 
controlled years of experience, they will be compulsively rotated. 

Legal Compliance
We strictly abide by the administrative guidance and regulations from the regulatory bodies (NCC). No environmental, social, or economic regulations have been 
violated in 2017, and no serious breach of regulations have occurred. There have been 17 penalties pertaining to the provision and usage of products and 
services. This number of the incidets has decreased by 9 compared to 25 in 2016, resulting in a 36% decrease. Please see the following table for the types and 
numbers of breach, amount, and rectification actions: 

Political donations:
We abide strictly by the provisions of the government's Political Donations Act and the Company's own Ethical Corporate Management Best Practice Principles, 
and we prohibit making direct or indirect political donations to political parties and individuals or organizations participating in political activities. We have in fact 
never made any political donations.

Number of Breach

We took great care in reviewing and rectifying errors that resulted in the 
imposition of fines,and we will continue to communicate with stakeholders in 
order to protect consumers' communication rights.
We conducted reviews of our base station installation mechanism again, and we 
are working to secure the installation of base stations on public land so as to
improve the service quality of our networks.

We have complied with the competent authority's
regulations and rectified the situation.

Promoting retail outlet staff's awareness and providing additional training, 
as well as improving the operating procedures to comply with the 
competent authority's requirements.

Informed competent authority pursuant to legal regulations and 
implemented full disclosure of consumer information

Type

Base station

Network

Phone plans

Customer
complaint

relating to privacyNote

8 4Million

7.5Million

1.3Million

0.3Million

4

3

1

Numbers Fine Rectification measures

26 25

16

2015 2016 2017

2.1.3 Corporate Governance
and Legal Compliance

Note: Of the 3 cases of customer complaints, only 1 relates directly to customer privacy. The other 2 cases were fined due to failure to implement documents check. 
          All 3 cases did not lead to actual loss or leakage of customer data.
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Human Rights Policy
We believe that shaping an environment that adequately protects human rights is intimately connected to corporate sustainability. We recognize and support the 
“Universal Declaration of Human Rights”, “UN Global Compact”, “UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights”, “ILO Declaration on Fundamental 
Principles and Rights at Work" and relevant local laws and regulations. We also require our suppliers, partners, and their vendors to do the same, to ensure that 
their business activities do not infringe upon the basic human rights of others, so that any member internal or external to the company will be treated fairly and 
with dignity.By conducting human rights assessments and due diligence, we can strengthen and improve the human rights awareness of our employees and 
stakeholders.

2.1.4 Respect and Protection
of Human Rights

Taiwan Mobile's Human Rights Policy shall apply to the Company's subsidiaries, any foundation constituted as a juristic person to which the Company's direct or 
indirect accumulated contribution of funds exceeds 50% of the total funds received, and other institutions or juridical persons which are substantially controlled by 
the Company. The Policy consists of four principal categories:.

We support and respect the principles of the Global Compact of the United Nations. In support of human rights, we do not 
violate human rights, and nor do we condone or collude with those who are human rights violators. With respect to labor, 
we comply with objectives established in the UN's“Universal Declaration of Human Rights” and International Labor 
Organization Conventions and prohibit all forms of discrimination, forced labor and child labor. Moreover, we do not 
interfere with our employees if they choose to exercise their freedom of association.In terms of the environment, we are 
committed to making the workplace more secure and healthier for our employees, and we comply with all laws and 
regulations to improve the environment's safety and sanitary conditions. We protect employees from occupational hazards. 
We also respond to the UN's International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) and the International Covenant 
on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR). By raising human rights awareness, we ensure that all stakeholders 
are respected and are treated fairly.

privacy. We strive to protect our customers' personal data by adopting and complying fully with the policies laid down by 
the Information Security Management Committee. We have implemented ISO's international information security 
management system and ensure that every single aspect of the business processes involving the access of users' private 
information is compliant with the requirements of the professional information security management system. We continue 
to enhance our service personnel's awareness of information security and help them to internalize it in all operations and 
business activities in order to achieve maximum security and protection for our customers.

We comply with the provisions of the Labor Standards Act and the Act of Gender Equality in Employment, 
and we fulfill the requirements of diversity in the workplace. We do not permit our employees to be treated 
differently or allow any form of discrimination based on gender,sexual orientation, race, class, age, marital 
status, language, ideology, religion, party affiliation, and ethnic origin, place of birth, appearance, facial 
features, disability status, or labor union membership. We strive to create a work environment with dignity, 
safety, equality and freedom from harassment.

In the event of a natural disaster, by leveraging the resources available to us in the telecom industry,we are 
able to provide broadcast push messages for disaster response and mitigation in collaboration with the 
authorities to urge citizens to take precautionary measures. In the wake of a disaster, we shall endeavor to 
minimize the duration of service outage and restore communication as quickly as possible to help alleviate 
the loss of life and property. We promise to abide by the provisions of the
ITU International Telecommunication Regulations (ITR) and we are committed to following the code of 
conduct advocated therein with substantive action.

Support for
international human rights conventions

Respect for 
human rights in the workplace

Full implementation
of information security

Responding to the
needs of society with core resources

E
thical operation
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Human Rights Due Diligence
The scope of due diligence investigation for human rights in 
TWM includes material subsidiaries, such as Taiwan Fixed 
Network and Customer Services. The depth of the investiga-
tion was broadened in 2017. Please see the charts below for 
the structure and results of investigation. 

2.1.4 Respect and Protection
of Human Rights

Supplier Employee Customer

•Supplier CSR Self-Assessment 
•Human rights/labor policies
•Labor safety measures

•Safe data transmission to/from 
suppliers
•Customer information 
protection

•Human rights/labor policies
•Workplace safety measures
•Physical/mental safety
•Workplace risk assessment for women

•Enhancement of
 telecommunications quality
•Consumer rights protection

•Personal information
/privacy protection

•Company information safety 
•Personal information/privacy protection

All employees 
Human rights/labor policy: employment for disabled people, non-discrimination, no harassment 
Mental/physical safety, workplace risk assessment for women
Information safety & customer privacy protection

Sales/
Customer Service

Consumer rights and
Customer privacy 
protection

Customer privacy protection
Optimal service process
Customer inquiry handling

Information Customer privacy
protection

Labor
Administration

Labor safety
Fire prevention/facility 

telecommunications
quality 

Supplier

Equipment
manufacturing

Network
maintenance

Program
development 

Marketing
planning Selling After-sale service

Supplier Management
Human rights/labor policy, labor safety measures 

Human Rights Risk
Assessment and Due Diligence 

Value Chain – Results of Human Rights Due Diligence Investigations 

Please see P154  in the Attachment for the Due Diligence Investigation Chart. 

Our joint ventures have also promoted due diligence investigations.
Please see below for details: 

MOMO CO.
Human Rights Policy

Taipei New Horizon CO.
Human Rights Policy40



Comprehensive internal and external channels of communication have been set up at TWM to ensure the rights of internal employees and 
external customers. We have established designated channels of communication on our website that accept and respond to needs from 
different stakeholders. 

2.1.5 Communications
Mechanism 

Employee & Supplier complaints
We have established the "Employee Complaint Procedures" and "Supplier Grievance 
Procedures" and have made the following grievance avenues available (the Internal 
Audit Office is responsible for handling complaints):
Complaints can be sent to the Internal Audit Office in written form or can be
faxed to (02) 66361600.
Employees may also file complaints or report offenses via a dedicated
company e-mail account.
In 2017 we received a total of 10 employee complaints, all of which have been
processed and closed All complaints that we received were investigated in accordance 
with the Company's guidelines and procedures

Grievance for Sexual Harassment
TWM strives to construe a friendly work environment that is free from harassment and 
discriminations and abides by regulations including Labor Standard Act, Employment 
Service Act, Act of Gender Equality in Employment, and Sexual Harassment Prevention 
Act. The Company has established prevention measures, grievance systems and 
punishments for sexual harassment in the workplace. The process of sexual harassment 
grievance and investigations are publicized, and a hotline/mailbox for handling sexual 
harassment grievance are also set up. These actions and procedures have been 
announced to all Company employees and external job-seekers on the Company’s internal 
and public websites. Furthermore, the Company includes sexual harassment preventions, 
grievance mechanism and cautions into the training materials for new employees, 
publicizes Workplace Behavior and Language, hosts sexual harassment prevention online 
course compulsory to all employees, and shares legal cases studies pertaining to sexual 
harassment via text messages and instant messengers to all employees. The Company 
actively promotes and reminds supervisors and employees to mutually maintain and 
establish a friendly, gender-equal environment through various channels including internal 
website, computer start image, and the Company’s recruitment website. 
In case of sexual harassment, the victim can report to the Company’s HR Division through 
the grievance hotline and mailbox for handling sexual harassments. In 2017, there was 
one internal sexual harassment incident, and rectification and punitive actions have been 
taken according to legal regulations, as well as having implemented subsequent remedial 
and preventative measures. 

Complaints of illegal assaults while carrying out official duties
To protect all employees, while carrying out official duties, from bodily or emotional harm or 
developing ailments resulting from illegal assaults
Developed "Preventive measures for unlawful assault while carrying out
official duties and grievance guidelines" and released "Public announcement
and statement against workplace violence"
Our orientation sessions for new employees include training on the identification
of violent behavior in the workplace, how to seek help when confronted with
violence, employee counseling, and various avenues for filing complaints.
All employees are responsible for helping to ensure a working environment that is free of 
violence. Anyone who witnesses or suffers from workplace violence should immediately notify 
the Occupational Safety and Health Office or file a complaint using an appropriate employee 
grievance channel. The Company will investigate the complaint in a confidential manner, and if 
the allegations are proven true, the perpetrator will receive disciplinary actions if he or she is 
anemployee.。

Stakeholders'
Communication Channels

E
thical operation
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2.2 Sustainable Partners

Core Vision

TWM believes that supply chain management is an essential element in the 
sustainability of a business. In 2017, we spent NT$ 20 billion on equipment, such as 
cell phones, telecommunications and network facilities from domestic and overseas 
vendors, and we have over 700 suppliers who make direct transactions with us. We 
offer T.I.M.E., a service which integrates telecommunications and media services in 
four major fields. Besides requiring suppliers to provide high-quality products and 
services to ensure that we continue providing customers with the best user 
experience through four objectives ‘Excellent Quality, Stable Services, Risk Control, 
and Sustainable Operations’ in supply chain management, TWM also continues 
influencing and enhancing our supply chain’s environmental, social and governance 
performance. This is because we believe that we can only implement the CSR of 
TWM’s supply chain in practice through the collective effort from our suppliers.  

Commitment and Actions 
To achieve the four key objectives in supply chain management, we promise to 
continually assist and encourage suppliers to support the efforts toward industry 
sustainability. These are realized through supervising suppliers to implement 
sustainability and corporate governance, enhancing information transparency, 
implementing supply chain risk management, and using platform to track supplier 
performance. Moreover, TWM also serves as an educator in our supply chain and 
continues educating our suppliers on knowledge regarding sustainability, aiming 
at enhancing the growth and development of our supply chain.

Supply chain
management

Media

Material Topics

Communities
/NGO

Employees

Customers

Shareholders/
investors

Suppliers

Competent
authorities

Rating
Agencies

This chapter responds to the 4 major stakeholders
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310vendors

268

100

Achievements

and performance

200%

suppliers.

%

17,168 Green procurement: The total 
procurement amount reached 
NT$ 171,680 thousand.

Natural capital input 
NT$ 0.17 billion

Introduced Supplier Management Platform 
developed by (Global e-Sustainability 
Initiative) GeSI E-TASC for international 
telecom industry to comprehensively manage 
our supply chain

Invited nearly 100 suppliers to 
participate in the international forum 
titled “Digital Transformation for Global 
Sustainability’ global” by GeSI

thousand.

0.17
billion

Maintained 100% signing rate of ‘Declaration 
Letter for Environmental and Occupational 

Health and Safety Policy for Contractors’

Hosted supplier 
conferences and supplier 

educational training, in 
which 310 vendors 

participated.

Completed on-site sustainability audits of 
40 tier-1 critical suppliers, resulting in 

200% growth.

Completed documentary reviews 
regarding sustainability for 268 suppliers.

We will continue promoting the objective of supply 
chain information transparency through documentary 
reviews and on-site sustainability audits of critical 
suppliers. Moreover, we control sustainability risk of 
suppliers by New Supplier Sustainability Assessment 
and Annual Supplier Risk Assessment, and utilize new 
technological platforms to manage and support 
suppliers
2018 Objectives: 
Received 250 returned questionnaires of CSR 
Self-Assessment for Suppliers.
Complete on-site sustainability inspections of 40 tier-1 
critical suppliers. 
Complete document reviews regarding sustainability 
for 250 suppliers. 
Continue to host supplier conferences and supplier 
educational trainings.
Continue to maintain 100% signing rate of ‘Declaration 
Letter for Environmental and Occupational Health and 
Safety Policy for Contractors’. 
Continue to introduce Supplier Management Platform 
developed by GeSI E-TASC for international telecom 
industry to comprehensively manage our supply chain.
Assist suppliers in improving production process, 
based on GeSI’s Supplier Development Programme 
(SDP).
Include supplier CSR performance as a selection 
criteria for significant bidding projects.

Vision and Target

S
ustainable P

artners
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2017 Supplier Expense Analysis
Based on the six major types of suppliers from TWM, the ratio of procurement expense from all six types were stable throughout 2017. Most of the expense incurred from cell phone 
procurement of ‘Consumer Electronics.’ All procurement from TWM are undertaken to enhance the satisfaction and user experience of our services and products. In order to increase the 
flexibility of our supply chain, decrease transportation and logistics costs and the carbon emissions from transportation within our supply chain, as well as to create local employment 
opportunities, TWM’s domestic procurement in 2017 amounted to over NT$ 20 billion, which reached 96.07% of the year’s total procurement. The ratio of domestic procurement 
increased for the third consecutive year. Please see the following diagrams for the number of suppliers we purchased from, ratio of expense and ratio of domestic procurement:

2.2.2
Overview of Supply Chain

Supply Chain Spend Analysis
Local procurement pecentage 

Consumer Electronics 
114 vendors

Telecommunication Equipment 
115 vendors

Engineering
145 vendors

Installation and repairs
41 vendors

Information Service and Equipment
150 vendors

Marketing, Consulting Service & Administration
153 vendors

19.33%

7.22%

4.15%
0.77%

0.84%

67.99%

0.05%

Taiwan

Asia

Other

96.07%
3.88%

99.57%
93.85%

93.92%

6.08%0.43%
6.15%

2014

Domestic Overseas Domestic Overseas Domestic Overseas Domestic Overseas

96.07%

3.93%

2015 2016 2017

Total amount of localized procurement/Percentage
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2.2.3 Structure of
Supply Chain Management

Electronic Procurement Platform 

Educational training for procurement personnel

Supplier educational training & annual supplier conference

Supplier classification Management

Supplier Maintenance: New Supplier Selection:

The signing of new supplier policy and data assessment

•Assess basic information
 (corporate governance, financial, on-site inspection)
•Sign Declaration of “Integrity in Business Conduct“
  & “Safety, Health and Environmental Regulations”
•Promote ‘Guidelines on Corporate Social Responsibility for 
 Suppliers of TWM’
•Complete “ Self-assessment of New Supplier in EGS 
 Performance”

CSR Assessment 

•Self-assessment questionnaire in 
 CSR for suppliers
•Documentary review
•On-site audit

Risk Assessment

Identify and evaluate 
sustainability risk in 
supply chain

Improvement and corrective plan

•Supplier CSR assessment report & 
 recommendations for improvement
•Demand for high-risk suppliers to 
  improve

Project collaboration
Include sustainability performance to technical evaluation for major bidding projects

Supplier Sustainable Governance

S
ustainable P

artners
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Five Key Factors in Supply Chain Management
The following five factors for supplier management are embedded in TWM’s digital procurement platform

2.2.3 Structure of
Supply Chain Management

 Training and
Communication

New Supplier
  Selection

Sustainable 
Governance

 Supplier
Maintenance

Classification
Management

Routinely educate and train internal personnel and suppliers, and host an annual supplier conference to ensure that the internal and external personnel are 
familiar with sustainable supply chain management.

•  New suppliers need to pass the corporate governance assessment, sign Declaration of Integrity  operation, go through the 
   credit/financial assessment and on-site inspections, as well as fill out the self-assessment questionnaire in ESG performance.
•  Vendors shall sign Safety and Health Principles and agreement when accepting purchase orders.required to make some  
    improvements that vary according to the companies.

Supply Chain Sustainable Governance Policy is established based on TWM's corporate 
vision. Besides establishing internal procurement procedures, suppliers are also rigorously 
required to abide by CSR policies, which serve as principles for suppliers'  code of conduct.

Through CSR Self-Evaluation Questionnaire, routine documentary assessment and on-site aaudits, TWM require Suppliers to ensure the 
implementation of Sustainable management. The suppliers with high risk are identified through risk assessment and are required to make 
some improvements that vary according to the companies.

 Suppliers who directly provide services to TWM are classified into six types based on procurement types, 
purchase amount, and importance, and vendors who provide significant amount of products/services are defined as 
critical suppliers, and managed differently from normal suppliers. TWM also identifies and manages irreplaceable 
tier-2 suppliers who provide them with services/products indirectly.
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Management of the Supply Chain
The structure of TWM’s supply chain governance has clear procurement management regulations in the internal procedure as well as relevant performance indicators that correspond to the 
four management objectives to ensure that the quality and stability of products and services purchased comply with TWM’s needs. The Company also controls risk through enhancing the 
transparency of the supply chain and expects to realize sustainability in its supply chain. Besides hosting thematic educational training regularly, TWM also encourages its suppliers to commit 
to development and sales of green products.

2.2.4 Sustainable Governance 
and Classification

Receive 250 returned questionnaires of “Sustainability 
Self-Assessment” in 2018
Continue Introducing Supplier Management Platform 
developed by GeSI E-TASC for international telecom industry 
to comprehensively manage our supply chain

• Maintain 100% signing rate of ‘Declaration Letter for Environmental and Occupational
Health and Safety Policy for Contractors’

• Complete on-site inspections of 40 suppliers in 2018 
• Complete the review of sustainability-related documentation from 250 suppliers in 2018
• Complete audit of  more than 80 % of Tier 1 critical suppliers by 2020

Give preference to energy-saving products in procurement

Continue hosting supplier conferences and supplier educational training 

Include supplier CSR performance as an indicator for 
major bidding project selection in 2018

Management

Objectives

Excellent Quality 
Stable Services

Risk Control
Sustainable Operations

Management

Strategies

KPI

KPI

KPI

Enhance information transparency 

Responsible procurement

Supervise suppliers to realize sustainability and company governance 

S
ustainable P

artners
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2.2.4 Sustainable Governance 
and Classification

Green Procurement
To implement the management objective of sustainable supply chain, TWM focuses on eliminating damage from its supply chain to the environment. Since the Environmental Manage-
ment Committee has been established, diverse categories of procurement have been defined and the following environmental standards have been established. The company strives to 
encourage each department to purchase products and services that pose smaller impacts to the environment, and the total amount of green procurement in 2017 was NT$ 171,680 
thousand. 

3,581

5,210

102

6,207

336

1,732

Definition

Type1

Type

Type2

Type3

Other
Types

Green
energy

Others

Products with environmentally-friendly marks/seals 
accredited from the Environmental Protection Adminis-
tration (EPA)

Air conditioners, photocopiers, toner cartridges

Printed materials (eco-friendly soya ink) 

Power procurement  

Smart ventilation system & intelligent control at base stations, 
replacement for SMR (including UPS), smart monitoring 
system  

Hybrid vehicles, computers, PID machine room and recycled or 
AC facilities in Maintenance Division (including chiller unit, solar 
and wind energy), 40-inch LED monitor, direct sales, green 
procurement in maintenance and home electric appliances 
(LED/other electronic appliances), printed materials

Products approved by the EPA that are made of  recycled 
material and are characterized as recyclable, low-pollut-
ed, and energy-saving, have relevant certifications to 
prove the indicated attributes

Products with energy conservation mark, water 
conservation mark, and green building material mark

Products with other relevant marks/seals
either from Taiwan or overseas

Procurement of green electricity

Other energy-conserving measures

Type of Seal/Mark Products examples
2017 Procurement 
(NT$ 10 thousand)
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Classification Management of Suppliers
TWM categorizes its suppliers based on type, purchase amount , and importance of procurement, and continues inspecting and improving the management system of its supply chain. 
Tier-one suppliers who directly offer services to TWM are classified into six categories, namely: Telecommunication Equipment, Information Service and Equipment, Consumer Electronics, 
Engineering, Marketing, Consulting Service & Administration, and Installation and repairs. We also identify critical and high-risk suppliers and they will be managed differently from normal 
suppliers.
Additionally, TWM identifies irreplaceable tier-two suppliers who indirectly provide TWM with services among suppliers included in the important category, in order to respond to international 
trends and effectively evaluate the risks in our supply chain. We know more about tier-two suppliers through tier-one suppliers as well as public information. TWM constantly improves 
categorized supplier management in order to fully understand the overall supply chain as well as key suppliers. 
TWM defines tier-one critical suppliers based on procurement figures and irreplaceable services or products. ‘Irreplaceable suppliers’  refer to suppliers which are designated as exclusive 
agents from the original manufacturers, have pioneering market technology or exclusive market share, whereas the procurement figure is based on TWM’s supplier management. To further 
concentrate our resources on managing and establishing the competencies of critical partners, we have raised the procurement standard (procurement figure) for critical suppliers in 2017, 
and evaluation results indicated that TWM had a total of 102 critical suppliers. The above-mentioned critical suppliers account for approximately 1% of all suppliers which trade with TWM, but 
they account for approximately 84% of all procurement amount, which indicates that the procurement is highly concentrated and that we should work closely with these suppliers and 
constantly pay attention to risks and industry trends to ensure the stability and continuity of TWM’s services. 
To implement comprehensive supply chain governance, TWM has requested tier-one suppliers to ensure that vendors in their supply chains comply with TWM’s supply chain management 
policy. Concurrently, to further control the risk management of supply chain, TWM also identifies irreplaceable critical tier-two suppliers who indirectly provide services, for example, the original 
manufacturers of software or hardware in our primary information system or materials exclusive to equipment. We further evaluate and understand the status of tier-two suppliers through joint 
assessment with tier-one suppliers and monitoring the public information of these tier-two suppliers. In 2017, we identified a total of 18 tier-two suppliers. 

2.2.4 Sustainable Governance 
and Classification

2017 critical suppliers

Consumer Electronics

Telecommunication Equipment

Engineering

Installation and repairs

Information Service and
Equipment

Marketing, Consulting Service
& Administration

Engineering

Information Service and Equipment

Marketing, Consulting Service
& Administration

Total 102

13

21

14

46

6

 2

3
3

9

3

Total 18
Critical tier 1 supplier Critical Non-tier 1 supplier

S
ustainable P

artners
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2.2.5 Supplier maintenance
New Supplier Screening
Environment, society, and governance (ESG) are three aspects integrated based on TWM’s supplier management strategies and announced in ‘TWM Guidelines on Corporate 
Social Responsibility for Suppliers’. The Guidelines encompass four major scopes, including Labor Rights and Human Rights, Health and Safety, Environment, and Ethical 
Standards, and the Guidelines are included in the clauses for our orders as regulatory principles for our suppliers. In January, 2015, TWM updated the Declaration of Integrity 
Operation as a digital copy that suppliers are required to sign annually. In 2017, over 1,000 suppliers signed the Declaration, and the signing rate resulted in 100%.

To ensure that engineering contractors are fully aware of safety, health, and 
environmental regulations, before they commence any work, TWM attaches 
‘Environmental and Occupational Health and Safety Policy for Contractors’ to all 
orders to explain about various safety, health and environmental requirements, and 
requires suppliers to sign the “Declaration Letter for Environmental and Occupational 
Health and Safety Policy for Contractors’ after reading the policy thoroughly. Signing 
rate of the Declaration resulted in 100% in 2017. Furthermore, TWM has included 
sustainability performance as a selection criterion for new suppliers since October 
2017 and requires new suppliers to fill out the ‘Self-Evaluation form in ESG 
Performance for new suppliers’ and evaluates the new suppliers based on the ESG 
aspects. All new suppliers have participated in the screening of sustainability 
performance, since this new regulation has been, accounting for 17% of all new 
suppliers in 2017. Currently, no suppliers have been excluded due to sustainability 
performance.

New Supplier

NEW Preparation of
application information

Corporate governance
Financial performance
ESG performance

Declaration of Integrity Operation
Declaration Letter of Environmental
and Occupational Health and Safety
Policy for Contractors
ESG Self-Assessment

Confirm the signing of the principles
Confirm the signing of the principles
Confirm the compliance with ESG standards
On-site inspection

Qualification
assessment 

Sign principles &
provide information

Signing rate of the Declaration resulted

100% 100% 100% 100%

2015 2016 2017 2018(Goal)

100%
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Routine Assessment of Existing Suppliers
There are three parts to TWM’s sustainability assessment for existing suppliers: CSR Self-Assessment questionnaire, documentary review, and on-site audit. The CSR Self-Assessment 
Questionnaire has been constantly revised since its implementation in 2014, aiming at realizing the comprehensive assessment of the supply chain. Questions include 15 categories 
spread in three aspects, environment, social, and governance. Prior to distributing questionnaires, TWM would host educational training for its suppliers and explain the contents of the 
evaluation and key points in 2017 assessment to suppliers and the TWM procurement personnel. The distribution of questionnaires for this year focuses on major suppliers, and a total 
of 268 copies were returned. Additionally, to fully understand the ESG practices in the self-assessment from suppliers, TWM also uses the responses in these questionnaires and 
reference materials to conduct document review over 268 suppliers who submitted responses. TWM also utilizes this information to analyze the negative environmental and social 
impacts from its suppliers. 
In addition to evaluation and analysis of documents, TWM also arranges on-site audits for critical suppliers to truly understand the status of sustainable management in suppliers. We 
interview the suppliers and propose recommendations for improvement. In 2017, TWM expanded the scope of on-site inspections and visited 40 partners, resulting in a 200% increase, 
compared with 2016. So far we have completed on-site audit for 35.29% of critical tier-one supplies. We plan to visit 80% of tier-one critical suppliers by 2020, and expect to fully 
understand, evaluate, and learn from each other through closer interactions with suppliers.

Existing
Suppliers 

Supplier CSR Assessment

Technical evaluation of
significant bidding projects

CSR Risk assessment of Supplier Improvement & Develop Competency

Identify and evaluate sustainabil
ity risks in supply chain

•Supplier CSR Assessment Report
& Recommendations for Improvement
•Demand for high-risk suppliers to improve

•CSR Self-Assessment
Questionnaire
•Documentary review
•On-site audit

•Established minimum CSR threshold for bidding qualification 
(expected to commence in 2018)
•Incorporated ‘sustainability performance’ as a criterion in technical 
assessment of major bidding projects(expected to commence in 2018)

Routine
Assessment

Partnership
Assessment

2014
Number of CSR Self-Assessment Questionnaire for Supplier returned

104

210

250

268

2015 2016 2017
Numbers of the ESG on-site inspections for suppliers

20

100%

2016 2017 2018(Target)

40 40

2.2.5 Supplier maintenance
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2.2.6 Deployment and Interactions
of Sustainable Governance

Competency in Supply Chain

Supplier Sustainability Risk Assessment
Since 2017, TWM has undertaken sustainability risk assessment for tier-one suppliers based on DJSI requirements and relevant sustainable supply chain management guidelines, to 
further assist and enhance the sustainable management capability of its suppliers. Through the data and results from the supplier CSR assessment, TWM can understand the current 
management conditions of suppliers in sustainability and ascertain the vendors’ management competency and performance in environment, social, and corporate governance. 
Procurement personnel also evaluate the likelihood of threats to sustainability and levels of impact to operations to determine the risk levels of suppliers and define suppliers with low, 
moderate, and high levels of risk based on the evaluation results of current management conditions, likelihood, and levels of impact. Results from 2017 assessment helped us to identify 
11 suppliers with high risks. 
For the environmental perspective, the results have indicated that currently, no suppliers pose material actual or potential negative impacts to the environment; hence, no suppliers 
terminated partnership with TWM based on environmental issues in 2017. For the social aspect, 10 engineering suppliers with negative potential impact have been identified based on 
labor and human rights aspects, since these companies have not established labor safety management mechanism. There are potential material occupational and labor safety risks. 
TWM has communicated with these 10 companies and required them to undergo labor safety educational training, as well as to ensure the safety and protection measures of all 
personnel prior to starting to work. We expect that suppliers will improve in the evaluation for the coming year and will name the high-risk suppliers as key monitoring targets for the next 
year. No suppliers terminated partnership with TWM based on social impact for this year.

Supply Chain Management Platform
TWM joined the Global e-Sustainability Initiative (GeSI) formed by the major global Information and Communication Technology (ICT) industry in 2016 and in 2017 introduced the 
supply chain platform developed by GeSI for the international telecommunications industry for the first time. The platform is a third-party analytical platform that quantifies sustainability 
performance of suppliers and assesses supplier practices in various aspects including labor and human rights, workplace safety, corporate ethical conduct, and environmental 
protection. The platform then produces analytical reports to assist TWM to instantly understand the status of its supply chain and industry movements. By means of this, TWM wishes 
to bring more comprehensive and global perspectives to its whole supply chain.

Plans – Incorporating Supplier Sustainability Performance in Evaluation for Major Bidding Projects
To further implement sustainable supply chain management in practice, TWM plans to request suppliers to disclose their CSR performance in 2018. Before suppliers can engage in the 
bidding for major projects, suppliers needs to complete CSR self-assessment questionnaire of that year, and its sustainability performance will serve as a key criterion in technical 
assessment for major bidding projects. Besides evaluating on economic factors including delivery date, productivity, service, and quality, we also include supplier CSR performance as 
a selection criterion. Through integrating the three aspects of environment, social, and governance, TWM will control risks that are likely to occur in our supply chain, and encourage our 
partners to work toward sustainable operations with TWM.

To foster stable and synergistic partnership with our suppliers to achieve our vision of sustainable development, TWM has integrated environment, social, and corporate (ESG) 
aspects to establish strategies to mentor suppliers to develop sustainable competency. Based on the results of the evaluation from the above-mentioned assessment mechanism, 
TWM will come up with suggestions for improvement, and hold educational training and forums to assist suppliers to build their competency. Moreover, TWM encourages suppliers to 
adopt relevant standards and initiatives to be equipped with self-development capacity. In the future, we will continue to make better use of resources from GeSI and relevant new 
types of platform and systems to undertake high technology management for our supply chain.

2.2.5 Supplier maintenance
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2.2.6 Deployment and Interactions
of Sustainable Governance

Competency in Supply Chain
Supplier Educational Training and CSR Conference
TWM has been hosting supplier educational training since 2016. Based on various aspects of operations, the Company communicates and discusses with suppliers over diverse topics 
including sales, quality control, legal compliance, environmental protection and sustainability to achieve bi-lateral communications. We invited 310 key suppliers of different types to 
participate in the educational training in 2017, based on the above-mentioned supplier ranking and classification. Besides inviting industry experts to share the latest trends in 
international sustainable supply chain management, encouraging suppliers to promote sustainable supply chain management, we also introduced TWM’s vision, blueprints, and key 
assessment criteria in sustainable supply chain in details. We expect that the educational training will strengthen our partnership with each vendor, and we can mutually work toward 
realizing corporate social responsibility in practice. 
TWM hosts annual supplier CSR conferences. Besides announcing the sustainability assessment results from the first half of the year, we also award vendors with outstanding 
sustainability performance and ask them to share their thoughts. Moreover, industry leaders in sustainability, scholars, and experts are also invited to share their ideas at conferences 
so that all participants may learn from each other and minimize risks in supply chain.

International Forum of　”Digital Transformation for Global Sustainability”
As the first Asian director in GeSi, TWM hosted the largest international forum ‘Digital Transformation for Global Sustainability’ in Taiwan for the first time in 2017. Jim Gowen, GeSI 
Chairman, Luis Neves, Managing Director, and Jeffrey Sachs, the Special Advisor to United Nations Secretary-General in charge of the promotion of SDGs, were invited to share their 
thoughts on sustainable development. Topics included crucial sustainability trends and perspectives such as ‘Energy revolution in the ICT industry’, ‘New technology and system 
transformation,’ ‘Challenges and opportunities for sustainable development,’ and ‘SDGs practices from international ICT companies.’ 
Besides inviting numerous GeSI members and renowned international speakers, we also invited many of our suppliers to attend this forum. The forum was attended by nearly 300 people 
who were from Canada, London, Paris, Berlin, Rome, Milan, and Bangkok and focused on global issues. TWM’s suppliers also actively participated in the forum, where they learned 
sustainable development with international institutions. Besides serving as a leader in sustainability of the telecommunications industry in Taiwan, TWM also collaborates with internation-
al organizations to demonstrate our resolution to promote sustainable development as an Asian company, as well as fortifying our position as a leader in sustainable practices in the ICT 
industry.

2017 Supplier Educational Training and CSR Conference

S
ustainable P
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Core Vision

Based on “Think Sustainable, Act Responsible” TWM integrates its core competitive 
strengths to create 7 brand values for its stakeholders, including “Ethical Operation,” 
‘Sustainable Partners,” “Excellent Brand,” “Innovative Accomplishments,” Environ-
mental Sustainability ,” “Happy Workplace,” and ‘Social Inclusion.” While preparing 
for a new era with 5G and the Internet of Things (IoT), we proactively expand our 
interdisciplinary collaborations and plan for IoV (the Internet of Vehicles) and IoT 
services; by coordinating Group resources, we branch out toward multinational 
recreation management industries to invest in enriching sports and recreational 
media content; through promoting environmental sustainability, we strive to become a 
green business and reduce the carbon footprint in our value chain; through utilizing 
innovative technologies and applications, we break social barriers and care for the 
underprivileged; and finally, with human-oriented principles, we create the best user 
experiences. 

Commitment and Actions

Since the 4G service was launched, TWM has continued deploying high-quality 
network. The coverage ratio of 4G services has now reached 99% of all population. 
Besides establishing mobile broadband network in metropolitan areas, we also 
proactively overcome the geographical constraints and difficulties of setting up 
infrastructure in remote regions and islands, and now provide mobile broadband 
services in island areas including Penghu. Kinmen, Mazu, Xiao Liuqiu, Green Island, 
and Lanyu, as well as scenic areas or remote regions including Mount Hehuanshan, 
Alishan and Kenting. As of year-end in 2017, the coverage ratio of 4G services in 
remote regions has reached over 97%. 

2.3 Excellent Brand

Material Topics

Communities
/NGO

Employees

Customers

Shareholders/
investors

Suppliers

Competent
authorities

Media

Rating
Agencies

Service impact management

Information security 
and privacy protection

Customer experiences

Electromagnetic field safety
Transparent & fair marketing

This chapter responds to the 4 major stakeholders

Network quality and coverage
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Based on “Think Sustainable, Act Responsible” TWM integrates its core competitive 
strengths to create 7 brand values for its stakeholders, including “Ethical Operation,” 

media content; through promoting environmental sustainability, we strive to become a 

underprivileged; and finally, with human-oriented principles, we create the best user 

In the face of a rapidly changing world, only by using 
technology may we become trendsetters and hold the 
keys to success. TWM understands public expectations 
for technology, and therefore we endeavor to employ 
technology to create a rich and convenient mobile 
lifestyle. We also enable our users to always maintain 
their mobility in a leading position with our unequaled 
network quality within the industry.
2018 Objectives:

・Media brand surveys rank Top 50
・CSR assessments maintain in the Top 10

10

11

Dow Jones

Sustainability Indexes

 TOP2

DJSI

Times

Times

Achievements

and performance

Ranked second  in Global 
Telecom Industry in DSJI 
World for the first time

Chairman Daniel Tsai was awarded “Outstanding Corporate 
Sustainability Professionals” and TWM won 9 prizes in Taiwan 
Corporate Sustainability Awards (TCSA), topping the entire 
Taiwanese industry in terms of sustainability performance

Corporate Citizen, CommonWealth 
magazine (10 times)

Best Service Innovation, 2017 Customer 
Service Excellence Awards

CSR Award, Global Views 
Monthly magazine (11 times)

Sustainability Leaders -Sliver Class, 2018 
Telecommunications- RobecoSAM                     

Industry Mover, 2017 Telecommunications- 
RobecoSAM

Gold Medal in Sponsorship category and 
Long-term Sponsor,  “2017 Sports Activists 
Award” of  Gold Medal in Sponsorship category 
and Long-term Sponsor

6.5billion

Manufactured capital
input: NT$6.5 billion

Vision and Target

E
xcellent brand 
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2.3.2 Brand Strategies

Taiwan Mobile's colorful, stereoscopic sphere is the embodiment of our spirit, "color your 
life"! The colors and shades of its surface give us an interpretation of a continuous 
spectrum emanating from all different angles and directions. Yet it conveys a pure, diverse, 
intertwined, amalgamated, elaborated, and elated brand motif, joy, and splendor that enrich 
the consumer's mobile life! Just like the joy
brought by each contact and connection, we ingeniously manipulates the colors of the 
sphere to make every piece of printed page and advertisement image relate to the charm 
of various hues, thus communicating the joyful mood of our subscribers whenever they use 
our service and strengthening our brand impression.

Brand Image
With "Think Sustainable, Act Responsible" as its central philosophy, Taiwan Mobile has 
integrated its core competencies and resources to promote seven key brand values: ethical 
operation, sustainable partners, excellent brand, innovative accomplishments, environmen-
tal sustainability, a happy workplace and social inclusion.
To prepare for the IoT and 5G era, TWM is building a forward-looking network, including the 
construction of a telecommunications cloud platform, a virtual cloud network and small cells 
infrastructure to provide more application services for digital convergence and cloud technolo-
gy. The Company has expanded cooperation across industries through Internet of Vehicles 
(IoV) and IoT services. Leveraging off the Group's resources, TWM has expanded its invest-
ment in a multinational entertainment agency to enrich its sports and entertainment video 
content, and introduced the industry's first multi-screen integrated video platform that provides 
consumers, at home or away, an integrated and synchronized all-round audio-visual entertain-
ment experience, creating new opportunities for Taiwan's film and television industry. In addition, 
the Company has developed Taiwan’s first instant messaging mobile payment service that 
connects directly to banks, providing users with a brand new and convenient smart payment 
experience.
With “Simplicity, Innovation, Passion and Integrity” as its guiding principles, Taiwan Mobile is 
committed to pursuing new technologies and service innovations. The Company’s goal is to turn 
complex technologies into simple, practical and user-friendly services to bring a whole new experi-
ence and create more value-added services for our customers. Taiwan Mobile is a firm believer that 
“change and innovation” are the keys to securing its position as a leader of digital convergence in the 
telecommunications industry.
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2.3.2 Brand Sponsorship

Brand Sponsorship
TWM began to sponsor sporting events since 2003 and has spent 
over NT$ 590 million on athletic sponsorships in basketball, 
baseball, golf, and marathon. Besides collaborating with Fubon in 
establishing the Fubon Guardians team to dedicate resources 
towards baseball, the most beloved sport in Taiwan, TWM also 
hosted the Taiwan Mobile Ladies Open 2017, creating an internation-
al venue for Taiwanese athletes to compete with the best athletes 
from around the world. In recent years, we have supported many 
high-performance Taiwanese athletes for international sporting 
events, including top-ranking tennis player Latisha Chan, men’s 
singles tennis player Jason Jung, and golf players Wei-ling Hsu and 
Doris Chen. TWM expects to become the strongest support for these 
athletes and realize the resolution to promote sports culture. 
Because of this, TWM has been honored with “Gold Medal in 
Sponsorship Category” and “Long-term Sponsorship Award” of the 
Sports Activists Award from the Sports Administration, Ministry of 
Education. 
Moreover, in order to enhance TWM’s brand image and to cultivate 
the pop culture market, TWM has dedicated the Group’s resources 
to cultural activities in Taiwan for a long time and sponsored ‘super 
Star” (a variety show) for four consecutive years. 

2017 Asia Business Council Autumn Forum
The members of Asia Business Council Autumn Forum (ABC) 
include chairmen, presidents, and business leaders from Asian and 
multinational corporations. The current President of the Council is 
Mr. Nobuyoshi John Ehara, Partner of Unison Capital in Japan; while 
the Vice President is Mr. Lim Boon Heng, Chairman of the 
Singapore-based Temasek Holdings Private Limited. Mr. Daniel Tsai, 
Chairman of Fubon Group, is the current President of the Council. 
Other members from Taiwan include Mr. Morris Chang, Chairman of 
TSMC, Mr. Stan Shih, the Founder of Acer Group, Mr. Douglas Hsu, 
CEO of Far Eastern Group, Mr. Matthew Miao, Chairman of 
Mitac-Synnex Group, and Ms. Yin Qi., Chairwoman of Continental 
Holdings Corp.. Other members include Mr. Shin Dong-bin, 
Chairman of Lotte Group, Mr. Takeshi Niinami, Chairman of Suntory 
Group, Mr. Yuanqing Yang, Chairman of Lenovo Group Ltd., Mr. 
Washington SyCip, Founder of SGV Group, Mr. Chartsiri Sophon-
panich, Chairman of Bangkok Bank, Mr. Tony Fernandes, CEO of 
AirAsia Group and so on. The 2017 Autumn Forum titled “Business in 
Changing Times.” was hosted in Taipei for the second time. By 
integrating resources from Taipei New Horizon, TWM and Fubon 
Financial Holding, Chairman Daniel Tsai and five Taiwanese 
members received 100 Asian business leaders and introduced 
Taiwanese local culture. 

Male Universiade tennis singles champion
Jason Jung
Male Universiade tennis singles champion
Jason Jung

World No. 1 female doubles tennis player 
Latisha Chan
World No. 1 female doubles tennis player 
Latisha Chan

Rising star in female’s golf 
Wei-Ling HSU
Rising star in female’s golf 
Wei-Ling HSU

E
xcellent brand 
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Since the 4G service was launched, TWM has continued to deploy optimal network. The coverage ratio of 4G services has now reached 99% of all population, 
offering a complete 4G network coverage. To provide even faster Internet services for our users, TWM is building 2CA (700/1800) dual-band carrier aggregation 
mobile broadband network. Moreover, TWM has successfully won the bid for 2100MHz frequency band -20MHz*2 frequency spectrum and planned to offer 
tri-band carrier aggregation mobile broadband network 3CA (700/1800/2100) for areas with high population density. Besides establishing mobile broadband 
network in metropolitan areas, TWM overcomes the geographical constraints and difficulties of setting up infrastructure in remote regions and islands, and now 
provide mobile broadband services in island areas including Penghu, Kinmen, Mazu, Xiao Liuqiu, Green Island, and Lanyu, as well as scenic areas or remote 
regions including Mount Hehuanshan, Alishan, and Kenting. As of year-end in 2017, the coverage ratio of 4G services in remote regions has reached over 97%.

Consumer Behavioral Analysis – CEM
TWM has begun establishing Customer Experience Management platform since 2015, which 
indicates the signal conditions of our customers with a faster and smarter way in order to make 
necessary improvements. In order to understand the signal conditions in an area, we need to 
dispatch engineers to undertake onsite inspection and analyze the changes. However, the 
construction of new buildings or changes in landscape could affect the signal itself and 
customer’s signal reception. Such changes cannot be perceived by quality or barrier indicators 
at base stations. Nevertheless, we can obtain signal strength data from users through the CEM 
system to understand customers’ quality of signal reception, which allows us to reduce the 
number of times we need to visit customers. Moreover, the instant CEM system can accelerate 
the evaluation process for directions and angles with optimal signal. This can help us to adjust 
the signal strength before a weak signal is reported by our customers, enhancing positive user 
experience. 
Transparent Grievance Mechanism 
Established diversified service channels and provides differentiated services with consistent 
quality through smart technology. No grievance reports regarding material environmental, social, 
or human rights were received either from internal or external clients in 2017.�
Customer service commitments
We embrace the core values of “Integrity, Innovation, Passion, and Simplification” with the goal 
of creating the best customer experiences with a lifestyle based on mobility and intelligence. We 
continue to adhere to our five major commitments for providing a full range of services.

2.3.3 Network Quality

2.3.4 Customer Experience

Carefully listen to customer's needs and demonstrate our profes

Handle customer complaints with enthusiasm and offer solutions
that are timely and effective

Handle customer complaints with enthusiasm and offer solutions that are timely and effective

C
ustom

er service
com

m
itm

ents  

1

2

3

4

5

Safeguard customer's rights and interests in a reasonable manner
and establish a trusting, harmonious and friendly relationship

Pay attention to and respect customer's special needs and 
formulate refined, personalized and quality services on their behalf

Work wholeheartedly to resolve complaints satisfactorily and create
a win-win atmosphere for customer satisfaction
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Adopting a "five-heart" service philosophy, we provide a variety of convenient service avenues and we have established an open, transparent and systematic service handling mechanism

SGS Qualicert

Acquired

Recertified

Scope

2013/1/15 2013/8/5

Recertified in 2015/8/19
Certificate valid from 2015/9/3 to 2018/9/3

Recertified in July 2016/7/20
Certificate valid from 2016/8/5 to 2019/8/5

Customer service hotline
and handling procedures

Handling procedures for
all service avenues

SGS Qualicert SGS ISO 10002:2014

SGS ISO 10002:2014

Service quality guarantee
We began to actively implement the Society Generale Surveillance (SGS) service quality certification system in 2012. Every year since the world's most recognized service certification
agency has put its stamp of approval on our service records, which indicates that our service quality and standards are up to par and are in line with international practices.

2.3.4 Customer Experience

APP

My fone Store

Social Media
facebook
台灣大哥大與你生活在一起

LinkedIn
台灣大哥大Taiwan Mobile 

Internet

Website
Email

Hotline:
188 or 0809-000-852

Professional
ism

Satisfaction

EfficiencyCare

Courtesy

Five-heart customer service 
handling system

Clarify requirements and offer 
appropriate services accordingly

Keep emotions in check and 
forward complaint to relevant 
personnel

Let complaints be handled by 
dedicated staff and reply to 
customers with care

E
xcellent brand 
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Processing of Service and Customer Complaints
For each case the designated personnel must write a thorough report to track the result of the claim, so that the internal organization can coordinate the 
cases on a timely basis and effectively respond to the complaints.

The President will be personally responsible for supervising major client complaints or major interdepartmental improvement issues. Cross-departmental 
meetings are routinely held to propose tasks that enhance service quality. There was a 10% increase in controversial cases in 2017 from the National 
Communications Commission (NCC) due to campus frauds and expiration of 2G operational license, while the total number of customer complaints recorded 
by the Taipei City Government has continued decreasing.

TWM commissions President Transnet Corp. for all product shipping and 
delivery. If any damage or loss occurs to any product or client application 
information due to negligence during the delivery process, TWM will 
immediately request for replacement of product and service. A total of 16 
cases were reported in 2017, and all of which have been appropriately 
handled. To optimize service quality and to avoid the risk of product loss, we 
proactively conducted process inspection and case review with President 
Transnet Corp. and stressed that all delivery should be carefully handled, and 
delivery tracking mechanism should be enhanced. We have also proposed 
quality observation indicators in our new contract. 

1,779 1631

253 217

   169(10%)

24(11%)

201520162015

1800

2017 2016
193

2017

Cases of Client Complaints that Have Been appropriated handled 

2.3.4 Customer Experience

DAY

N+3~7

DAY

N

DAY

N+1

DAY

N+1~3

CS rep. attempts final negotiation 
with customer based on CXO's 
approved solution to reach 
satisfactory conclusion

Customer registers a 
problem via hotline

CS rep. treats complaint as 
general case and provides 
standardized response

Responsible unit responds to 
CS with advanced solution

CS rep. contacts customer with 
advanced solution: If unable to 
reach agreement, responsible 
unit requests instruction from 
CXO for final solution.

If responsible unit fails to 
meet deadline, CS rep. 
makes 2nd outgoing call to 
appease customerIf unable to resolve issue, 

forward to relevant 
department

NCC Taipei City Hall
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Continue to utilize smart service platform to precisely predict customer’s need for calling, and to solve customer problems more efficiently through smart tips and operating links. 

Service Enhancement Proposal
Personnel undergo training for handling complaints and consumer protection at various stages so that they may properly handle grievance incidents. 

New
Employee
Training

On-the-Job
Training

Seminars
& Activities

Complaint-Handling
Dealing with Complaints 

Common Complaints 

Consumer Protection

Complaint-Handling
Handling techniques

Special Incidents

Seminars & Activities
Consumer Protection

Legal seminars

Consumer
Characteristics

Mobile
Service

Consumer Behavior

Self-Service

Content of Contract

Browsing
History

Smart tips predict customer’s needs

(Marketing/Sales)

Smart
platform

2.3.4 Customer Experience

E
xcellent brand 
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Customer Satisfaction
We continue to employ a variety of market survey tools (e.g. telephone 
interviews, internet surveys, focus group discussions) to track and review the 
cases in order to improve customer satisfaction. Every year we plan various 
research projects in detail. The scope of our surveys spans across the entire 
market and also covers individual users. We endeavor to understand the 
needs of our customers and how they think on a regularly basis and, based 
on the results of surveys, we develop plans to improve our services or 
business strategy so as to improve user satisfaction. Since 2016, annual 
surveys for enterprise and home business clients have been conducted as 
well, by online questionnaire and telephone respectively. The findings from 
these surveys are used as a reference to set new objectives and improve 
service quality. In all, about 85% of the consumer, enterprise and home 
business clients were reported to be satisfied in 2017.

Locally targeted stores aesthetics /Art Gallery without 
Walls/LED Wall
Locally targeted stores aesthetics
In order to target different regions and group, many stores of TMW built up 
their own stores image, such as stores in Taipei New Horizon ( digital lifestyle 
based on culture and creative), Syntrend (avant-garde digital lifestyle),  Ximen 
(retro graffiti for teenagers), and Vieshow Flagship Store (Modern technology).  
Moreover, TMW invested a lot in the Sando Flagship Store, the most moder-
nest one is in southern Taiwan, where five-star services for our customers are 
offered. Besides providing applications for telecom services and selling of 
various flagship electronics products, TMW also set up a boutique appliance 
section at the Sando Flagship Store and established an industry chain for Life 
Style products, opening a brand-new chapter for telecommunications stores. 
The three-story Sando Flagship store is trendy and stylish, offering experiential 
platforms for our brands as well as popular products to all consumers. 
In addition to attracting consumers from different age groups and target 
markets, these five unique stores also help TWM to explore new possibilities 
for the telecom market. 
2018 Objectives: Set up new store with local characteristics in central Taiwan.
Mid- and long-term objectives from 2019~2020: The establishment of the new 
stores with local characteristic depends on operational needs.
(Below: Images of the Sando Store in Kaohsiung)

Note 1: Satisfaction indicators selected for Consumer, Enterprise and Home Business are “customer hotline service”, 
“customer hotline service” and “installation and maintenance service” respectively.
Note 2: Customer satisfaction (%) refers to the percentage of respondents who chose “very satisfied” and “satisfied.”
Note 3: To comprehensively monitor customer satisfaction, the satisfaction evaluation for this year encompassed 7 phone 
surveys, and the particulars are incorporated with customer satisfaction IVR survey, including in-store visits and phone calls. 
The satisfaction rating will adopt a five-point assessment and will be retrospective until year 2015. 

Customer satisfaction (%)Note 1.2.

Consumer Business ClientsNote 3

Enterprise Business Clients

Home Business Clients

Total

86%

-
-

89%

82%

81%

89%

2015 2016

85%

88%

85%

85%

2017

2.3.4 Customer Experience
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LED Wall at Taipei New Horizon
The Songshan Cultural and Creative Park brings together a shopping mall, bookstores, exhibitions and forums, which attract a large number of visitors. The LED wall at the Taipei New Horizon building is the most 
effective and most high-profile digital media within the park. Therefore, TWM has provided this media for the display of charity ads free of charge, and we continue to disseminate correct information and bring 
awareness regarding social care, promotion of the arts and environmental protection to the general public.
2017 Results: Six films were played in 2017, equivalent to approximately NT$ 4,800,000 in sponsorship

2018 Objective: Anticipated to provide 6~10 slots for advertisements for welfare activities, equivalent to approximately 
NT$ 4~5million in sponsorship.
Mid-to long-term objectives from 2019~2020: 6~10 slots will be expected for public service announcements, equivalent 
to approximately NT$ 4~5million in sponsorship.

Fu-Chun Tsai《Koi Rabbit》
The idea of the Koi Rabbit comes from a rabbit who cannot swim but yarns to be like the koi fish in the water. Then the rabbit morphs into a "koi rabbit," with 
gills and beautiful scales. The artworks convey that the imagination surpasses the reality.

Chia-Hsien Su《Cloud-Based World》
In today’s digital world, TWM wishes to incorporate digital lifestyle with art. While we introduce the new digital technology to customers, we 
strive to achieve a mental and visual balance by presenting the hand-painting works from  Mr. Chia-Hsien Su, 3D visual artist.
Based on the concept of “human-oriented digital technology,” Mr. Su created 3D cloud interaction artworks with dedicate painting technique. 
Visitors can interact and take photos with the cute Robi (robot) and cloud space of digital life . Let’s travel through the clouds with Robi! 

Art Gallery without Walls

Special design and surprise are everywhere in “TWM Digital Lifestyle”.  The digital technological products are presented with an artistic atmosphere. Various artworks from local artists are exhibited in the 10-meter-tall display wall, the shop 
windows at the entrance, and even the product display stands, which concretizes the idea, “Art Gallery without Walls,” where art is all around us! 
Two exhibitions were established during 2017, including collaborations with artists Fu-Chun Tsai and Chia-Hsien Su. TWM brings the public closer to the arts. 
2017 Results

TWM has dedicated NT$ 300 thousand into exhibitions to promote “Art Gallery without Walls.” The exhibitions were attended by 22,000 visitors. (times). 
Mid- to long-term objectives from 2019~2020: Continue maintaining and promoting current artworks.

1

2

3

4

5

6

Content Air time

Making Friends with Love, Fubon Charity Foundation

20-year Anniversary of Fubon Art Foundation, Fubon Art 
Foundation
20-year Anniversary Fundraising film, Fubon Art Foundation

‘support the Mental Asylum of Fukui Foundation “ , Fundraising  
Project for Solar energy 
20-year Anniversary Exhibition “Remove Weakness” , Fubon Art 
Foundation

Trailer for Fubon Art Lecture , Fubon Charity Foundation

5 months and 2 weeks

3 months

2 months and 2 weeks

2 months

1 month and 2 weeks

1 month

Examples

E
xcellent brand 
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Content Control in Products & Service Platform 

2017 Implementation Results
1.myVideo has always been committed to promoting digital contents and hosts various 
   online film festivals with diverse topics such as the Queer Film Festival, in which the 
   sharing of stories aims at achieving mutual recognition between men, women, and
   members of the LGBTQ community, furthering the goal of eliminating discrimination
   and conflict, and realizing gender equality. During the Peace Film Festival, the
   preciousness of peace and the brutality of war were conveyed.  As an online media 
   platform, we strive to dedicate ourselves in promoting a peaceful and inclusive society. 
2.myVideo offers more than 17,000 films, and besides greatly enhancing the visibility of 
   Taiwanese digital contents and culture and creative industry, we also promote social
   participation to ensure that the fair and high-quality knowledge is passed on.  Regis
   tered users are accumulated to 2.7million by the end of 2017.
2018 Planning
TWM will Strive to provide films with even higher quality e.g. 4K and Dolby Surround 
Sound and continue optimizing user experience. 

2017 Implementation Results
1.Registered users are accumulated to 3.89million by the end of 2017.
2.Multinational collaborations aimed at fans: In collaboration with Korea-based NAVER, 
   we uploaded 1,422 VLIVE films, achieving 220 thousand views, and obtained 
   exclusive live broadcasting rights for 2017 Melon Music Awards MMA(MMA) .
3.Comprehensive audio and visual entertainment: In 2017 more than 50 original 
   programs were produced by singers and online celebrities and viewed by 4.2 million 
   people. 5 live broadcasting music festivals were watched by nearly 250 thousand 
   persons in the same year. 
2018 Planning
TWM will continue broadening the online and offline fan community and marketing 
strategy, and produces special programs in collaboration with record companies and 
new media strategic partners, in order to increase the spread of information through 
internet communities and attract the younger generation. 

myVideo Online Media

MyMusic Online Music

2.3.4 Customer Experience
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Content Control in Products & Service Platform 

2017 Implementation Results
TWM developed “Interactive Language-Learning” with publishers, in which 
excellent language-learning materials are selected for readers to learn 
English, Japanese, or Korean at any time. This audiovisual function has been 
used for over 21,000 times as of year-end. Registered users are accumulated 
to 2.06million by the end of 2017.
2018 Planning
TWM will include “read aloud” function
in collaboration with publisher to make
digital reading even more convenient. 

2017 Implementation Results
Successful management of members led to over 250,000 effective members on 
the platform.
Through built-in payment and online exchange system, over 6 million times of 
coin payment/exchange occurred, which is eco-friendly and efficient.
With profit-sharing and joint operations business model, we signed contracts 
with 47 game companies.
2018 Planning
TWM will continue to cultivate member relationship and expected to introduce 
50 best-selling games to assist local developers to expand their markets.

Daily Winner Open Gaming Platform

myBook Online Bookstore

手遊下載中心

2.3.4 Customer Experience
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Protection of customer information and privacy protection
In 2004 we established the Information Security Management Committee responsible for overseeing the implementation of information security procedures within the 
organization. Audits are conducted twice a year by an external third party in accordance with the requirements of the ISO/IEC 27001 International Information Security 
Management System to review the degree of information security implementation completed. Thus far we have passed all annual assessments of information security 
management practice by competent authorities as well as relevant administrative inspections, which will ensure the level of required information security management 
and that subscribers view the company as trustworthy and reliable. Its operations are as follows:
(1) Appointment of committee members. The President appoints the committee chairman, and the most senior supervisor of each functional organization appoints a
member to the committee.
(2) Meeting frequency: The committee normally meets once quarterly, but if a material issue arises a meeting can be convened upon approval by the committee
chairman.
(3) Operations of each team under the committee:
Operations & Maintenance Team: Implementing and developing information security measures; meets at least once per quarter.
Internal Audit Team: The team consists of personnel certified with information security credentials; internal audit is carried out
once every six months. Emergency Response Team: The committee chairman assembles the team from relevant members based on the nature of the
incident.

We built four security shields: protection against external hackers, protection against illegal disclosure from within the organization, incorporation of security assess-
ments into system planning and implementation, and monitoring and prevention of security incidents in system maintenance and operations (refer to the diagram 
below). The goal is to safeguard users' personal data and protect our confidential and sensitive data, so that our customers can use our services with confidence and 
assurance.

2.3.5 Confidentiality & 
Privacy Protection

TWM customer's 
private information 

/confidential & 
sensitive data

System planning /
implementation

Protection against 
illegal disclosure

Protection against 
hacker attacks

System maintenance & 
operations/monitoring
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Information Safety in IDC (Internet Data Center) 
1.ISO27001/27011
2.CSA/ECSA
The following mechanisms have been adopted to ensure the safety of IDC:
1.To ensure the safety of IDC, clients” entering and leaving the IDC is
controlled and authorized through access card of one-time authorization,
biometric fingerprint identification system and anti-trailing function. IDC is also
installed with 24/7 closed-circuit security television(CCTV) to monitor activities
there, as well as 24/7 security guards who control access and conduct security
control. RFID system is also used to control the access of equipment to ensure
the safety of IDC.
2.The information safety management of IDC has been certified with ISO27001
and the relevant ISO27001 standards are followed.
3.All IDC personnel need to participate in annual information safety education-
al training for a designated number of hours.

2.3.5 Confidentiality & 
Privacy Protection

We continue to launch various projects to meet organizational needs and to respond to cloud-based threats and to enhance information security. The following 
protection measures were undertaken for four safety issues in 2017, and the progress and effectiveness of the measures are periodically reported in meetings with 
the Information Security Management Committee. We monitor client complaints regarding the Personal Information Act. A total of 120 grievance cases regarding to 
leaks in personal information were reported and resolved in 2017. None of them were ruled to be in violation of the Personal Information Act in the Court. In the 
situation that employees did not comply with the Company’s safety protection standards by attempting to send out sensitive client information, our system detected 
and then successfully blocked 130 of such attempts, and none of which were successfully sent out, showing a 100% blocking rate. Four of these attempts reached 
our punitive standards and formal actions were taken against appropriate personnel.

Security issues Protection measures Results

Improper disclosure of confidential and 
sensitive data

We have added new rules for masking
confidential and sensitive data such as 
passports

We continue to educate our staff on the importance of protecting customers' private 
data and corporate confidential information, with the aim of reducing the risks of illegal 
disclosure of information from within the organization.

Theft or inappropriate use of client 
information

Purchase of “Information Protection 
Liability Insurance” Reduction of the risk of compensations from TWM upon leaks in personal information

1. Check the strength of security protection of websites and mobile apps
2. Services involving the flow of payments have been certified with PCI-DSS to 
safeguard cardholders' data and transaction security.

Regular inspection of important KPIs reveals that all information security indicators
have been improving gradually

Performing penetration testing to
simulate hacker behavior; testing and 
improve upon the vulnerabilities

Implementing a number of
quantitative indicators; tracking safety 
standards

External service websites or mobiles 
apps attacked by hackers

Continuing to monitor and
make improvements

Note: The scope of our information security management mechanism includes Taiwan Mobile, Taiwan Fixed Network, Taiwan Digital Service , Taiwan Teleservices & Technologies, and Taiwan Kuro Times Co., Ltd.

E
xcellent brand 
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2.3.6 Product &
Service Liability 

Electromagnetic Field Safety 
Our base stations have been installed in accordance with each area's population density, quantity of customer complaints, coverage and other relevant factors, and only after we have 
negotiated with local residents, borough chiefs or the relevant building management committees. All base stations have been certified by the National Communications Commission 
(NCC) based on the rigorous measurement standards of the International Commission on Non-Ionizing Radiation Protection (ICNIRP). In order to allay the public's concerns about the 
electromagnetic waves on health, we have collaborated with other telecom carriers and the Taiwan Telecommunication Industry Development Association (TTIDA) and set up a special 
area at NCC. We have made available a toll-free number 0800-580010 for EM wave consultation and measurement service, whereby consumers can call to arrange to have an impartial 
third-party organization to measure EM for them on-site and provide professional comment. We hope this service will help to eliminate the public's worries about EM wave. 
Taiwan Telecom Industry Development Association (TTIDA) received 380 requests of electromagnetic measurement in 2017, including 294 cases in base stations and 86 in residential 
households. Measurement services for TWM accounted for 77 of these cases, and all measurement results were in compliance with standards of electromagnetic radiation by the NCC. 
Measurement results indicated that the public was mostly concerned with the impacts on human health, and some other concerns also included legality of base stations, safety levels of 
electromagnetic radiation, and relevant measurement services. Moreover, phone requests for such measurement services are concentrated in densely populated areas, such as Taipei 
City, New Taipei City, Taichung, and Kaohsiung, which had the most such requests in northern, central, and southern Taiwan respectively. TWM will continue to reach relevant institutions 
and groups in all areas to propagate the correct knowledge for electromagnetic radiation. We will aim at key areas to launch intensive advocacy campaigns and guide the public to 
understand the uniqueness and convenience of mobile telecommunications system, and to lower their concerns raised regarding health and safety risks from electromagnetic radiation of 
base stations.
Besides electromagnetic measurement services, TWM has continued hosting advocacy and training seminars for electromagnetic radiation throughout Taiwan. We have hosted 22 
seminars in 2017. We invited experts and scholars to give lectures and explain while undertaking measurements through professional equipment, as well as demonstrate various standard 
levels in practice. We also distributed pamphlets for electromagnetic radiation safety in coordination with regional activities in order to introduce correct concepts. In 2017, we completed 
16 rounds of electromagnetic radiation experiments, 2 rounds of teacher seminars and introduced 50 classes electromagnetic radiation knowledge through videos in the Permanent 
Exhibition Hall for Electromagnetic radiation in the National Science and Technology Museum in Kaohsiung. Visitors experienced  electromagnetic measurements in person through 
technical support from the micro-sized base station in the museum, in order to better understand relevant information. Additionally, we completed 6 rounds of on-campus advocacy 
activities and commissioned the TTIDA to upload 53 video clips on electromagnetic radiation on YouTube, which have been viewed by 741,000 times. 

Since February 2017, myfone Class added has educational promotions for electromag-
netic radiation in the last 3-5 minutes of each class. As of December 2017, such 
promotions reached 25,200 individuals (headcount). 

Ratio of Consultation Regarding

Electromagnetic fields

50%50%

Health concern

Legality and rights
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2.3.6 Product &
Service Liability 

Promotions for Customer Health and Safety 
We are constantly committed to the safety of electromagnetic radiation. Besides outstanding telecommunications quality, we also expect to construct a safe 
and healthy telecom environment for Taiwan. Therefore, we continue educating the public regarding our impeccable safety standards surrounding  electro-
magnetic radiation. In this way, accurate understanding regarding electromagnetic radiation can be rooted in the public. This will reduce the volume of formal 
complaints and unnecessary panic from residents living near  base stations.
In addition to assisting NCC to offer 0800-580010 toll free service of electromagnetic consultation, measurement, and complaints, we also established section 
for Electromagnetic Radiation on TWM’s website, so that customers may access and understand relevant knowledge, including rigorous standards for 
electromagnetic measurement in Taiwan, relevant impacts of electromagnetic radiation on the environment and health, search for service provided for 
electromagnetic measurement, toll free service of electromagnetic measurement and so on, which aims at instilling the correct concept to customers that 
electromagnetic radiation causes no impact on environment and health in our customers.
We also established a website entitled Knowledge on electromagnetic radiation from base stations with TTIDA to provide special 
reports on the relationship between electromagnetic radiation and human health, as well as legal regulations regarding electromag-
netic radiation. The website has promotional content available for download, so that the public can understand that levels of electro-
magnetic radiation which are all within national safety standards and do not pose environmental pollutions. The base station itself 
does not cause any effects of electromagnetic radiation, and the public does not need to be concerned by impacts of electromagnetic 
radiation. 

Support for Minor Users
Anti-Porn Guard & Online Steward
As mobile Internet is increasingly popular nowadays, TWM launched an 
internet safety and protection service “Anti-Porn Guard Service” on December 
30, 2014 to prevent minor users from accessing inappropriate information 
when surfing on the Internet from a mobile device. This service will automati-
cally block the websites where articles and/or photos that contain pornogra-
phy, nudity, or lewd information that are unsuitable for children and teenagers. 
Once a customer applies for the service, 

the information on the internet will be filtered to protect users from indecent 
information including pornography and violence to facilitate healthy mental 
and physical development. As of year-end in 2017, a total of 2,481 users 
applied for this service. 
Furthermore, due to the easy access and convenience of mobile Internet, 
TWM launched “ Online Steward” service on December 10, 2015, in order to 
prevent teenagers from becoming addicted to mobile access of the Internet. 
This service is available for parents or any user with such need. With this 
service, the system will shut down mobile Internet functions from 12 A.M. to 6 
A.M. every day. A total of 553 customers benefitted from the service as of 
year-end in 2017. 

EM wave safety

E
xcellent brand 
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2.4 Innovative
Accomplishments

Core Concept

From the viewpoint of serving client’s demand, we spare no effort to 
product, service, and process innovation development. By means of 
greening value-chain to reduce carbon emission and of eliminating 
the obstacles from social value system, we hope to provide our 
clients with the best mobile experience from “smooth, simple and 
humane” aspects.

Commitment & Action

Founded in Jan. 2017, the “Commission of Innovation Management” 
is in charge of stipulating our innovation development strategy with 
mid- and long-term objectives and institutionalizing management 
mechanism in order to supervise the schedule and results of all 
innovation projects efficiently.

Material Topics

Communities
/NGO

Employees

Customers

Shareholders/
investors

Suppliers

Competent
authorities

Media

Rating
Agencies

Innovative technological
applications
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2018 Objectives：
Innovative products and services generate revenues of 
NT$5 billion
Expand the coverage of digital home health care 
services to the Greater Taipei area
Mobile health care products and services generate 
revenues of NT$15 million
Advanced telecommunications users account for 85% of 
total users.
Wired high-speed internet coverage reaches 69%
The annual revenues from the fixed-network users 
changing into "advanced integrated telecommunications 
services" reaches NT$5 million
Expand the coverage of home security products and 
services to 10 counties/cities of Taiwan
Digital multimedia products and services generate 
revenues of NT$1.2 billion
The sum of mobile commerce service transactions 
reaches NT$1.5 billion
Technology of Internet of Vehicles (IoV) generates an 
annual revenue of NT$3.5 million
Base station service operation rate reaches 99.7%
Build village monitoring (image surveillance) or river 
hydrology/flood monitoring (image surveillance) to 
achieve a coverage rate of 6% (2 townships in total)

We will continue to focus on IOT, information security, 
OTT, cloud computation service and other mobilized 
application solutions. We will no longer regard 
ourselves as merely a telecommunication service 
provider but turn to provide combination service of 
cloud computation and innovation service. We hope to 
create the better environment and better society with 
the foresights and make the better life for our clients in 
the future.

Innovation proposals ranging 
from eight fields, including 
business, environment, social 
public welfare, etc. with 
unlimited bonus rewards

Setting innovation KPIs for business groups, carrying 
out 30 product & service innovation items and 21 
process innovation projects as a whole, promoting 
environmental protection and social innovation to be 
routine operation into business groups 

Launched revolutionary 
and innovative service
M+ red envelopes
M+ mobile extension 
products

Intellectual capital 
input: NT$0.7billion

Expanding product & service and 
process innovation taskforce, 

completing organization operation of 
the “Commission of Innovation 

Management”

Achievements

and performance

Vision and Target

0.7

TWM’s IoT(Internet of Things) ecosystem
Amass more than 300 top-notch domestic 

and foreign businesses
Establish Taiwan's largest IoT 300

myVideo and Kbro
Alliance with kbro's superMOD
platform to establish the first-ever
 boundless multi-screen video and 
audio services

自由選
First telecom company in Taiwan to launch

phone plans with tie-ins to electronic appliances

IOT

more
than

billion

Innovative accom
plishm

ents
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2.4.2 Innovation Management Framework

Management Framework

01

01  Business strategy
Requirements analysis

02 Generating & sifting through creative ideas Actual creativity development

02

03

04

05

06

Business strategy Requirements
analysis

03 Time of adoption Risk assessment

04 Innovative products Specific development

05 Innovative products Actual testing
Generating & sifting through creative
ideas Actual creativity development

Time of adoption Risk assessment

Innovative products Specific development

Innovative products Actual testing

Innovative products
Market introduction

Verification of the technical/system functions and capacity are first carried out,
followed by the testing of customers' principal usage scenarios.

The advantages and disadvantages of different points in time for idea adoption are clarified, the 
scenarios analyzed and the financial benefits estimated. Major risk factors and possible strategies to 
address them are also identified.

Innovation planning - market aspects

Differentiation

Content

Market demand validation

Sufficient large potential markets
Major requirements not yet met

Technology itself highly viable
Manufactured in-home or
outsourced

Equipped with technical capabilities
to adopt the technological know-how
Ability to facilitate creativity
and resources

Financial risk
Goodwill risk

Sources of technology and
feasibility inspection Resource adequacy inspection Risk tolerance inspection

With respect to the CSR blueprint for 2030 and the strategic requirements of our business units, we seek to determine and clarify the 
specific purposes of innovation requirements based on the structure of analyses of the above market, R&D and production aspects, 
the goal of which is to guide the generation of creative ideas.

After sessions of brainstorming by each business unit, creative ideas that merit further
investigation are selected according to the screening criteria above.

Innovation planning - R&D and manufacturing aspects

Existing products
Improvements/
Extensions

(Market position)
Defensive
innovation

Cross-selling
innovation

Breakthrough
innovation

(Market position)
Expansive
innovation

New products
Acquisition/
Development

Existing
technolog
platforms

Functions
Service
upgrade

New functions
New services
Lower costs

New product
combos

Existing markets New markets Incremental
innovation

Radical
innovation

Systemic
innovation

Products enter into actual development based on the specific specifications of the creative ideas.

The innovative products first undergo trial 
operational tests before they are officially 
launched full-scale in the target markets.
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2.4.2 Innovation
Management Framework

Set Business Group Innovation KPIs
In order to strength innovation capacity and to realize participation in whole company, we have tried to set innovation KPIs among various business group such as 
personal client, business client, household client, and different department including technology, information and finance in 2017 for the first time. We keep track on the 
schedule and performance of each business group, as the result, 30 product & service innovation items and 21 process innovation projects have been realized as a 
whole. We have successfully turned the environment protection and social innovation into routine operation that reach out each business group, instead of special task for 
specific unit or staff members. 

Institutionalize “Innovation Proposals”
In order to encourage our staffs to participate in innovation proactively and to improve our innovation capacity, we institutionalize “Innovation Proposals” for any 
creative ideas with unlimited bonus rewards. Proposals concerning about environmental protection/social innovation are also acceptable. Furthermore, we establish 
“Incubation Ecosystem” to support our staffs, to bring their creative ideas into fully feasible operation practices.

Expand Innovation Management Committee
In order to increase innovation items/scopes, we enlarge the 
organization with the innovation management committee to 
cope with the supervision of all product units and operation 
process units.
In order to increase sales percentage from innovation, as well 
as to reduce costs/expenses, the structure of the committee 
has been divided into two taskforce: Product & Service 
Innovation and Process Innovation body to handle the issues 
respectively.

Chairperson

Chairman of the Board

Vice Chairperson

President

Executive Secretary

Director Chang from the
President’s Office

CSR panel

Social Responsibility Division

Process Innovation

Financial Group/CBG/TG/ITG/EBG

Product & Service Innovation

Innovation/Value-added/CBG/EBG/HBG

Social Innovation

Public Relation &
Brand Management Division

Network innovationValue-chain platform innovation 

Product innovation

Digital technology innovation for
social public welfare

Partnership between industry & academyInformation technology innovation

Organization Chart

Operation management
process innovation to lower cost 

IDC innovationEnergy-saving
innovation

Innovative accom
plishm

ents
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New functions:
(1) Life cycle management of each account (2) Self-diagnose via network(3) 
Autonomous charge fee management  (4) Separative fee charged(5) API 
system interface (6) Automated management

Support IoT companies with efficient SIM management for the usage of elder 
positioning, smart medical devices,… etc. so as to fulfil social public welfare 
value indirectly

2.4.3 Product &
Service Innovation

IOT Business Service
1.Account status and charge management through cloud computation
2.Various account management tools and system interfaces
3.Network self-diagnose kits

Social Public Welfare
Achievement

Environment
Protection Achievement

Social Public Welfare
Achievement

Product Innovation
Achievement

Product Innovation
Achievement

Automated
management

Phone plan life
cycle management

Self-managed
phone plan

Online
automatic

diagnostics

Separate
billing

API system interface

Ｍ+ messenger
Make mobile phone to be PC supplement and
extension number in office
M+ red envelopes
M+ mobile extension products

M+ mobile extension: increase answering rate of office phones and reducing mobile
                                   phone service fees, allowing for instant work delegations and
                                   increasing productivity.
M+ red envelopes: first company in Taiwan to launch financial services integrated
                               with instant messaging and mobile banking.

 

 We choose product and service that worthwhile for innovation development and bring them into practice according to sales perfor-
mance. Approximately NT$2 billion of revenue came from innovative products or services in 2017,Following are the highlights:

M+ can economize personal phone call charges of disadvantaged 
employees

Reduce the amount of extension number and phone lines used, reduce 
paper usage so as to lower carbon emission
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Provide measurement data auto-uploading into the cloud service for our 
members, combine with supports from official website and Apps for 
autonomous self-health management
Team up with hospitals to provide health consultant service

Measurement data recorded in cloud can reduce paper waste so as to protect 
forest ecosystem

Remote rural residents can make autonomous monitoring at home
Health consultant service is helpful to narrow down urban-rural medical 
resources difference

2.4.3 Product &
Service Innovation

myHealth
Provide measurement recording and 
suggestions service through cloud 
computation

Environment
Protection Achievement

Social Public Welfare
Achievement

Product Innovation
Achievement

Environment
Protection Achievement

Social Public Welfare
Achievement

Product Innovation
Achievement

Home appliances special offer bundled with account application

To respond to external environment change, providing energy-saving home 
appliances other than mobile phones can also reduce electronics waste to fulfil 
environmental protection 

The bundling marketing scheme of energy-saving home appliances for disadvantaged 
households not only economize the purchase expenses and electricity charges, but 
also extend the product life cycle of mobile phone

4G with Home
Appliances Special Offer
Home appliances special offer 
bundled with account application

自由選

Innovative accom
plishm

ents
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SDG Match-up

2.4.3 Product &
Service Innovation

myfone shopping-subscription 
service
Mix up commodities/food/pet 
products and launch e-service on 
subscription base

Taiwan regional featured 
agricultural products
Find out Taiwan excellent agriculture 
products
Expand product lines into the market

TAMedia
Increase ads delivery efficiency 
and diversification through big data 
analysis

eSIM
Remote control SIM Profile via eSIM 
technology

Environment
Protection Achievement

Social Public Welfare
Achievement

Product Innovation
Achievement

Choose subscription cycle at will
Special offer and free of freight fee for long-term 
subscribers
Consolidated bills for TWM clients, credit card payment will 
soon be available 
Customized SMS notification for delivery date
Home delivery

1. Select products with story and cultural content, assist 
    with branding design and marketing planning
2. Assist product providers to marketing on e-business 
    platform

1. Increase original, floating and vertical video ad Formats
2. Introduce Open API information to provide innovative and 
    interactive ads

1. Store virtual SIM on cloud so as to download when 
    necessary
2. Unnecessary to change SIM when transferring between 
    different service providers 

Download Citizenship Card into NFC SIM through Wali to 
enjoy relevant public service with mobile phone

1) Free from the usage of plastic card 
2) Free from the operation at counter to 
avoid unnecessary transportation cost

Launch of the Transportation Card with 
Citizenship enable the public to access 
government subsidies (mass transportation) 
and convenient measures (bill-payment or 
book lending) more easily

Reduce printed wastes and adopt 
centralized system framework, big-data 
analysis to reduce unnecessary 
computation for energy-saving

By means of storing virtual SIM on cloud 
will reduce SIM production in physical form, 
further eliminate processing problem of  
wasted SIM, meanwhile realize 
environmental protection

Support disadvantaged groups to  promote ads on 
mobile devices for more public exposure in order to 
arouse more concerning

Accumulate charity donation including physical resource to 
support disadvantaged household around Taiwan with 
children under age of 15 

1) Assist small-scale peasants to increase value-added 
through product design and package
2) Sales via myfone e-shopping platform, skip 
intermediators to increase profits

Mobile Transportation Card
with Citizenship
Combine Mobile Transportation Card
with Citizenship with e-purse

Mobile
Transportation
Card 
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智慧電表

2.4.3 Product &
Service Innovation SDG Match-up

Environment
Protection Achievement

Social Public Welfare
Achievement

Product Innovation
Achievement

Special Offer for Device 
Replacement
Mobile phone or tablet replacement 
promotion launched since May 
2015. Used devices can be 
recycled at stores for a discount for 
new devices or the bill chargedwar-
ranty period

Smart water/electricity meters
Provide network planning and data 
transferring service

Taiwan Mobile fleet 
management system
Provide vehicle position and 
relevant service with report 
charttransferring service

1.Expand used devices discount range including 
peripheral accessories and protection cover service
2.Introduce of rating-evaluation program is under 
planning to avoid human misjudgment and 
unnecessary lost

1.Provide business clients with big-data analysis 
   service 
2.Real-time alarm service
3.Online query interface and flexible account 
   management system

Uploading client vehicle position into the cloud 
automatically for clients to verify their location via 
App or Website platform at any time. Additional 
performance reports or real-time warning system 
are also available

Help companies to conduct their drivers’ behaviors to 
reduce energy-consumption and air pollution 

HomeSecurity
Household/Store surveillance:
1.Realtime image surveillance
2.Fulltime video playback 
3.Emergency notification

HealthCare
1.All time health consultancy
2.Customized remote health care
3.Drug home delivery by pharmacist

1. TWM is the first MSO to provide complete 
household and store surveillance service
2.Transfer data through broadband network for client 
to remote verify their home security with high-quality 
video image at any time 
3. Emergency alarm system with hotkey dial up

1. TWM is the first MSO to provide HealthCare 
service.
2.Transfer warning signals and effective measurement 
applications through two-way STB

1.Reduce air pollution
2.Reduce traffic jam
3. Energy saving and carbon reduction

1.Avoid repeated drug consumption for chronic 
prescription users
2.Improve self-health management at home
3.Reduce traffic commute trips

1.Improve life quality for the elder
2.Enrich caring ability for household caregivers

1.Emergency help
2.Build up family affection ties
3.Real-time surveillance for emergency handling
4.Lower down criminal rate

Reduce pollution from discarding devices by recycling 
useful  resources from them 

Reduce lost from electricity transmission and distribution, 
to promote low carbon society with better economic 
performance
Remote smart-metering reading can reduce paper usage
 

Real-time power failure alarm is also helpful for power 
restoring, lower the possibility of danger encountering in 
the dark for disadvantaged group
 

Increase logistic efficiency, deliver goods to remote rural 
regions with the least time
Serve even vastest remote rural regions with the least 
time spending

Device M&R Warranty
Provide mobile phone M&R 
service from Jan. 2015 on. 
Accident damaged device will be 
repaired or replaced during 
warranty period

1.Increase sales channels including virtual ones, to 
make client access application service more 
convenient
2.Provide annual charges prepaid service package 
to non TWM clients whose mobile phone is 
contract-free

Repair damaged mobile phone for encore use under this 
service package to reduce metal mining, waste 
generating and other possible pollution from 
manufacturer to minimize environmental impact 

Innovative accom
plishm

ents
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We choose processes that worthwhile for innovation development and bring them into practice according to cost-lowing and profit-raising performance. Following are the 
highlights in 2017:

2.4.4 Process Innovation

Environment
Protection Achievement

Process Innovation
Introduction

1.Electricity charges will be economized TWD 7,305,840 as forecast
2. Postpone iced-water main machines, air-conditioner water towers and water 
treatment facilities will reduce TWD 6,547,689 install input cost
3. Reduce 1,288 tons of CO2 emission

Connect iced-water circuits of different periods to form a resource-sharing pool so 
that all iced-water main machines will share the overall machine room loading and 
minimize iced-water main machines initiation and energy consumption

Environment
Protection Achievement

Process Innovation
Introductiont

Social Public Welfare
Achievement

Green Power
for Charity
Lead 13 domestic and foreign suppliers to donate TWD 2 for each mobile phone 
sold and public fundraising to build up PV system for vulnerable groups

Together with suppliers and the public to initiate and promote for green power, 
reverse the myth about high establishment cost, facilitate low cost entry solution 
to increase attention to participate 

Estimated electricity generated by PV will reach 2.32 million kilowatt-hour in 
20 years. Engaging in social public welfare while protecting the environment

Mix up green power application and disadvantaged group care by inviting 
everyone to invest PV for charity, to be the little sun for disadvantaged 
groups 

Energy-saving system (PUE1.5) for Data 
Center
1. Connect iced-water-cooling circuits of air-conditioners to form a 
resource-sharing pool with controlling valves for connection
2. High efficient iced-water air-conditioners in data center using 
environment control mechanism can precisely meet cooling 
requirements for IT equipment so as to be energy-efficient 
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We choose processes that worthwhile for innovation development and bring them into practice according to cost-lowing and profit-raising performance. Following are the 
2.4.4 Process Innovation

Smart Energy-saving Management System
1. Use remote circumstance detecting devices to monitor base station 
energy-consumption and gather relevant real-time information instead of human 
meter-reading to increase efficiency and to reduce carbon emission
2. Accumulate information about energy-consumption and device replacement to 
estimate and manage various base station situation rather than to rely on 
experience 
3. Acquire exceptional monitoring report in real-time instead of verification after 
receiving the bill 
4. Evaluate energy-saving measures performance of various base stations in 
real-time for further implementing the best practices 

Enterprise Opportunity & Process 
Management System for Business 
Client
Transfer customer data, opportunities, quotation, statement management system from e-mail, 
excel, to EOMS management and audit system:
EOMS will compile customer data report, shift management, project evaluation, product price 
lists, and generate quotation after calculation when authorized
Set different access permission of  query or modify  function on operation reports and customer 
data according to common user or administrator identity 

                   Smart Energy-saving M
an

ag
em

en
t S

ys

tem 

1.Reduce 8,439 human meter-reading trips by year
2.Reduce CO2 emission 25.4 tons by year
3. 23% electricity consumption exception has been detected and troubleshooting for service 
quality improvement can be done within three days 

8,439 meter-reading trips around stations were required in 2017, most were executed by labor 
forces who drove company vehicles. Through the smart energy-saving system with automated 
remote meter-reading function, both labor forces and gasoline charges of company vehicles 
can be economized, carbon emission would be also efficiently reduced as well

Use remote environmental detecting devices to calculate power failure span in remote rural 
regions, increase backup battery allocation in those base stations, shorten communication 
failure span when disaster strikes, and to reinforce communication quality for relief action.
Make precise judgement on electricity consumption exceptional equipment through 
smart-metering monitoring, shorten troubleshooting time for base stations in remote rural 
regions, as well as to improve communication quality in those regions

Environment
Protection Achievement

Process Innovation
Introductiont

Environment
Protection Achievement

Process Innovation
Introductiont

Social Public Welfare
Achievement

The results in 2017 including:
15,146 quotation generated, each reduce half working day to process
2,866 customer accounts listed and 48,304 data shift recorded. Approximate four working hours  
and 50 pieces of paperwork for approval could be saved in shift process each month.
3.4,481 fixed network assessment and 203 mobile signal assessment have been made. On 
average, one working day can be saved when processing the case.

Shorten processing time for various operations and reduce the amount of paper printed so 
as to achieve low carbon emission society by carrying out environmental protection and 
economic benefits objectives

Lead 13 domestic and foreign suppliers to donate TWD 2 for each mobile phone 

Innovative accom
plishm

ents
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SDG Match-up

2.4.4 Process Innovation

Diversified Job offerings
Redesign job requirement to enhance the 
care of disadvantaged group

Improve self-service usage
Increase the functions of APP and small 
network customer service, as well as 
self-service usage percentage

Enterprise e-store for staff members
Apply through internet, bundle mobile account 
with specific device

Environment
Protection Achievement

Social Public Welfare
Achievement

Process Innovation
Introduction

1.Create more job opportunities for various disability 
   symptoms
2.Improve staffs’ ability for stable employment

1.Reduce human operation of international roaming 
   service application
2.Reduce clients request to re-print bills

43,705 accounts have been applied in 2017 -- 
26,809 accounts increase compared to last year.

1.Avoid global warming caused by deforestation 
   and stagnant CO2 generated from transportation 
2.Reduce CO2e emission 56kg

1.Totally recruit 50 people with disabilities
2.Expand new disabilities list for three people with 
   hearing impairment
3.Awarded with “Excellent recruitment” prize by 
   Taipei City Government
4.Human resource for social public welfare increase 
   11% (45 to 50) YoY

Ethernet Microwave Backhaul for rural coverage
1. FTTH infrastructure is difficult for remote rural region 
because of geography (mountain area or islands) or 
distance issues; however, high-speed Ethernet Microwave 
Backhaul can overcome such difficulty to cover base station 
in remote rural region with lower establish cost 
2. High-speed Ethernet Microwave Backhaul can serve 
400Mbps transfer speed, with broader bandwidth than 
traditional microwave technology to fulfil 4G base station 
spec. requirement in remote rural region 

1.Infrastructure cost of high-speed Ethernet 
Microwave Backhaul is lower than fully FTTH 
establishment

2.High-speed Ethernet Microwave Backhaul can 
serve 400Mbps high transfer speed to fulfil 4G 
base station spec. requirement in remote rural 
region

There were 11 4G base stations established 
successfully in four remote rural regions (Fuxing 
Dist., Taoyuan City, Ren-ai and Xinyi Township, 
Nantou County, and Lieyu Township, Kinmen 
County ) in Nov. 2017 by adopting high-speed 
Ethernet Microwave Backhaul technology

Improve account application convenience through 
virtual channel. Clients from remote areas can also 
apply for the account through network at home.
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2.4.4 Process Innovation

Software Reusable Tools
Reduce duplicated development with the help 
of software database

Nokia SPM(spare card management) 
optimization 
1. Modify malfunction board card repair procedure
2. Set test environment/test items
3. Sum up the amount of test and repair board card
4. Record repair history of each board card
5. Record the results of board card testing 

Join TWM-E Procurement platform for charity 
purpose
Provide TWM suppliers with E-Procurement  system to 
increase purchase amount from 5,180 disadvantaged 
group or charity group

Software-defined Networking, Server 
Virtualization and Data Center Energy Saving
Use software-defined PCI virtualized network to 
separate network segment sharing hardware
Activate shared servers on private cloud
Substitute with high efficient air conditioner in data 
center

Lower the overall development cost

1.Lower establishment cost around 50% as 
  planned, and shorten around 70% establishment 
  time for additional service
2.Lower establishment cost around 60% as 
  planned, and shorten around 70% establishment 
  time for additional service
3.Improve air-conditioners efficiency and economize 
  electricity consumption

1. Reported board cards repair amount has 
    reduced 1,224 pieces
2. Repair expense has reduced TWD 50.18
    million
3. Carbon emission has reduced 121.91 tons

Innovation KPIs: 
Increase public exposure of disadvantaged 
group, enhance suppliers concerning about 
public welfare, promote procurement based on 
public welfare concept within value-chain

Increase public exposure of disadvantaged 
group, enhance suppliers concerning about 
public welfare, promote procurement based on 
public welfare concept within value-chain

Save 550,00 kilowatt-hour electricity and reduce 
carbon emission 291.7 tons in total

Reduce CO2 emission 12,141.36 KGs by year

By reducing board cards repair amount that should 
be delivered to Amsterdam, Netherland, not only the 
carbon emission through flight has been reduced, 
but also heavy metal pollution that could result from 
circuit board

SDG Match-up Environment
Protection Achievement

Social Public Welfare
Achievement

Process Innovation
Introduction

Innovative accom
plishm

ents
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2.5 Environmental

Sustainability 

Core Vision

We are now facing tremendous challenges from global climate change. Leading 
by example,Taiwan Mobile is committed to reducing carbon emissions from 
operational activities, developing environmental strategies, and improving the 
efficiency in resource utilization. At the same time we also aim to fulfill our 
responsibility in protecting the environment by taking advantage of our core 
capabilities in the communications industry to provide green products and 
services.

Commitment and Actions

The Environmental Management Committee develops environmental policies and 
objectives, pursues ISO certifications and develops smart energy conservation.
Carbon risk management: We review the performance of our energy saving and 
carbon reduction efforts and track greenhouse gas inventories on a regular basis
Renewable energy applications: We continue to support green energy initiatives 
and expand the construction of our green energy infrastructure.
Resource conservation and waste recycling: We continue to improve the 
efficiency of resource utilization and dispose of general business waste properly.

Communities
/NGO

Employees

Customers

Shareholders/
investors

Suppliers

Competent
authorities

Media

Rating
Agencies

Climate change
mitigation and adaptation

Green operations
Green application &

circular economy

Photo by 黃正雄
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Continuing to formulate and examine environmental performance management goals 
and implementing sustainable environmental management
2018 Objectives:

・Develop SBT and send to SBTi for review
・Total carbon emissions are reduced by 4.1% from that in 2016
・The amount of power saving amounting to 2% of electricity consumption in 2016
・Electricity consumption of IT service rooms is reduced by 5% compared to 2016
・An 1% reduction of total tap water use compared to 2017 (excluding the IDC cloud 
    business growth)
・A 2% reduction of total un-recyclable business waste compared to 2017
・Total use of renewable energy reaches 1.2%
・A 39% reduction of emission intensity compared to 2016 (204 thousand kWh/Pb)
・Renewable energy device capacity reaches 180kW.
・The procurement of renewable energy certificates reaching 5 million kWh
・Use of IDC renewable energy takes up 20% of the total energy consumption
・Annual average PUE of IDC reaches 1.87
・E-bill users reach 58%
・A 10% reduction of paper use in the internal process
・Number of recycled cell phone reaches 10,000 a year
・The carbon emissions of the outsourced roving logistics fleet are reduced by 6% 
    from that in 2016
・140 of the base-stations in areas that are prone to natural disasters are equipped 
    with electricity generators
・Service rooms are built with 100% resilient infrastructure
・Complete building FMC host in Taichung host room
・Improve the internet routing of Eastern Taiwan
・Split the secondary Hub station into five new realms, lowering the affected range of 
    a single service room

tons
Achieving greenhouse gas reduction by
9,956 tons of CO2e compared to 2016

 Importing planning for 
science-based target (SBT)
and internal carbon price

Promoting Green Energy Initiative 
"TWM Green Energy Initiative a 
Brighter, More Sustainable Future" 
for three consecutive years

Participated in the Energy 
Conservation Standard Award 
organized by the Bureau of 
Energy, Ministry of Economic 
Affairs and was awarded the 
"Energy Saving Elite Trophy"

Participated with Deutsche Telekom and GeSI to discuss the 
impact of the ICT industry on global climate change and 
response at the meeting in Bonn, Germany on November 14, 
2017, and actively discussed the issue of ICT industry leading 
the global industries to sustainable transformation.

Operational waste has mainly adopted "physical 
treatment" method for environmental protection, which 

effectively recovers of materials up to 67% (if the part of 
the cable is deducted, the number is up to 93%)

The cumulative total of solar power 
generation is 80 kW, and crowdfunding is 
initiated for disadvantaged groups to 
generate 100 kW for charity.The operation waste management is commis-

sioned to qualified A-level companies and the 
disposal process is reported to the EPA manage-

ment system

Green electricity purchases and
spontaneous use amounted to 3,392,280 kWh

Electricity consumption 
decreased by 3.8% from 2016, 

totaling 17,764,448 kWh

For the first time, compiling the inventory of Scope 
3 carbon footprint in the areas of goods and 
services purchasing and product useX3

-3.8%

-9,956

93%

CO2e

Achievements

and performance

Vision and Target

E
nvironm

ental sustainability
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Organization
Sustainable Development Team established

Policy
Implement energy resource management and 

green procurement

History of
Environmental Management

Organization
Renamed: Environmental Sustainability Team

Policy
CSR policy released

 (include environmental strategy)

Management system
Implement ISO14064-1:2006 

and ISO50001:2011

Management system
ISO14064-1:2006 and 

ISO50001:2011 certified

Management system
ISO14064-1 verification scope expended

Policy
Set the GHG management target

Management system
ISO50001 verification scope expendedImplement ISO14001:2015

Policy
Scope 3 GHG emission quantizedRenewable energy applied

 Promotion
Plan a green energy initiative "Buy a mobile phone to support green 

energy" campaign.
Performance

Subscription to 1 million kWh of green power

2008

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

Management system
ISO14001:2015 certified

 Policy
Develop three environmental reduce target ( about water 

conservation, electricity savings, waste reduction)
 Promotion

 Plan a green energy initiative "Buy a mobile phone to support 
green energy" campaign.

We have also joined the Global e-Sustainability Initiative (GeSI)
Performance

Accumulated 80 kW of green energy constructions
Subscription to 1.4 million kWh of green power

TWM's efforts were recognized and was rated A- (Leadership) in 
carbon risk management by CDP.

Management system
Expand the scope of ISO 14001 
certification
Policy
GHG emission absolute reduction 
targets set as 1%
Promotion
Initiate Green Power for Charity project
Joined the Global e-Sustainability Initiative (GeSI)
Selected as a Board member of GeSI
Performance
Reducing GHG emissions by 1% 
achieved
Green electricity purchases and 
spontaneous use amounted to 
3,392,280 kWh
100 kW of Green Power for Charity

Management system
100% adoption of ISO 14001
Policy
-Initiate setting of Science-based target (SBT)
-GHG emission absolute reduction targets set as 4.1%
Promotion
Expand the Green Power for Charity project

Management system
-ISO 14001 verification expanded for 
water management
-ISO 14064-1 verification expanded for 
scope 3 inventory
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Environment and Energy Policies
Taiwan Mobile stays close to its core value “Think Sustainable, Act Responsible”. The ISO14001 environment management system was introduced in 2015, and four major
environmental sustainability policies were established, promising to establish regulations to efficiently manage and use energy resources. We actively set environmental 
management targets, improve performance metrics of the entire environment while thriving in the core business of information and communication, taking into account the 
risk and opportunities that may arise in every stage of the product and service life cycle.

2.5.2 Environment and
Climate Change

Management Strategies

Complying with the requirements of environmental
protection regulations and continuing to conduct
training and self-inspection in order to achieve prevention of 
problems, improvement and management development with 
respect to environmental protection.

Providing regular reviews on energy performance,
implementing energy-saving measures, and equipment
upgrade and other energy management measures; also
combining the company's own operational management
and various information/communication technologies to
reduce the impact of operations on the environment.
Planning concrete smart energy conservation and carbon
reduction action plans each year to ensure a balance
between business growth and achieving a smart low-carbon
society.

Enhancing the efficient utilization of various resources,
promoting resource recycling, and applying paper,
water, electricity and other resources in an effective
manner. Disposing of industrial waste in a proper
manner, refurbishing and reusing scrapped parts,
promoting resource recycling and advocating
sustainable development of the environment.

Give preference to purchasing low-pollution, recyclable, and 
eco-friendly products to create an atmosphere of environ-
mental-friendly consumption within the company and to
maximize ecological benefits.

Compliance with environmental
protection regulations

Green procurement for
ecological balance

Intelligent energy conservation
& carbon reduction

Advocating sustainability
via resource recycling

E
nvironm

ental sustainability
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Environment and Energy Management Goals and 
Strategies
In February 2016, the Environmental Management 
Committee was established to enhance implementation 
effectiveness and promote Smart Energy-saving. The 
committee structure is as follows:

The Environmental Management Committee formulates environmental goals and strategies and integrates the four tasks, including ISO14001 (environmental 
management), ISO14064-1 (greenhouse gas inventory), ISO50001 (energy management), and Smart Energy-saving program. The tasks are respectively carried 
out by different promotion teams, and the task progress is reported to the Environmental Management Committee every six months. Members evaluate the 
performance of the implementation and establish improvement matters. Then the executive secretary of each promotion team regularly tracks progress. The results 
for 2017 and the planning for 2018 are as follows:

Environmental management goals 2017 Results

Electricity 
Saving

The 2020 electricity 
consumption reduced by 
7.8% compared to 2016

2017 goal of reducing electricity 
consumption by 1% achieved
In 2017, 26,550,000 kWh saved by the 
room and base stations
For other power-saving results, please 
refer to 2.5.3 Carbon Management

1. Distribution of responsibility for annual savings for each unit based on 2% of the electricity consumption in 2016
2. Continuing to set 1% or more of the total annual electricity consumption as the goal of implementing energy-saving 
    engineering methods.
3. Continuous monitoring of equipment power system management/Smart meter installation, and Smart Energy-saving 
    temperature control system, a new energy-saving construction method.
4.Reward scheme: Holding competition between teams, with appropriate rewards according to reduction of power 
    consumption
5.Participated in the Global e-Sustainability Initiative (GeSI), and joined international key players in the telecom industry in 
   promoting the sustainable development of ICT industry.

1. Facilities room: Rainwater harvesting system (IDC cloud facilities room); using high efficiency water cooling system for 
    the air conditioning system.engineering methods.
2. Office: Consider reducing water flow in the tea room sinks, washroom sinks and toilets. Promote water-conservation 
     messages to colleagues.

1.Buying environmentally friendly lithium batteries and reducing waste lead batteries.
2.he shortest and optimal routes are used to lay the cables, thus reducing the use of PE-filled cables by 5%
3.Sale of usable telecom equipment that has been replaced

2017 goal of a reduction by 2% 
achieved

The total water consumption in 2017 
grew by 1.4% compared to 2016, mainly 
due to the growth of customers in 
Internet Data Center (IDC).
If IDC's water consumption is excluded, 
the company's total water consumption 
is reduced by 3.1%

A 3% reduction of total tap 
water use compared to 
2017 (excluding the IDC 
cloud business growth)

A 6% reduction of total 
un-recyclable business 
waste compared to 2017

Water 
Conserva-
tion

Waste 
Reduction

2018 Plans

2.5.2 Environment and
Climate Change

Management Strategies
President

Environmental Management 

Technology
 Section

Information
Section

Proprietary
trading

Supervisor
Procurement

Division
Occupational
Safety Office

Administration
Division

Public Relations
and Brand

Management
Division

Promoting
new breed of

digital services
Supervisor
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Scope
In addition to Taipei New Horizon and IDC, four areas, including Colliers International, Tunnan Tower, Kasio Hsinyia, and Kaohsiung Pokio Building, have been 
certified for environmental protection, including ICT, networking, multimedia, entertainment-related services and office activities.
Goals and Results
1. Absolute reduction of power consumption by 1% is required for the company's use of the industry to reduce power use and reduce electricity use by 11,181,150 
kWh. The actual power saving rate is about 17,764,448 kWh, and the achievement rate is 158.88%.
2. The annual purchase of green power is 3 million kWh: the procurement goal of green power is 3 million kWh, the actual procurement of green power is 3.36 million 
kWh, and the achievement rate is 112%.
3. Renewable Energy Applications 50Kw: renewable energy of 62Kw for solar power generation and 80Kw for wind power generation are achieved. The use of 
self-generated energy for renewable energy reached 32,280 kWh.
4. We expect to expand the scope of certificates from 2017 to 2018: in 2017, we increased the importation of 4 certified locations, and with the importation of 6 
locations in total, we have achieved short-term goals.
Plans
In 2018, we continued to expand the scope of environmental certification and planned to increase the direct-operated retail outlets in Taiping, Taichung, and the cable 
TV MOMO building.
According to the “Vision Project 2020”goal, it is expected that by 2018, 100% of telecom and cable TV revenues will be imported into the ISO14001 environmental 
management system.

Scope
Including IDC and Colliers International, which was included in two direct-operated stores in 2015 and one store was closed in June 2017.
Targets and Goals for 2017
For new locations in 2015: Using the first year of the baseline as the basis for power consumption, reduce EUI or PUE by 3% at every location over 3 years.
For Established Locations: To be managed according to the usual targets. Review and improve policy when the energy baseline does not faithfully reflect 
energy-saving performance.
Note: Power consumption (energy use intensity, EUI) - Data centers: Power Usage Effectiveness (PUE) Machine room
2017 Results

Scope
Taiwan Mobile Co., Ltd., Taiwan Digital Service Co., Ltd., Taiwan Teleservices & Technologies Co., Ltd., Taiwan Fixed Network Co., Ltd., TFN Media Co., Ltd. 
and subsidiaries, Win Tv Broadcasting Co., Ltd. and MyMusic, TWM Holding Co., Ltd. 
Inventory types
Office buildings, machine rooms, base stations, and stores 
Greenhouse gas
Greenhouse gases include CO2、CH4、N2O、HFCs、PFCs、SF6 and NF3
2017 results (see GHG Management Goals and Strategies)
Main source of emissions: Electricity (i.e., Scope 2 indirect emissions)
Scope 3 inventory: employee commuting, employee travel and upstream transportation and distribution (internal logistics), additional purchase of goods and 
services as well as product use

Optoelectronics building Direct stores

PUE: 1.94
Performance -1%
(energy baseline:1.97)

EUI: 31.05
Performance -9.6%
(energy baseline: 34.35)

PUE: 1.66
Performance 5%
(energy baseline: 1.58)

PUE: 1.73
Performance 5%
(energy baseline: 1.65)

EUI: 61.15
Performance -21%
(energy baseline: 77.71)

EUI: 59.60
Performance 3%
(energy baseline: 57.87)

EUI: 42.40
Performance -19%
(energy baseline: 52.43)

Office Internal data center A Internal data center B Store A (Closed in June) Store B Store C
Cloud IDC

ISO14001

ISO50001

ISO14064-1

2.5.2 Environment and
Climate Change

Management Strategies

E
nvironm

ental sustainability
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2.5.3 Carbon Management 
GHG Management Goals and Strategies

TWM have introduced the ISO14064-1 greenhouse gas inventory since 2012 and have passed third-party verification each year to ensure data quality. The TWM 
business is expanded to telecommunications and media industries. The main source of emissions is the electricity used for operations (98%), and the electricity 
consumption in telecommunications base station/rooms is the main source. Other emission sources are refrigerants, fire extinguishers, septic tanks, and company 

4%

83%

4%
4%

2%

1% 1%

3%

Office

TWM Broadband

Telecommunications
base station/room

Power consumption
Direct store

Company vehicles

Cloud IDC

Coolant, 
fire extinguisher,
septic tank

IT service room

Greenhouse gas emission
source identification

Electricity
analysis

98%

GHG emissions in 2017
decreased by 1% compared
to 2016

Reduction of emissions by 4%
(up to standard)

Use SDA
(Sectoral Decarbonization Approach)
methodology to formulate SBT
carbon reduction pathways

1.Establish the SBT carbon reduction goal.
2.Start the SBT official verification application.
3.According to the SBT carbon reduction pathway, 
emissions in 2018 will decrease by at least 4.1% 
compared to 2016

Considering factors of greenhouse gas increase and reduction,
we monitor the emission trends of greenhouse gas each year and
comply with the SBT carbon reduction pathways.

GHG emissions in 2025
decreased by 24.3%
compared to 2016

Short-term

Greenhouse gas reduction goals

Long-term

2018 Planning2017 implementation results

Target

Target
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2.5.3 Carbon Management 
Greenhouse Gas Inventory for Scope 1 and 2

Nonrenewable energy

Total renewable energy purchased or generated for own consumption

Item

Items

Unit

Direct energy
consumption

Green electricity purchased(KWH)

Solar power from TWM
generators(KWH)

Total(KWH)

Indirect energy
consumption

Energy density

Total energy consumption

Total costs of energy consumption

2015

2015

2016

2016

L

MJ

NTD

(MJ/ NTD million)

MWh

L

kWh

864,846.03 880,110.79

58,368.78 39,635.50

465,110,240.83454,818,894.69

1,667,743,314.16

463,262.71

1,525,249,361.00

1,000,000

1,000,000

1,400,000 3,360,000

0 2,733 32,280

1,402,733 3,392,280

1,556,694,486.00 1,498,866,513.00

473,500.80 455,406.74

1,704,600,446.93

14,357.17 14,613.26 

335 245

2017

2017

797,819.26

80,374.46

447,345,792.95

1,639,461,959.59

13,992.05

Year

2016

Scope1(Direct Emissions)
(ton-CO2e)

7,262.71 236,960.64 244,223.35 2.10

5,871.03 245,578.21 251,449.24 2.16

2017 4,846.90 236,645.93 241,492.83 2.06

Scope2(Indirect Emissions )
(ton-CO2e)

Total Carbon Emissions 
(Scope1+2)(ton-CO2e)

Emission intensity=total carbon emission/consolidated revenue
(ton-CO2e/ NTD million)

2015

MWh/ Pb

Gasoline

Total energy consumption/ 
consolidated revenue

Amount of electricity 
consumption/ Information 
amount per unit

Diesel

Purchased
electricity
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The Inventory of Scope 3 greenhouse gases
In addition to its efforts to organize carbon emissions management, we also internalize energy conservation and carbon reduction into our employees' daily 
business. Based on the international standards for the Scope 3 inventory, we first quantified employee commuting and carbon emissions in 2015, added 
upstream transportation and distribution (interior logistics) in 2016, and increased the purchase of goods and services and product use in 2017.

Stores go paperless
We continue to optimize the application procedure and system. From February 2017 onwards, users will apply for mobile phone warranty 
services or NFC card services paperless processes to reduce the use of the application paper.
In 2017, 4.583 million paperless applications are processed and saved more than 12.23 million pieces of paper.

2.5.3 Carbon Management 

Employees commuting
3,039.65 tonCO2e

Upstream transportation
and distribution(Internal logistics)
2814.7  tonCO2e

Inventory Scope: 
TWM、TFN、myMusic、Taiwan Digital、Trust
Inventory Tool: 
Employee survey system (filling rate 100%)
Inventory boundary: 
MRT, motorcycles, buses, trains, cars, 
taxis, high-speed rails, etc.97%，

Inventory Scope: TWM
Inventory Tool: 
Electronic procurement (EP) system
Inventory boundary:
The company purchased mobile phone 
products from suppliers such as Apple

Inventory Scope: 
TWM、myMusic
Inventory Tool: 
Cacti Traffic Management System (myBook) IDC OMS System (myVideo/myMusic)
Inventory boundary: 
The company’s online products include myBook, myVideo, myMusic, etc.

Inventory Scope: 
TWM、TFN、myMusic、Taiwan Digital、Trust
Inventory Tool: 
Employee expense reimbursement system
Inventory boundary: 
Aircraft, high-speed rail, MRT, trains, 
intercity buses, car rentals, vehicle fuel subsidies, etc.

Inventory Scope: 
TWM、TFN、myMusic、Trust、Taiwan Digital
Inventory Tool: 
Logistics company vehicle oil management system
Inventory boundary: 
Logistics vehicle

Employee Travel
377.59 tonCO2e

Purchase goods and services
18,694.51  tonCO2e

Product use
6,741.28  tonCO2e
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Office energy conservation efficiency
2017 results
1. We conducted detailed inspections of high-energy-consuming electricity sites and proposed 
specific energy-saving improvement plans and adjusted the power contract capacity to a reason-
able value.
2. The low-efficiency hosts in TWM's office area (Taichung's vision) are replaced with frequency 
conversion, which saves about 15,330 kWh.
Rent a green building office to create a green office environment
1. Tunnan Tower: Set up a solar energy 8.6 KW and a wind 9 KW wind energy generation facility as 
electricity in the public area.
2. Taipei New Horizon: With a large area of transparent glass, lighting is increased.

Reduced carbon emissions
by 228 tonCO2e

Saves about 15,330 kWh.

Store energy conservation efficiency
The TWM's store establishes equipment database analysis, energy surveys, and 
energy conservation programs through routine maintenance and repair operations, 
including:
1.Air conditioning standard changed from fixed frequency air conditioners to variable   
   refrigerant flow (VRF) air conditioners
2.Replacement of lighting equipment
3.Regulate sign light on-times
4.Specific measures, such as indoor temperature control (26°C)
5.Install air curtains, sunshades, or insulated papers in select stores to reduce
   power consumption of air conditioners and increase energy efficiency.
The annual replacement of the 2017 Stores' lighting and the replacement of air 
conditioners and inverters reduced carbon emissions by 228 metric tons.

In 2018, TWM responded to changes in digital trends and the demand for digital services, moving forward with energy-saving, 
carbon-reduction and environmental friendly transformations. It plans to update 73 stores to “seventh vision” stores to new store 
arrangements that meet the needs of 4G applications. Improving overall service quality and providing people with more innovative, 
more environmentally friendly and more convenient service places.

Auxiliary sales display E-POSM to reduce waste generation

Color project Bright color scheme to greatly enhance lighting performance

Material Project Use highly reflective and flame resistant materials to enhance lighting performance and safety

Facade and display POSM reorganization and improved visibility

Display equipment Modular design, repeat and diversified use

Ceiling lighting Use of CNS, energy-saving standard LED panel light,
energy saving and environmental protection

Ceiling lighting Cold coal uses R410A to avoid ozone layer damage
Optimum installation location, reduced energy consumption
The energy efficiency value is set to meet the first or second level of 
the energy efficiency classification marking system certified by the 
Energy Bureau of the Ministry of Economy of the Republic of China

Seventh vision stores' environmental protection,
energy saving and carbon reduction design highlights

2.5.3 Carbon Management 
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IDC energy conservation efficiency
IDC obtained ISO50001 energy management certification. The annual 
PUE portion decreased from 2.12 in 2016 to 1.94 in 2017.

Note: The original year's PUE is calculated as the sum of 2016 monthly PUEs divided by 12 

months. This year's revised annual PUE calculation method will add the monthly total electricity 

consumption recorded in the Taipower electricity bill in 2016 and add the monthly IT LOAD 

electricity consumption figures from 2016, so the PUE is revised from 2.19 to 2.12.

After reviewing air-conditioning energy conservation, IDC took the 
following measures:
The air-conditioning ice-water piping systems are connected to each 
other to support each other and become a common resource pool. 
Valves are used to control the inputs and separations of various 
systems, which can reduce the number of ice-water heaters to be turned 
on and effectively reduce air-conditioning power consumption.
Actual benefits:
Reduced electricity usage for IDC: Through context analysis, it is 
estimated that electricity consumption can be saved by 2,435,280 kWh.
Reduced carbon emissions: It is expected to reduce 1,288 ton-CO2e

Computer room energy conservation efficiency
In 2017 TWM promoted three energy conservation measures:
Utilizing a software planning network virtual environment to share hardware facilities on the software segment: Reducing installation costs by approximately 50% and 
saving construction time by approximately 70%.
Enabling private cloud shared server environment: Reducing installation costs by 60% and saving about 70% of service provisioning time.
Replacement of high-performance air-conditioning systems in the Computer room: Improving air-conditioning performance and save power consumption.
A total of 550,000 kWh of electricity can be saved and 291.7 metric tons of carbon emissions can be reduced.

In 2017, the TFN's system performed digitalization of the entire region, closing a total of 540 sets of analog equipment such as terminal room modulators and receivers, 
which saved 89,600 kWh, equivalent to a reduction in carbon emissions of 47.4 metric tons.

台灣大哥大6星級IDC雲端機房

Reduction in carbon emissions of 339.1 tonCO2e

Reduction in carbon emissions of 1,288  tonCO2e

Taiwan Mobile six-star IDC 

2.5.3 Carbon Management 
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Telecommunications base station/room energy conservation efficiency
83% of TWM's electricity is used in telecommunications rooms and base stations. We regularly monitor and analyze equipment power through system automation. After analysis, 
we will give priority to improving the equipment with large potential for energy conservation or aging, and implement four major smart energy-saving strategies and i abnormal 
power monitoring.
1.Smart electricity meter management system, as shown in the figure as below (set up energy consumption baseline and annual power conservation targets)
2.Smart electricity conservation technical counseling (electricity use analysis and energy conservation diagnosis)
3.Set up smart energy conservation program (temperature control management and smart ventilation system; monitor equipment operation using environmental control system)
4.Energy efficiency assessment and reward (check energy efficiency using smart electric meter and devise reward system to promote energy efficiency)
5. Abnormal power monitoring (smart meter timely analysis of electricity at the same time in order to reduce power abnormalities to improve service quality)
2017 Results
Base stations: the number of base stations in the company continued to grow. in 2017, up to 60% of base stations adopted a number of energy-saving construction methods 
(including: indoor-type base stations equipped with suction and exhaust fans, high-efficiency ventilation systems, heat collection and ventilation systems, and smart ventilation 
systems, the isolation of the main heat-generating equipment and setting the air-conditioning temperature). In August of the same year, due to the 2G service suspension, the 
power consumption of the base stations decreased by approximately 14 million kWh compared with last year.
Base station smart electricity meter: in 2017, a total of 1,683 base stations were equipped with smart electricity meters. The annual energy saving goals were determined after the 
analysis of the big data collected by the electricity meter. A smart meter also has the characteristics of timely recovery of electricity. When a base station generates abnormal 
electricity, a smart meter can immediately analyze and determine the cause of the abnormalities and quickly remove obstacles. Since April 2017, there have been 396 station 
power anomalies and the elimination of obstacles has been completed within 3 days to improve service quality.

2018 Plans
The Company will plan the 2018 energy saving plan with the goals set by SBT, and it is expected to expand the accumulated energy consumption method to 70% of the 
base stations. The accumulated energy savings for 2016 to 2018 can exceed 34 million kWh (including the suspension of 2G services).

3.Computer room: smart cold-aisle isolation system was implemented. The temperature, wind volume, and water volume of each air-conditioning system were 
adjusted according to the actual needs of the computer room, so as to improve the air-conditioning efficiency of the computer room and reduce the power 
usage. The power saving was about 1 million kWh.
4.We Competed for the Energy Conservation Standards Award organized by the Energy Bureau of the Ministry of Economic Affairs in 2017, and were qualified 
for being advanced and was awarded the " Energy Saving Elite Trophy ".

2.5.3 Carbon Management 
Saves about 15 million kWh.

Smart Meter

Historical electricity
use analysis
Plan annual energy saving targets Monitor real-time electricity use 

and provide abnormal warnings
Electricity management
and demand response

Conduct and monitor the
effectiveness of energy conservation
Reduce CO2 emissions
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Research on Cooperation of Production and Education in Climate Change
The World Economic Forum pointed out that the biggest risk in 2017 was extreme weather events and natural disasters, and its incidence was also high. Therefore, in 
2017, we entrusted the National Taipei University of Technology with the “Telecommunication Industry's Carbon Risk and Carbon Rights Management in Accordance 
with Climate Change” as Research themes, project contents and research results are fruitful, including three major carbon issues: carbon offset project, internal 
carbon price research, and the development of SBT.
The TET has replaced the high-efficiency ice-cold water mains to implement the carbon offset project, and has completed third-party confirmation and filed a 
registration with the EPD and applied for carbon credits. Our initial planning reduction benefit calculation period is from January 1, 2019 to December 31, 2024, for a 
total of six years, estimated at 143.07 tCO2e per year, with a total reduction of 858.42 tonCO2e.
The internal carbon pricing is combined with the SBT reduction goal and the company's internal carbon price is calculated at NT$188 for every metric ton of CO2 
based on the total mitigation costs.
In 2018, TWM officially introduced SBT as a carbon reduction goal and adopted the SDA methodology to calculate the long-term carbon reduction goal of the 
company. Taking 2016 as the base year, the reduction is 7.8% by 2020 and 24.3% by 2025.
In 2018, it will continue the second phase of the project last year and propose to actively create a complete carbon rights management study for the telecommunica-
tions industry.

The status and objectives of the introduction of renewable energy
TWM actively invests in green energy construction and comprehensively considers many factors such as regulations and environment. We continue to expand the 
number and application of green energy construction. In addition, the Bureau of Standards and Inspections of the Ministry of Economic Affairs promoted the voluntary 
renewable energy certificate (T-REC) system in 2017. To cope with the adjustment of the green power system, the company’s Pingtung Computer Room has obtained 
3 renewable energy certificates; the application for the Taichung engine room 51.3kWp renewable energy certificate was completed in April 2018. Another plan is to 
purchase renewable energy certificates year by year to increase IDC green energy usage.
Short-term goals:
Green energy construction will be expanded to base stations, computer rooms, and data centers, and the cumulative total capacity will be 280kW by 2020.
In 2018, renewable energy can be purchased at a rate of 5 million KWh.By 2020, IDC's cloud room can achieve a 25% green energy utilization rate.
By 2020, at least 100 T-REC are acquired.
Long-term goals:
In 2030, cumulative total building capacity reached 6,000 KW
The total amount of used renewable energy is accumulated up to 20%. 
2017 Green Energy Achievements:
Invested 50kW of solar energy to build electricity, and the cumulative number of green energy projects reached 80kW by 2017
2018 Planning:
The plan will continue to build 50 kW of solar power capacity to supply power to the equipment room and the computer room office area.

2.5.3 Carbon Management 
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2.5.4 Green Energy Initiative
Results and Goals
In view of the impact of climate change on corporate operations and global attention, we have actively promoted the value chain to implement corporate social 
responsibility to provide a sustainable future for future generations. We have promoted the integration project of the Green Energy Initiative since 2015. We have 
responded to the concerns of eight stakeholders to environmental sustainability and supplier CSR management. At the same time, we have eliminated the high-cost 
myth of green energy construction, set low thresholds and improved Willingness to participate.
In 2016, TWM set a blueprint for the Green Energy Initiative's "TWM Green Energy Promises a Brighter, More Sustainable Future" and plans the theme of the annual 
campaign. In 2017, we initiated the Green Power  for Charity project for the first time, led 13 domestic and foreign suppliers to respond to buy a mobile phone and 
donated NT$ 2, initiated mass fundraising, and built solar photovoltaic systems for vulnerable groups.

Press Conferences and TV Ads to Increase Rendering Power
2017 results

- News coverage (70 exposures/media benefit NT$5.55 million)
2016 results

- News coverage (60 exposures/media benefit NT$5.16 million)
2015 results

- News coverage (55 exposures/media benefit NT$4 million)

Give play to the company's appeal
In 2017, 13 vendors participated
In 2016, 11 vendors participated
In 2015, 8 vendors participated

Green energy construction
Add another 50kW of solar energy in 2017
52 kW in 2016
28 kW in 2015

Join Global
e-Sustainability

Initiative 

 Green Power for Charity
In 2017, a total of NT$5.7 million was 

raised to build a 99.8KW solar photovoltaic 
system.

In 20 years, it generated 2.32 million kWh 
of electricity, received NT$9.65 million in 

revenue from electricity sales, and 
enlarged public welfare by 1.76 times.

- 900 stores across the Taiwan market
  - Group fan club, official website promotion, online 

video has been played for about 720,000 times

Green Energy Video and Post Convey sustainable ideas
Support Green Energy Policy
Bought 3.36 million kWh of green electricity in 2017
Bought 1.4 million kWh of green electricity in 2016
Bought 1 million kWh of green electricity in 2015

NGO
Suppliers

Government

Employees

Customers

International

organization

Investors

Dow Jones
Sustainability Indexes

Carbon disclosure
project

Respond to international
green energy trends

Media

TWM Green Energy

Promises a Brighter, 

More Sustainable Future

Green Energy Initiative
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2.5.4 Green Energy Initiative

Green Power for Charity Program initiated since 2017

 

Green Power for Charity in 
Fu-Huey Social Welfare Foundation

20172016 20182015
Chensenmei Social Welfare Foundation
Green Power for Charity 
(currently under planning)

TWM Partners with 13 Mobile Phone Manufacturers to Promote Innovation Green Energy Charity Project -Green Power for  Charity 
(ACER、ASUS、Benten、HTC、HUAWEI、Hugiga、LG、OPPO、SAMSUNG、Sharp、Sony、SUGAR、ZTE)

Raised NT$5.7 million in 2017; built photovoltaic system of 99.8KW.

Able to generate approximately 2.32 million kWh of power in 20 years
and NT$9.65 in revenue from selling the electricity, generating an output 
of 1.76x of the funds raised.

 

Green energy promotional videos and future plans

NT$1 donated by Taiwan 
Mobile for each mobile phone 
purchased by consumers
Promoting green energy 
together

TWM Green Energy
Promises a Brighter, 
More Sustainable Future
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2.5.5 Green Operations
E-waste reduction effectiveness and taragets
The 20-year-old 2G mobile phone system has been completely replaced in 
2017 with the introduction of new technologies (4G). Up to several tens of 
thousands of 2G materials will be disposed of and will be disposed of; we will 
continue to replace them in the 2017-2018 biennium to properly handle this 
batch of material in a nearly 100% resource recycling scheme, while reducing 
the amount of approximately 3,654 tons. Electronic waste.

Waste treatment of RF controlled materials (15%): 
dispose of this controlled item requires reports to the competent authority NCC. 
After the NCC dispatches personnel for inspection, the dispose will be handled by 
legal Class A waste removal/disposal companies. In our contract, waste processors 
are required to adopt the “Z06 physical treatment”, which is the friendliest and most 
environmentally friendly and environmentally friendly method. The manual 
dismantling of parts and the disassembly of the parts will allow 100% recycling. All 
related waste disposal procedures are reported online according to the Environ-
mental Protection Act.
Non-controlled materials (accounting for 85%) are for sale: 
they are sold to telecommunications specialists, which are professionally recycled 
and reused.

The manual dismantling of parts and thedisassembly of the parts will allow 100% recycling

Recycling, incineration and burial of waste, please refer to P.158

Note 
(1): Carbon reduction and carbon sequestration benefits are calculated as 6.32g per bill and 12g per tree per 
year,Respectively
(2) Notes on the adjustment of calculation basis: From 2017, the benefits per year are estimated from the actual 
data by the end of the period. Data from 2014 to 2016 are updated as well.

Proportion of customers 
that use electronic billing

Reduction in the number of A4 
pages printed (thousand pages)

Equivalent carbon reduction and carbon 
sequestration benefits Item (tons)Item

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

37%

39%

42%

55%

58%

60%

62%

64%

80,456

84,222

90,936

114,624

119,520

124,582

129,766

133,978

299

313

339

426

445

463

482

498

2022 66% 137,866 512

Target

e-Bill's effectiveness and goals
We promote reducing resource wastage and started promoting paperless billing 
since May 2008 to replace paper mails with email and text notifications to connect 
to the webpage for viewing billing and calling details. In 2014, we further introduced 
the convenient store payment service through cellphone barcodes. Over 90% of the 
access channels accept paperless billing payments, substantially improving the 
convenience for the customer.
2017 Results
Up to 55 % of the customers responded to using paperless bills and the agreed 
combined billing method saved up to 60% in printed bills, equivalent to 110 million 
sheets of A4 paper per year and 426 tons of carbon emission from printing and 
mailing bills.
Long-term goals
The company continues to listen to and provide innovative quality and environmen-
tal sustainability services, through a variety of e-communication platform to enrich 
users receive bill notification notice to meet the needs of all users. We actively 
promoted the use of free paper books to pay bills, to use e bonuses, and to 
organize regular feedback activities, it combines with social charity, and can play an 
important role in maximum paperless effect. In 2022, we will achieve a reduction of 
140 million A4 papers per year and reduce 512 metric tons of carbon emissions to 
meet the needs of users and maximize the benefits of low-carbon life.
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Green logistics - Management of outsourced logistic fleets
We adopt various management mechanisms for outsourced logistic fleets to reduce carbon emissions and saved 742 tons of 
emitted carbon in the most recent year. Details are described as follows:
Engine off when stopping for delivery: Drivers are strictly enforced to turn off the engine when arriving at TWM stores. This 
saved approximately 197tons of carbon emissions each year.
Cancel scooter fleets: Scooter fleets are cancelled and merged to round trip logistic fleets for deliveries. This saved approxi-
mately 94 tons of carbon emissions each year.
Adjust the fleet configuration of vehicles of various tonnages: Adjust the vehicle configuration according to various tonnages 
without affecting operation. This saved approximately 451 tons of carbon emissions each year.

Note: “The Energy Efficiency and Improvement Research Plan for Vehicles in Use by the Energy Bureau of the Ministry of Economic Affairs in 1991” pointed out that the CO2 emissions of using 92 unleaded 
petrol per liter is about 2.368 liters, which is lower than the CO2 emissions of 95 and 98 unleaded petrol, public works vehicles Fuel specification If the original proposal 92 unleaded petrol or above, we will 
use 92 unleaded gasoline to reduce carbon emissions, and we estimate that carbon emissions will be reduced by more than 24,000kg a year.

2.5.5 Green Operations

Reduced carbon emissions by 742 tonCO2e

Reduced carbon emissions by 155 tonCO2eGreen Logistics - Diesel Management System for Engineering Vehicles
TWM launched its own brand [e-Location] in 2016. A total of 366 engineering vehicles were involved in this system. 
This system was used to analyze vehicle usage, safety, idle speed, and oil management operations through system big data.
2017 implementation strategy and effectiveness:
Outbound management: through reporting data such as vehicle mileage and number of days, the number of vehicles with low utilization rate was reduced 
from 366 units to 363 units, saving a total of approximately 116,000 rents and 1,124 liters of oil.
Security Management: avoiding driving mileage, vehicle mileage, and over speed settings to avoid excessive mileage and fatigue driving and speeding 
vehicles reduced by approximately 71%.
Idle and oil management: through the vehicle monitoring system and the anomaly management interface, the idle speed of the vehicle can be looked up to 
understand the abnormal condition of the vehicle, and an instant notification of the mail can be set up to effectively monitor the vehicle, reduce the idle time, 
and save fuel consumption and carbon emissions. The average fuel consumption in 2017 decreased by approximately 12.4% from the previous year (about 
68,519 liters of oil reduction, saving about NT$ 170 million), carbon emissions decreased by approximately 13.7%, and the carbon emissions were reduced 
by approximately 155 tons.
Plan Overview
In 2018, the system will be expanded, and TWM hopes to more effectively manage outbound vehicles, warehouses, and abnormal areas. It is estimated that 
by 2018, the company car's oil consumption will be reduced by 2%.
Days of vehicle/day report function: To add the number of trips and days of departure in Daily/monthly/multi-day report content, understand the status of 
vehicle attendance, and analyze the attendance rate for the management of leased public works vehicles.
Vehicle Return Management: The new electronic fence setting function will be added. According to the query interval statistics, the number of designated 
parking lots was not returned on each day.
Vehicle Cross-Region Management: The new electronic fence setting function will be added. According to the area bounded by the vehicle, the abnormal area 
of   the vehicle can be monitored and an instant mail notification can be set.
Carbon reduction: The company car uses 92 unleaded petrol Note 
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Office resources and waste management
We encourage waste sorting in all our offices to facilitate resource recycling. Recycled office resources can be divided into four categories: paper, plastic, PET bottles, 
and aluminum cans. After these resources have been sorted and collected by the cleaning personnel, they are recycled and treated by qualified waste disposal 
businesses.In addition, we encourage the use of electronic documents and promote double-sided printing and paper recycling in order to reduce the amount of waste 
paper. The quantities of office resources and waste produced in our offices over the past 3 years are:

Promotion of videoconferencing systems
TWM is currently installed with 5 sets of large (mobile), 13 sets of small (stationary), and 420 sets of in-store systems (total of 438 sets). The company is fully 
promoting and applying videoconferencing systems across the country for approximately 15,274 uses in 2017.

Water Saving Management
In 2017, in order to improve water resources monitoring and management operations, the company has incorporated company-wide water use data into the energy 
management system platform. Through energy management system information, relevant management departments can obtain relevant water consumption information 
in a complete manner to assist in the rational and effective development of water-saving promotion measures. .
2017 Results

Note: The scope of our information does not include Taiwan Broadband.

7,479,000

6,606,500 6,615,500

5,500,000

6,000,000

6,500,000

7,000,000

7,500,000

Paper consumption 
(sheets)

162.6 162.4

34.4 32.2

155.6

47.0
0

100

200

300

2015 2016 20172015 2016 2017

Waste (tons) Resource recycling (tons)

Office1

Internal data center Base station2

 Total3

Rainwater harvesting4

2015 2016

88,491 

138,954

227,445 

2,444.10 

156,543

242,454

  810.60 

85,911 

2017

163,139 

245,745

  342.4

82,606 

1. Office water consumption: data recording for TaiwanMobile, Taiwan Broadband and  myMusic, commenced in 2015.
2. Internal data center and base stations water consumption: data recording for TaiwanMobile (including Cloud IDC) and 
Taiwan Broad Band.
3.Due to the change of operational boundaries and the improvement of the functions of the inventory system, the statistics 
on water consumption in 2015 and 2016 were revised.
4.Rainwater recovery statistics include IDC (The water meter installation was completed on August 21, 2017, so the 
recovery amount before installation is a deducted valuation), Taipei New Horizon Co. (In 2017, due to the serious pollution of 
the water supply system due to the reclaimed water quality, it was deactivated and improved, so no data was provided)

2.5.5 Green Operations

Recycling, incineration and burial of waste, please refer to P158
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個案哲賢媽媽握住張董事長的手感動落淚

myVideo
MyVideo's online audio and video services can save a 

large number of physical disc production costs and paper 
printing costs, implement the global common development 

goals of energy conservation and carbon reduction, and 
land sustainability. This service acquired the “Product 

Carbon Footprint Labels“ in May 2017. Compared with 
traditional consumption patterns, the video and audio 

digital model emits only one-sixth of the original carbon 
emissions.

myBook
Apply for “Product Carbon Footprint Labels“ in May 2017 

to reduce press printing, and 1.1 million copies were 
reduced. Compared with the traditional consumption 

model, the e-book digital model carbon emissions is only 
1/2 of the original. 

In 2018 we continued to optimize mobile reading. 

myfone
Using the concept of e-commerce, the store screens are 
placed on the market, and then delivered to the govern-

ment. There is no need to waste printing/paper in the 
process and the cost of transportation and warehousing of 

goods can be saved.

myMusic
Online music can reduce excessive carbon emissions 
from packaging and logistics. MyMusic users enjoy music 
through full-screen devices and reduce the impact of 
traditional consumption patterns on the environment.This 
service acquired the “Product Carbon Footprint Labels“ in 
May 2017. Compared to the traditional consumption 
model, the carbon emissions of the music digital model is 
only 1/22 of the original.

Telecommunications bill payment services (Direct Carrier 
Billing)
In 2017, the company increased the function of App Store 
bill payment and collection parking fees. In 2018, the 
company expanded the collection of the industry, making 
the user's life more convenient and achieving the purpose 
of energy conservation and carbon reduction.the original.

Automatic payment of parking fees
Use Wali to register a car number to pay for on-street 
parking. Users do not need to pay on-site, exempt from 
transportation and payment receipts.

2.5.6 Green Service

*Traditional models calculate carbon emissions by year-end users' viewing/listening/reading books,
while digital models account for carbon emissions throughout the year.

*Traditional models calculate carbon emissions by year-end users' viewing/listening/reading books,
while digital models account for carbon emissions throughout the year.

*Traditional models calculate carbon emissions by year-end users' viewing/listening/reading books,
while digital models account for carbon emissions throughout the year.

Volume of data transmitted per
MB by consumers

Volume of data transmitted per
MB by consumers

Volume of data transmitted per
MB by consumers

0.57g

0.82g

0.56g
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Mobile Citizen Card
Integrated in the NFC SIM card, no physical card is 

required. There is no need to handle on-site, exempt from 
transportation.

M+
The red envelope feature reduces red envelope use and 
saves paper. The videoconferencing function can reduce 

the transportation costs of participants to and from the two 
places. It can effectively reduce carbon emissions, and 

reduce environmental damage.

TWM customers service app
Customers do not need to use transportation to go to 
the store. They can use the app to conduct many 
online search or application functions, reducing the 
amount of paper applications and the carbon 
footprint.

Internet Data Center
IDC's energy efficiency goals are based on The 
Green Grid Alliance's silver-grade computer room 
measurement. When fully loaded, it will reach PUE 
1.5, and its green energy use will account for 25% of 
total electricity consumption by 2020.

Electronic bill
The launch of e-bill services for transfer-paying users 
in 2017 will reduce the annual emissions of 14.1 
million pieces of A4 paper and 45.13 metric tons of 
carbon emissions from the billing process

TA Media
TA Media owns a telecommunications 

database and can use data to 
accurately place potential customers in 

all-round digital channels, effectively 
reducing paper applications and 

achieving energy conservation and 
environmental protection goals.

2.5.6 Green Service

NFC
 SI

M
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2.6 Happy
Workplace

Employees' physical
and mental health

Talent cultivation &
retention

Core Vision

Talents are the key to a competitive core. We view our 
employees as partners for sustainable growth and thus 
build a happy workplace and provide comprehensive 
career development and gender-equality focused 
opportunities, attractive salaries and benefits, open
employer–employee communication, and diverse 
training, to encourage employee’s self-realization, 
promote a sense of achievement, facilitate employee 
bonding and corporate identity, and initiate sustainable 
company development.

Commitment and Actions

With respect to our employees, TWM adheres to the principles of “integrity as a way of 
life, pursuing goals with enthusiasm, innovative thinking, and simplification” as our 
core values. 
We emphasize honesty and enthusiasm when hiring employees. Honestly is the 
cornerstone of interpersonal interactions. Moreover, enthusiasm for services and 
learning are key to fullfill the spirit of Excellent Customer Experience.
We firmly believe that innovation is the driving force for continued company growth 
and thus encourage employees to
implement the concept of simplification and propose innovative or improvement 
solutions to help the company become the
leader in digital convergence. 
In response to industrial outlook and corporate development strategies, we formulated 
corresponding training programs and management and professional occupational 
development courses to improve employee’s competency and career development 
opportunities. 
Based on performance and differentiated and competitive rewards, we implement 
performance-oriented promotion and salary
policies.

Material Topic

Communities
/NGO

Employees

Customers

Shareholders/
investors

Suppliers

Competent
authorities

Media

Rating
Agencies

This chapter responds to the 4 major stakeholders
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%

130

6.3

million

billion

million
calories

31.8%

55.6Hours

TOP 100
Salary

8.40
Consumed

OHSAS
TOP 100

18001

B
B

Achievements
and performance

More than 2000 participants attended 
mySports online sports day and 

consumed 8.40 million calories or more.

Human capital input: NT$6.3 billion

7,169 employees participated in CSR 
related trainings, showing an increase 
of 31.8% compared to 2016.

Revenue generated from integrated 
service due to the participation in B2B 
training increased by NT$130 million 
compared to 2016.

Obtained OHSAS 18001 certification and implemented 
safety and health management through systematic 
mechanisms and a management model of P-D-C-A.

Received 2017 Excellent 
Employment Award from Taipei 

City Foreign and Disabled 
Labor Office.

Listed in Taiwan’s TWSE RAFI® 
Taiwan High Compensation 100 Index 

for four consecutive years.

Average amount of training time received by each 
employee: 55.6 hours,

Year 2020 target has achieved ahead of schedule

In 2018, the Company will provide diverse and quality 
training programs that put learning into practice based 
on the corporate strategies and global trends. The 
Company will continue to promote diverse and equal 
occupation environment, hold various activities to 
support employee’s self-realization goals, and 
encourage all employees to implement CSR and 
realize corporate sustainable development throughout 
the Company. 

2018 Objectives:

Keep track of the average amount of training time 
received by each employee.
At least 80% of pregnant employees receive prenatal 
education
At least 80% of postnatal employees receive caring 
phone calls
4 points (out of 5) in terms of satisfaction with 
parenting lectures or study groups
4 points (out of 5) in terms of satisfaction with the use 
of nursery rooms
73% of employees are satisfied with the friendly work 
environment.
Expand employee assistance programs.
Organize the annual employee health examination.
Organize the weight control event to promote 
mySports. 
Recruit more disabled employees.

Vision and Target
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Employee Structure
We hire varying professionals and provide highly competitive salaries and benefits and learning opportunities. To provide comprehensive services, we also 
hire non-employee workers, which account for 20% of our total employees, to assist in carrying out business operations, such as store sales.By the end of 
2017, the male–female employee ratio was approximately 52：48 with the majority of employees belonging to the 31–50 age group. Besides 3 hired foreign 
workers, the majority of employees are local nationals in which 24were aboriginals (15 female employees). Percentage of employees with disabilities exceeds 
statutory requirements The employee population, gender, and age are shown in the following table.

2.6.2 Talent
Development and Retention

27person

41person

5923 person

3104
person

2887
person

1558
     person

4186person

247person
AGE

Total
5991person

Total
5991person

Total
5991person

3501person

924
person

1076person

479
person 11person

2015-2017 Staff ranking, age, and gender  please refer to Index P159

Note: All employees are based in Taiwan.
Note 2: Beginning in 2016, Employees of Taiwan Digital Service  were added.

According to Ranking

According to Age

According to Gender

According to Education

Executives
(Vice President)

Employees

Part-time

Female

Male

< 30 years old

> 51 years old

30-50 years old

Ph.D.

MA

University

College

Senior High School 
and below

Total
5991person
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2.6.2 Talent
Development and Retention

Employee turnover as well as their gender and age distributions over the past three years is shown in the table below:
After employees apply for resignation, the HR Division will have an interview with them to provide care and advice on their career development. 

AGE AGE

217
person

356
person

380
person457

person

2person 17person

322
person

354
person 346

person
407
person

Total
676 person

Total
676 person

Total
753 person

Total
753 person

Senior High School 

New hires Departures

According to Age According to Age

According to Gender According to Gender
Female

Male

Female

Male

< 30 years old

> 51 years old

30-50 years old

< 30 years old

> 30 years old

30-50 years old

Note: All employees are based in Taiwan. 
Note 2: Beginning in 2015, we are including employees of Taiwan Fixed Network, Taiwan Teleservices & Technologies, 
and TWM Broadband as part of our total workforce Employees of Taiwan Digital Service  were also added in 2016.

Note: All employees are based in Taiwan. 
Note 2: Beginning in 2015, we are including employees of Taiwan Fixed Network, Taiwan Teleservices & Technologies, 
and TWM Broadband as part of our total workforce Employees of Taiwan Digital Service were also added in 2016.

Employee turnover as well as their gender and age distributions in 2017 please refer to Index P160
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Remuneration and Benefits
Our standard starting salary is higher than the basic wages prescribed by the Government and competitive to be ranked
within the 2017 Taiwan HC 100 Index for four consecutive years. Realization of the performance-oriented remuneration
policy by conducting periodic performance evaluations for all employees, the items of which include not only target achieve-
ment,occupational competency but also the following elements:
Multidimensional evaluation and feedback system
CSR: The employees are assigned CSR goals according to their jobs; the number of hours for CSR courses and volunteering
leaves are decided by their superiors.
Risk management: Violation of information security will affect performance evaluation; employees with good evaluation may

Input

Multidimensional Evaluation and Feedback

Output 

Final
Evaluation 

Initial
Setting

Mid-term
Review

Target

Achievement Rate

 Remuneration 

 Variable Bonus

 Education and Training 

 Career Development 

 Human Resource

Planning

 Succession

Planning

Annual Target

Position/CSR/Risk Management

Sustainability Strategy 

Process of Target

Achievement 

Competency Model

Competency

Evaluation

Coaching
and Feedback

 Salary Adjustment

2.6.2 Talent
Development and Retention
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Multidimensional Evaluation and Feedback
We conduct performance evaluations for all employees on a regular basis. At year-end, managers offer employees appropriate encouragement, feedback and 
assistance based on their performance at work. The "Multidimensional evaluation" system is also employed to help each individual understand their strengths 
and weaknesses through conventional appraisals by supervisors as well as evaluations of superiors by subordinates and evaluations by peers. The results 
will become the basis of their personal development. We also hope that this approach will help employees learn how to work with others in an efficient manner 
and to improve performance as a team. After the grades of performance evaluation have been finalized, supervisors will officially notify their subordinates of 
the results. The degree of communicative effectiveness is also examined by conducting a survey of all employees to determine if supervisors have clearly 
communicated the results of the appraisals to the employees and explained the matters that require improvements.
Our supervisors discuss and set the Individual Development Plan with each employee based on his/her career plan 
and personal development to tailor the best learning portfolios, with which employees are able to fulfill their work 
systematically or learn knowledge and skills required in the next stage and get prepared for the future career develop-
ment, so as to improve their performance and competency.
In the recruitment, the basic specialists of the same class are equally paid, and employees with work experience are 
paid as per their education background, work experience and relevant certificates. Employees are not treated 
differently with respect to pay, benefits, promotion, salary adjustments, tenure, educational training, working conditions 
or employment rights based on their gender differences.

2.6.2 Talent
Development and Retention

*Comparison is based on salaries of employees.
*Salaries of non-employee workers are higher than basic salaries.

Taiwan Digital Services

Taiwan Teleservices &Technologies 

TWM Broadband 

Taiwan Fixed Network

Taiwan Mobile

TWM plastics group the salary ratio analysis please refer to Index  P160

1.4~1.5

1.14

1.27

1.48~1.57

1.5~1.7

Taiwan's minimum wage in 2017
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Benefits and bonus
Benefits and bonus are important measures to attract talent. The Employee Welfare Committee is responsible for planning 
and implementing various benefits which include not only the general benefits items but also free-charge group insurance 
for employees and their dependents, employee stock ownership trust, high subsidy for phone bills, preferential value-add-
ed service with family members, purchase discount for company products, good and comfortable working environments, 
emergency aids, and other measures. In 2017, employee salaries and consolidated expenses of the benefits totaled 
NT$6.3 billion. For detail, please visit our website. The final version of funding plan for labor pension is available on page 
89 of 2017 Q4 consolidated financial statement.

2017 Statistics on Unpaid Parental Leave

Category

309 316
Number of people eligible to 

apply for unpaid parental leave

TWM + Taiwan Fixed Network  + Taiwan Teleservices & 
Technologies + Taiwan Digital Service TWM Broadband

Number of people who applied 
for unpaid parental leave

Number of people expected to return 
from unpaid parental leave (A)

Number of people who returned from 
unpaid parental leave as expected (B)

Number of people who returned from 
unpaid parental leave in 2016 (C)

Continued to work for more than one year after 
returning from unpaid parental leave in 2016 (D)

Return rate (B/A)

Retention rate (D/C)

Male Female

21 128

16 112

12 84

9 48

5 41

75.00% 75.00%

55.56% 85.42%

100%

100%0%

18 13

0 4

0 3

0 3

0 1

0

0

1

2.6.2 Talent
Development and Retention
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We have spared no efforts in continuing to create a sustainable and diversified environment for learning and 
development, and to cultivate employees with high commitment, so that we can solidify our foundation for 
corporate excellence. To be the leader in the digital convergence,
we have continued our cultivation in the areas of technology, products, services, tendencies, and mindsets, so 
that we may achieve a win-win goal in employees’ growth and self-realization, as well as corporate performance 
upgrade. 
Diversified career development and learning channels in close association with corporate
strategy
We have planned the direction for the next year's training in association with strategic development, tendency 
analysis, training requirements, after-course feedback, and interviews with high-level officers.
Based on the goal of each division, the superior has provided customized guidance and training to cater to 
individuals' goals, career development and multidimensional feedback.
We have promoted sharing and passing down of professional technology and knowledge to shape the learning 
organization.
For all employees from new ones to high-level ones, we have set up complete and diversified training to cater to 
the varied development needed by employees in different stages.

Item

21.1

2015

18.5

Deputy manager
or higher

Below deputy
manager

26.8

17.9

Average by
gender

26.1

18.0

Average training hours
per employee

22.6

22.9

24.4

32.1

25.9

31.0

25.8
28.8

31.0

28.5

58.6

56.5

56.1

55.1
55.6

Please see the following figure for 2017 training results.  The rate for employee’s attendance to the training course was 100%.

Number of Trainning hours for TWM employees in the past three years

Male Female

2016

2017

2.6.2 Talent
Development and Retention

Note: Average training hours per employee in 2017: Taiwan Fixed Network:28.0; Taiwan Teleservices & Technologies: 18.5; 
         Taiwan Digital Service: 15.7; TWM Broadband: 7.3.

Book clubs for learning and growth

Training on self-management and job management
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Learning development type and statistics for the numbers
 of training hours by category in 2017

7638.5hours

Accounts for 2.34% 
of the total learning hours

206281hours

65.53%

100833.8hours

Accounts for 32.03%  
of the total learning hours

mobile-Learning

Internal training

Accounts for
of the total learning hours

Large seminars
Learning

movie theaters
Gatherings for

   shared reading
TWM talk

Online courses

Dispatch
assignment training

Learning resources
Learning
social groups

304.3hours

Accounts for 0.1%  
of the total learning hours

2.6.2 Talent
Development and Retention
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Ensuring the training quality and actual learning
To ensure the effects and quality of training courses, we understood the needs and did the planning before the course, managed and monitored the process during the 
course, tracked the actual effects after the course. For 2017, we added the course satisfaction indicators, and set up plans to track the improvements on the sub-stan-
dard course. Due to improved quality of training courses, trainee satisfaction has increased year by year and reached 92 in 2017.
In 2018, the Company will provide diverse and quality training programs that put learning into practice based on the corporate strategies and global trends; in addition, 
high-level officers will be assigned to attend MIT online courses and learn first-hand information worldwide. 

New
recruit training

Stratified training for
management personnel

Professional
competency training

Self-growth and
development

Internal career
development

Joint professional
competency training

Training and development
category and its results in 2017

•100% of attending cadets 
recommend the course of 
"New Employee Seminar"
•The rate of resignation by 
new employees who attended 
the "New Employee Seminar" 
was 28.5 % lower than those 
who didn't, thereby reducing 
recruitment cost.

•Executives who participated in the 
management tips required of executives 
series of courses recorded a graduation rate 
of 100%.
•The entry- and mid-level executives fully 
arranged action plans and assignments after 
training. The completion rate is 85.2%.
•According to a questionnaire, the level of 
recognition for the "promotion of work 
performance as a result of the training 
courses by senior as well as entry- and 
mid-level executives" were 98.5% and 
99.3% respectively.

•A total of 652 course sessions were 
available on the digital learning platform, an 
increase of 40.8% compared to 2016.
•A total of 52 topics of mobile myLearning 
were pushed out. The total number of fans 
increased by 29.1% compared to 2016.
•The number of borrowers at Book Shop 
increased by 55.6% compared to 2016.
•As of 2017, an aggregate of 28 employees 
have been awarded with learning 
scholarships for a total amount of more than 
NT$12 million. The scholarships are 
continuously open for application. 

•A series of training courses on outstanding 
store managers have been organized since 
2015. Store managers have won the 
National Outstanding Store Managers 
Awards held by the Taiwan Chain Stores 
and Franchise Association for three 
consecutive years. 
•In 2017, accumulated net revenue 
generated from integrated services due to 
the participation in B2B business training 
courses increased by NT$133,828,163 
compared to 2016; return on investment 
was around 988.1 fold; 71.4% of the 
employees attending the B2B business 
training courses saw advancement in 
performance rankings compared to 2016.
•Planned training courses were organized 
for talents and licenses required for new 
technology; employees’ competency and 
licenses were reviewed on a regular basis. 
In 2017, the number of technical licenses 
obtained by employees increased by 38.9% 
compared to 2016.
•The store manager trainee certification 
was set up in 2017, and the passing rate 
reached 98%.

•The success rate of internal 
transfer reached 8.4%.

•Launched the mentor classification 
system with different missions assigned to 
each level. A total of 124 mentors were 
presented with certificates, including 51 
new mentors in 2017. Mentors were 
invited to give feedback and advice at the 
New Employee Seminar, resulting in 
trainee satisfaction of 96.7%.  
•Attendance in learning sessions of 
CSR-related issues: 7,169, an increase of 
31.8% compared to 2016.
•The total amount of persons/hours 
accumulated by senior executives who 
served as course lecturers was up 8.4% 
from the previous year, and the total 
number of trainees increased by 23.8%.
•According to a questionnaire, the level of 
recognition for the "promotion of work 
performance as a result of the training 
courses and learning resources" was 
96.1%.

2.6.2 Talent
Development and Retention
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Career development of all employees: We evaluated performance on a regular basis, surveyed career planning, and gave encouragement, feedback, and 
assistance to employees at the end of every year. Through multidimensional evaluation and feedback, employees were able to understand their strengths and 
weaknesses and take them into account when making the next year’s Individual Development Plan. In addition to courses, the Individual Development Plan will 
also include areas to be developed in 2018. 
Talent management for critical posts and potential employees: We have taken the inventory of critical posts and the candidates for successors, developed 
training plans and tracked their actual results. In 2017, the IDP achieving rate for formulation and the implementation rate were both 100%, and the number of 
actual successors of the critical posts totaled 21.
Plans to care for new employees: Through orientation, questionnaires, dedicated counselors, feedback cards, social media, manuals, seminars, etc., we have 
helped new employees adapt to the new environment and work faster.
Internal inheritance and interchange: We invited not only general employees but also high-level officers to be lecturers on such important issues as the 
trends, markets, proper attitudes in workplaces, etc. Observations and feedback were given to improve the teaching skills of lecturers. 

Focusing on leading indicators and developing 

Conduct the biyearly employee survey 
Cohesiveness is added in 2018 to understand 
employees’ concerns and to improve retention. 

Make improvement plans and 
follow up results  
Survey areas to be improved in 2017.

Promote cross-level communication
Employees were invited to give construc-
tive opinions before the Q3 executive 
communication meeting commenced.

Strengthen communication with employ
ees about corporate strategies 
Employees were able to understand corporate
strategies and directions through TWM Talk

Promote talent development, retention, and inheritance
Thorough plans for all employees, critical posts, potential employees, and new employees were made.

The response rate reached 90% in 2017.

The level of recognition increased by 13.5% compared to 2015; 

the implementation rate of improvement plans reached 100%.

The problem handling rate reached 100%; a total of 164 

employees raised questions.

Face-to-face Communication with Chairman 

was organized in 2017.

2.6.2 Talent
Development and Retention
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Organized face-to-face with TWM chairman in 2017; garnered positive reception from employees.

 

TWM Chairman shared Company 
directions and goals with employees. Also offered Q&A sessions for

employees through forum.
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Campus talent development to apply theory in practice
We have continued our partnerships with institutions of higher education. In 2017, a total of 17 students participated in industry-university cooperative internship 
programs, who received comprehensive training in addition to salary. At the conclusion of the programs, both supervisors
and academic institutions to which the students belong made joint assessment on the students' performance and also granted them the internship credits earned. 
Students whose performance was outstanding were given hiring priority. In 2017, we will, through internship, campus
discussion and recruitment, high-level officers as lecturers on industry- university cooperative programs, and other means, continue to
maintain the relationship with the campus and the early contact with potential talent, and further to help students with the study and practice.

Employment Opportunities for the Disabled
We have provided diversified professional jobs, equal promotion channels, generous remuneration and 
benefits, and a friendly workplace, so as to enhance job opportunities for the persons with disabilities and 
create future value of sustainable development.
We received 2017 Excellent Employment Award from Taipei City Foreign and Disabled Labor Office.
By re-planning the posts, we have hired a higher quota of the physically-disabled persons than as prescribed 
by law.
Employment of persons with disabilities in :  severe visual impairment, loss of important organ, limb disability, 
epilepsy, hearing loss and facial injury; additional persons with hearing loss were hired through post re-plan-
ning, and a digital writing board was offered to facilitate communication; we have hired people with spinal injury 
on a long-term basis.
Provision of diversified professional jobs in: optimization of networking technology, base construction, 
information system development/operation/maintenance, store/customer service sales, market survey, etc.
Provision of a friendly workplace including: parking space and bathrooms specific for persons with disabilities, 
spacious seats, and barrier-free aisles; seats and office movements were adjusted based on the type of 
disabilities and business. 
As of 2017, the most senior employee had worked for 25 years and there were two deputy managers.
We will continue to openly recruit more persons with disabilities.

Child Labor/Freedom of Association/Forced Labor/Grievance Mechanism
Our recruitment for job openings has been openly conducted. Employees have not been treated differently with respect to pay, benefits, promotion, salary adjust-
ments,tenure, education and training, working conditions or employment rights based on their gender differences. We have also stipulated in our work regulations 
that employees are not to be discriminated against based on their gender, sexual
orientation, marital status or other grounds.
We have encouraged our employees to get married and form families, creating a workplace that offers peace of mind and well-being. We    
provide them with a series of welfare measures from marriage, pregnancy to child birth.
  The shifts for employees who are pregnant or breast-feeding a baby may be readjusted so that they will not work on the night shifts.
  We have provided the maternity leave which is better than what is provided by law.
  Our regulations clearly stipulate that the performance evaluation shall be conducted for the actual duty period of the employees who have applied for maternity 
leaves or unpaid leaves, so that their evaluation results may not be adversely affected. 
We have respected the employees’ rights as endowed by law, so we have never blocked or impeded their freedom of association. We have never discriminated 
against employment of locals and indigenous people, hired child labor or conducted forced labor, and done anything to infringe on human rights and make discrimi-
nation. Before employment, we send the labor contract to each employee for his/her perusal. Upon reporting to duty, he/she has to submit to the Company such 
contract after signing, so as to protect the labor/management rights and interests. In the event of change in the unit, workplace or post, we will communicate with the 
employee, and provide aid in moving or house renting if need be. Any incidents of sexual harassment can be reported to the HR Division. This complaints channel is 
also announced during orientation sessions for new employees and on the internal website, start-up screen and our recruitment website. TWM believes that the 
labor-management consultation mechanism is very important. Labor representatives are elected directly by employees and regular labor-management meetings 
based on fifty-fifty representation are convened to ensure free and unobstructed communication.

2.6.2 Talent
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A Healthy and Safe Working Environment
We have prioritized employees health, and regarded them as our sustainable partners in mutual growth; we have 
provided them with overall and diversified health services in the four areas of health care, psychological health, safe 
environment, and family care, so as to create for them the work/life balance, health in both body and mind, and 
workplaces with family care, so that we may reach the valuable goal of sustainable development in the future.
Safe environment - safe and quality working environment:
1.We obtained OHSAS 18001 certification and implemented safety and health management through systematic 
mechanisms and a management model of P-D-C-A.
2.We have assembled the first-grade superiors of relevant units to set up the Occupational Safety and Health 
Committee, of which the proportion of labor representatives is one third; the committee holds a regular meeting 
every three months.
3.The AED has been set up at each office building, which is better than as regulated by the law; we have regularly 
conducted CPR training courses and training and re-training courses for the first aider in the workplace, and held 
fire-fighting training and anti-flooding drills in the equipment room, so that we may enhance employee’s abilities to 
cope with disasters and emergencies and to reduce the severity of injuries.

2.6.3 Employee Health

We obtained OHSAS 18001 certification 
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Overweight staff:

We have organized "Care for vocal cords & 
hearing" and abnormality classification courses.

Sedentary staff

Cancer
prevention

We have held bone density tests to 
help identify osteoporosis early and 
prevent musculoskeletal injuries.

Prevention of infectious
diseases
We offered the influenza 
vaccine injection to prevent 
cross infection of influenza in 
the office.

Abnormality follow-up
According to the results of the health examination in 2016, 
the health personnel will follow up and reexamine abnormal 
items, including ultrasound (abdominal, breast, pelvic, and 
thyroid), blood test, and electrocardiogram, and provide 
one-on-one follow-up care, medical advice arrangement and 
treatment referral and for severe, abnormal cases. By dint of 
complete health management services, we may help 
the employees discover their health problems in 
an early stage for immediate medical 
treatment, and then implement a 
healthy lifestyle and promote 
personal health.

We have organized seminars 
on colorectal cancer, lung 

cancer, cervical cancer, and 
breast cancer to help employees 

understand cancer prevention and 
improve bad habits.

Management to prevent the 
outbreak of brain and cardiovas-

cular diseases at workplace
By analyzing the annual health exam results 

together with the data of working hours, we have 
proceeded with the employee’s abnormal 

workload inventory and the medical 
doctor’s assessment. In case of need, 

the individual case management 
measures such as individual health 

guidance and job type adjustment 
will be taken to reduce the risk 

of the group to the low level.

Sound and diverse

health promotion and

care programs

                 We have organized a weight 
control event for overweight employees (BMI
≧24kg/ m2). Through teamwork and 

incentives, employees learned to control diet and 
exercise regularly. In the 8-week event, the average 

weight loss was 2.5kg per person.  

We have 
provided health-

care which is better 
than as provided by law
We have provided the employees 

with health examination service in every 
two years, which is better than as provided 

by law. We offer multiple choices for the 
employees aged 45 and above, we have specially 

added the check-up in brain and cardiovascular 
diseases and osteoporosis

Healthcare - sound and diverse health promotion and care programs
We analyze the results of each health exam and refer to employees opinion surveys, and plan health promotion activities that meet the needs of employees. We have 
organized such activities in various themes for specific groups for disease prevention as follows:

2.6.3 Employee Health

Customer service staff:

Human hazard 
management

According to the result of the 
Musculoskeletal Symptom Survey, 

high-risk groups were managed case by case; 
seminars on human health and individual 

consultation with the physical therapist 
were also organized
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Family care
Parent-child reading club: We have organized reading clubs specific for marriage, family, and parenting issues to improve the family, parent-child relationship and work 
productivity. Five sessions covering Parenting – Start by Changing the Tone of Speech, Parent Effectiveness Training (P.E.T.), and We Will Be Closer when I Feel More 
Comfortable were organized; the satisfaction rate reached 4.9 (out of 5.0). 
Maternal health protection and management: Through the employees leave system, the occupational healthcare personnel have routinely screened female employees 
who are pregnant or within one year from childbirth to provide health education in the middle and late stages of pregnancy, and postnatal breastfeeding information, as 
well as identify and assess the environmental hazards at the workplace. Based on the recommendations of the occupational physician, the occupational healthcare 
personnel have adopted such health protective measures as the risk assessment to ensure maternal health for the female employees. In 2017, 118 pregnant employ-
ees have completed the evaluation; no harm was done to the mother, the fetus or the infant's health, as determined by the physician. It was classified as level one 
management.
Comfortable and independent lactation room: We have provided a lactation room and professional breast pumps better than as regulated by the law. Nurses give 
advice on childcare and teach mothers correct knowledge of milking and health education, allowing female employees to work without worries. 

Use of Counseling Service 

Total Number of Employees Served 

Total Number of Counseling Service

Mental health - stress management
1.We have set up "Massaging workshop for pressure relief" to provide services free of 
charges. The number of employee visitors has totaled 20,855 with a satisfaction rate of 
98%.
2.Internal counseling service: We have invited psychological counseling specialists to 
arrange the "Mental Light Counseling Room" and "Book Reading Club" which have 
served a total of 328 employees on issues like work, family, emotion, life, and parenting; 
the usage rate reached 2.5%. 
Employee satisfaction scaled 4.8 (out of 5.0).
Conscious improvement after counseling reached 50% or more: 88.3%, showing that 
counseling benefited employees.
Compared to 2015 and 2016, the number of participants increased in 2017, showing an 
increase in both popularity and acceptance. 
3.EAPs: We have introduced EAPs. Employees may dial a 24-hour hotline to seek free 
consultation on mental health, wealth management, medical treatment and legal affairs by phone or mail or in person. The usage rate reached 1.2%. A newsletter about 
mental health is provided every month; seminars on promotion of mental health at work are organized on a regular basis, such as stress relief & sleeping, workplace 
communication, self-exploration, gender issues; executive workshops are also organized, such as overwork issues and high-risk case management; the employee 
satisfaction reached 4.5 (out of 5.0).
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The participation rate of health promotion increased from 3,504 
in 2016 to 6,558 in 2017, showing an increase of 47%.
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Continuously various awards from the Health Promotion Administration of Ministry of Health and Welfare, and Health Department:
Autonomous certification for a healthy workplace issued by the Health Promotion Administration 
Fine lactation room certification granted by the Department of Health, Taipei City Government 
Merit Award for lactation room granted by Department of Health, Taichung City Government 

2018 Plan
Continue to promote and diversify the employee assistance plan. 
Organize the annual employee health examination. 
Organize the weight control event, and continue to promote mySports all-member sports.

Occupational hazard statistical data analysis does not include the numbers on traffic accidents outside of the workplace,
according to the major disabling injuriy indexes announced by the Ministry of Labor. 2017 Occupational hazard statistics:
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2.6.3 Employee Health

Taiwan Mobile Taiwan Fixed Network Taiwan Digital Service
Taiwan Teleservices

& Technologies TWM Broadband

Note 1: In 2017, there was no death due to performing duties.�
Note 2: In consideration of the fact that the field operations of TWM Broadband cable television field workers is high risk, we have provided higher accident and injury insurance coverage for the engineering staff, 
increasing the insured amount to NT$6 million to provide them with added financial protection.

IR ODR

LDR AR Male Female

Injury Rate= Total number of occupational injuries * 
                     200000 / Total number of work hours  

Occupational Disease Rate= 
Total number of occupational diseases * 200000 / Total number of work hours

Lost Day Rate = Total number of lost days * 200000 /
                           Total number of work hours 

Absentee Rate=Total number of absentee days over the period * 200000 /
                          Total number of work hours
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mySports Online Sports Competition for Employees
To encourage employees to do exercises for health, in 2016, we held an online 
sports challenge, in which the employees competed with each other for higher 
sports ranking with mySports  App recording the movement trajectory, mileage, 
calorific consumption, etc., at anytime.
The challenge was divided into two stages. The first stage was designed for the 
individual challenge, and the second stage was meant for competition between 
departments. We also offered the top prize of coupon NT$20,000 in a raffle, so as 
to encourage employees to develop sports habits.

TWM Green Family Day

President Cheng (Rear Middle) awards Prize to the Winning Department in the Departmental Challenge

Item Session Date Location
Number of
Participants

Mountain
Cleaning Taipei

Taichung

Kaohsiung

Mountain
Cleaning

Beach
Cleaning

09/16(Sat)
Dahu Park_Dagouxi 
Waterfront Park

Dakeng Earthquake Memorial 
Park_Dakeng Hiking Trail 

Basketball court in National Sun 
Yat-sen University _ Sizihwan Bay

365

06/10(Sat) 187

10/28(Sat)

Total

172

724

The first stage: Individual challenge in the TWM Employees Athletics Competition for Year of Rooster 

The second stage: Departmental challenge in the 2017 TWM All-round Mobilized Competition

A total of 23 different indoor and outdoor sports were included in the competition and they were ranked by the number of 
calories burned off. Persons who had burned off 500Kcal were eligible to take part in the raffle; persons who had burned off 
over 3000Kcal were eligible to take part in the raffle for the top prize.
As the competition ended on March 3, there were 1,020 employees participating in the challenge, 18.98% of
our 5,373 employees overall; total calories burned: approximately 2.6 million calories a total of 616 participants were eligible 
for the raffle with a target achieving rate of 60.3%.

A total of 23 different indoor and outdoor sports were included in the competition and they were ranked by the number of 
calories burned off, department by department.
In the individual challenge, any person who had accumulated 2,000Kcal consumption was eligible for the raffle with the top 
prize of Samsung 32’’ LED LCD TV; in the departmental challenge, any team in which more than 50% of the department 
employees participated in the competition with each participant having burned off at least 500Kcal was eligible for the raffle 
with the top prize of Carrefour coupon NT$20,000.
As the competition ended on Aug 4, there were 1,044 employees participating in the challenge, 19.64% of our 5,317 
employees overall; total calories burned: approximately 5.8 million calories a total of 775 participants were eligible for the 
raffle with a target achieving rate of 77.1%.
TWM has 81 departments in total, among which 12 teams were eligible for the raffle with a target achieving rate of 14.8%.

(2017/01/20-2017/03/03)

(2017/06/12-2017/08/04)

We take action to demonstrate our spirit of green sustainability. In 2017, mountain (beach) cleaning activities were organized in Taipei, Taichung, 
and Kaohsiung. 。
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2.7 Social inclusion

Core Vision
We insist on the philosophy "A corporation's responsibility is as large as itself, 
true caring is the beginning of action", hold to the spirit of "Base in Taiwan, 
caring for our land", care for society in terms of different needs, devote 
long-term manpower and resources to minority groups, provide care for 
physical and mental disabilities, participate in youth and children personality 
development, and prevent social issues, etc. We integrate core resources, 
promote digital inclusion, and improve the domestic soft power of digital cultural 
content.

Commitment and Actions
Taiwan Mobile Co., Ltd. (TWM) makes good use of four core resources: voice 
services, Internet bandwidth, digital content, and innovative services. It uses 
new technological forces to drive public interest, and assists public interest 
groups to enter into digital applications. At present, more than 20 non-profit 
technology projects have been developed, including the provision of 
multi-services for non-profit organizations, disadvantaged groups, and elders in 
the Myfone store to promote digital communion. TWM is the only telecommuni-
cations operator in Taiwan that has taken the lead in publishing True Value and 
Social return on investment (SROI). Moreover, we are committed to fostering 
audio and video talents, caring for local culture through various arts and 
cultural activities, and establishing a complete corporate volunteer system to 
internalize corporate social responsibility into employee thinking. It is our 
responsibility to promote social responsibility from the top down and implement 
social participation from the bottom up.

Communities
/NGO

Employees

Customers

Shareholders/
investors

Suppliers

Competent
authorities

Media

Rating
Agencies

Material Topics
Giving back to

the society
Digital inclusion &
social innovation
Social emergency

responses

Photo by EBG 吳明哲
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We will continue to use the company's core resources, commit 
ourselves to cultivating digital content talents, enhance domestic 
cultural and creative soft power, build digital public service platforms, 
assist social welfare groups in improving the effectiveness of 
fundraising, and transform public service with technology, in order to 
maximize social benefits.
2018 Objectives: 
The total fundraising amount through the TWM channels amounts to 
NT$99.24 million from 2006 to 2018
The amount of sponsorships and donations that contributes to the 
public interest amounts to NT$730 million from 2003 to 2018
The population coverage rate of the rural mobile broadband Internet 
service reaches 95%
The number of benefited disadvantaged people (students/the elderly) 
grows by 15% compared to 2017
Over 95% of the population living in remote areas receives an 
emergency warning service within 5 seconds when a disaster happens
Complete the construction of 80 communications platforms for disaster 
relief operations
Within 4 hours, the mobile vehicle arrives in disaster areas and 
provides basic services, such as voice services and mobile Internet 
access
Provide positioning services in disaster areas to help disaster recovery 
and establish 3G mobile network positioning services
The number of people benefiting from telehealth products or services 
reaches 2,500
The existing traditional street lights that need manual control are 
changed to smart street lights, and it is estimated that 1,000 lights of 
this kind will be built
Complete the testing and development of air-quality monitoring product
33,000 people benefit from TWM digital education resources
500 technological education teachers are cultivated
With the new bid/renewal remote area communications package, 
myBook service account is provided; myBook user accounts 
accumulate to 12,000 for the current year
Through internal employee education and training, the number of 
employees who receive sustainability-related information increases by 
1% from that in 2017 (7,240 persons)
The number of people reached by external CSR-related activities and 
events increases by 1% from that in 2017 (606 persons)
The number of online visits to the sustainability category or special 
section reaches 30,000 for the current year

Vision and Target

48

Public creativity competition - 
awards amounted to over NT$10 million

Total entries in 11 years: 314,483 pieces
Total amount of prizes and sponsorship:

2017: NT$10,477,000
2007~2017: NT$42,976,750

Dare to Dream: organizing concert at 
Taipei Arena for future superstars

0.14
billion

6,287hrs

Volunteer

TWM received "Social Inclusion
 Award" for 2017 Taiwan Corporate

Sustainability Award

fun 3 free large-scale outdoor concerts
Attendance of nearly 60,000 persons.

CODING EDUCATION

CODING EDUCATION

Mobile broadband
services in rural areas

97.07%

5180 Mobile Donation: accumulated over
NT$90 million in total donations
Over 200,000 donation transactions

 Nearly 
60,000 attendees

In total, 1,104 volunteers participat-
ed in volunteer services in 2017, 
and service hours reached 6,287 
hours

"i-Infinity", a public welfare 
microfilm has helped 16 
public welfare organizations 
raise funds and the amount 
grew over NT$ 19.89 million 

"Coding Fun-Rural Programming Fun"  was 
launched for the first time which was 
participated by 119 members, aiming at 
improving rural education.

More than 5,800 free digital teachings 
were held in myfone Forum

           in 2017 and more than 48,000 
people were served

thousand

Social and relationship 
capital input: NT$0.14 

billion

Achievements
and performance

The population coverage rate of 
mobile broadband services in rural 
areas reached up to 97.07%

S
ocial inclusion
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2.7.2 Enhancing digital
competitiveness

Dare to Dream
In order to cultivate television and music talents, Taiwan Mobile Co., Ltd.(TWM) launched 
"2017 Dare to Dream 2.0", which was the first cross-border cooperation between domestic 
telecom providers and pop music producers. TWM and Linfair Records Ltd. dedicated 
themselves to making the first digital single, "Heaven is not an imagination." from a new 
generation singer, Huang Ruiting. This single had its premiere on July 25th, 2017. This 
song had been viewed over 1 million times within 10 days. Therefore, TWM keeps its 
promise to allow Huang Ruiting to sing in the Dome! The creation background of the 
song, "Heaven is not an imagination" is based on the 20th anniversary of Taiwan 
Mobile Co., Ltd., taking everyone to the future. The genre and music video of the 
song are full of futuristic and technological elements. They dedicate this song to the 
5G new generation, who are “dreaming, daring to chase, and daring to imagine”!
In recent years, the whole team of TWM has been thinking about how to create 
music and support programs for talented performers, and proactively provide 
excellent film, television program, and music producers with the opportunity to 
stand on the business platform. In addition to Huang Ruiting, there are still 
several winners of the myfone Mobile Creation Award and are also involved in 
the training of Linfair Records Ltd. TWM also initiated a comprehensive 
training and matching program for talents, in hope of inspiring the Taiwanese 
film and television industry to produce better work.

myfone's singer-songwriter of a new generation: Ting-Ruei Huang

Dare to Dream helped Ting-Ruei Huang to rise to fame and to debut at the Taipei Arena.

勇敢追夢2.0  全新數位發行

myfone's singer-songwriter of a new generation: Ting-Ruei Huang122



11th myfone Mobile Creation Award 
In order to improve people’s poor command of Chinese, better the shrinking music market, and 
enhance the ethos of digital creation, the Taiwan Mobile Foundation organized the “myfone 
Mobile Creation Award” in 2007 to start with the tools for daily life of young people, such as 
“mobile phone” and “internet”. The "Mobile Message" and "Original Song Ringtones" competi-
tions were held. In order to respond to the vigorous development of film and music creation, the 
“Microfilm” group was added in 2012. In 2014, in response to the rise of IM instant messaging 
software, an "Original Sticker" group was added. In 2017, based on “Shiyi”, creators were invited 
to “innovate digitally, create memory technologically”. In response to the popularization of mobile 
device, it initiated a two-stage Story Solitaire writing contest of 200 to 300 words, creating a new 
type of literature creation. That encourages netizens to instantly or collectively create. A total of 
27,794 creations were submitted this year, which is even better than last year!
Over the last 10 years, since the project started, each work not only expressed the voice of the 
small citizen by its refined thinking, but also reflected the miniature of contemporary life and 
society. The cumulative contribution of the work has exceeded 300,000, and the total support 
fund for creation talents has exceeded 10 million, setting a new record for domestic mobile video 
music creation award! This project is designed to encourage many potential talents to commit 
themselves to creation, so a creator's training program is comprehensively launched, integrating 
myBook, myMusic, myVideo, instant messaging software M+ and other group resources and 
allowing award-winning works to show on the business platform. At the same time, we also 
provide contract-signing opportunities for the film, television and music industry. Winners can 
participate in the production of charity films with the Foundation's i unlimited project. By 2017, a 
total of 26 microfilms were filmed. In the future, we will continue to provide a friendly digital 
creation platform to explore high-quality texts, images, film and music talents to enhance the 
nation's soft power, and encourage digital content and cultural and creative development, 
forming a positive cycle for core business operations.

2.7.2 Enhancing digital
competitiveness

Winner of the Grand Prize in 11th myfone 
Mobile Creation Awards

Best Actor in the 11th myfone Mobile Composition 
Awards - we helped to fulfill the acting dream of a 
senior citizen

Best Singer award in the 11th myfone Mobile Creation 
Awards went to a physician, who sang songs he 
composed that told of patients' feelings from his years 
of experience as a doctor

2007-2017 message

Total number of entries for 
2007-2017 myfone Mobile Creation Award is 314,483

2007-2017 song

2012-2017 microfilm

2014-2017 sticker

10 100 1,000 10,000

3,664

1,616

5,661

303,542

100,000 200,000
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2.7.2 Enhancing digital
competitiveness

Coding Fun-Rural Programming Fun  
In view of the shortage of rural education resources and the rapid urban-rural gap in information technology, in 2017, TWM 
launched the “Coding Fun-Rural Programming Fun” program for the first time. We are cultivating Taiwan's technological 
talents in stages and using programs to improve rural education!
The first stage was to train corporate volunteers as teaching instructors and teaching assistants, and a three-day and 
two-night summer camp to teach in rural primary schools was implemented. The multi-course curriculum includes 
unplugged information science such as 3D printing, Scratch, Arduino and other initial applications and fusion games. It 
stimulates students' learning motivation, and gradually develops children’s logical concepts, and truly implements the spirit 
of corporate social responsibility. In the second stage of the camp, during one and a half years after the camp, with the goal 
of long-term guidance and companion with the rural teachers to improve their teaching energy, volunteers continued to 
provide guidance to the seed teachers in the field, and provided teachers with time allowance and teaching equipment to 
assist them. After half a year of tutoring, teachers can start classes on their own. It can also expand and assist schools in 
the neighborhood to open classes in order to solve the problem of shortage of teachers in rural areas and care for children 
after class. In the future, we will continue to sow the seeds of programming languages   in the remote areas and strive to 
serve as a bridge linking rural areas and the world. This will enable all regions in Taiwan to have a solid digital competitive-
ness!

fun

Volunteer training + rural programming team
August-September 2017: A total of 4 summer camps were held at Yun Lin Zhengmin Elementary 
School, Nuo Song Elementary School, Hualien Sanmin Elementary School, Tai Dong Tao Yuan 
Elementary School, and participated in 40 volunteers and 119 trainees. Including 10 seed teachers).

local seeded teachers training + expanded course
2017-2019: During the year and a half, we provided seeded teachers for the teaching of programming 
in rural areas. It is expected that they will start classes on their own after six months of counseling. 
Goal: To assist neighboring schools. It is expected that 4 seeded teachers will be created from 2017 
to 2019. It is estimated that there will be a total of 256 lessons, 40 students per classroom, and 2,560 
people will be educated in 1.5 years.

Phase 1

Phase 2

Picture: "Coding Fun- Rural Programming Fun" A total of four summer camps -Yunlin Zhengmin Elementary School,Yunlin Niao Song Elementary School,Hualien Sanmin Elementary School,
Taitung TaoYuan Elementary School

Coding Fun -Rural Programming Fun-TWM Initial Volunteer Training
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2.7.2 Enhancing digital
competitiveness

 E-learning center 
Since 2007, we have integrated telecom core technologies and mobile, TFN, and cable television, and have assisted non-profit organizations in setting up 
digital learning centers in remote areas to handle computer education courses. In order to solve the shortage of human resources in the rural areas, we 
assisted the local organizations in using e-learning resources to give them the ability to manage their own affairs and digital applications. In the initial stage of 
the project, the goal was to “shorten digital gaps and create digital opportunities”. So far, 13 locations have continued to operate. In addition to Internet 
broadband, teaching software and hardware equipment, computers accounted for a total of 88 sets.
In the future, through the joint efforts of enterprises and 
communities, the concept of advanced digital learning and 
mobile learning will be promoted to strengthen the use of 
knowledge and equal participation of the five groups: low- 
and middle-income families, children, new residents, people 
with disabilities, and the elderly. The ultimate goal is to 
create innovative piloting smart learning bases to create the 
greatest clustering benefits.
Figure: A total of 13 digital learning centers in continuous 
operation - Computers, screens and peripheral systems for 
disadvantaged children, youth and community residents 
accounted for 88 sets
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Remarks:
1. The definition of sets: TWM sponsored computer equipment (including desktop computers, notebook computers, and tablet).
2. The First Social Welfare Foundation (TFSWF) ceased cooperation on June 13, 2017.
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2.7.2 Enhancing digital
competitiveness

2.7.3 Transform public service

myfone Forum
In the past two years, free digital teaching was conducted in all of Taiwan's 
cities. A total of over 5,800 digital teachings were conducted. It has provided 
over 48,000 people to absorb and experience 3C knowledge and help consum-
ers to become closer to smart life. In addition to the original latest mobile phone 
teaching, we also provide life application courses (such as: cloud space use, 
social software operation, photography skills, smart home appliances connec-
tion, etc.), and also provide advanced applications (such as: audio and video 
entertainment, sports and leisure, health management, etc.). In response to the 
mobile lifestyle application and Fintech trends, new additions such as smart 
medical appointments, APP instant location call car service, and mobile 
payments in 2017 have enabled the myfone Forum to become the best way for 
the public to understand the social trend. With the core philosophy of “creating 
the best customer experience”, myfone Forum expects to help consumers 
choose the smart mobile device that meets their needs the best, and to make life 
more enriching and convenient through learning applications. In 2018, we will 
arrange barrier-free learning spaces in our stores for consumers with limited 
mobility, design exclusive mobile application content, and enhance all-round 
mobile digital life experience.

Little Anchor Experience
TWM Broadband's Mangrove Cable TV and GlobalView Cable TV specially 
planned "Little Anchor Experience" for serving and giving feedback to local 
Taiwanese young students. The children in the school can broadcast in the 
studio and experience the job as anchor. In the course, children can learn about 
the evolution of cable television, news interview procedures, key points in news 
release writing, and news production. In addition, the Little Anchor Experience 
can also train students' oral language, make them learn how to hold great 
composure, expand their learning horizons, enrich their extracurricular life, and 
provide students with different learning experiences. The Little Anchor Experi-
ence has been loved by students for a long time and each time the spaces for 
this program fill up quickly. In 2017, there were 27 events in total. There were 24 
participating schools (14 more than in 2016), and a total of 556 students 
participated (compared to 2016. Growth rate 56%).

myfone Forum aims to assist consumers to select smart mobile devices that best meet their 
needs, and to enrich their lives and to live more conveniently through learning smartphone apps.

Letting elementary school students to experience the jobs of news reporters by announcing the 
news on the stage.
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i-Infinity Digital Charity
Since 2012, we have assisted charity groups in developing mobile applications. As 
of today, we have helped five charity groups develop 4 apps, 1 NFC smart tracking 
wristband and 1 donation box, “pinball love” . Each project spanned approximately 
2 years, helping NPOs walk the first mile of their journey toward a digital world, 
and 3 relatively more mature apps were donated to charity groups for operation.
The creative donation box, “pinball love” was developed by TWM in 2016 and 
launched in 2017. It pioneered online games and physical pinball machines, and 
evenly distributed pinballs that symbolize public welfare resources to different ethnic groups. The game advocates that there is no difference in love, and that donations will be evenly 
distributed. As long as the Bingo connection is completed, the Taiwan Mobile Foundation will donate the same amount. This event eventually succeeded in raising NT$100,000 in prize 
money.

Furthermore, we also cooperated with Micro Movie group winners of the Myfone Mobile Composition Award to produce micro movies for charity groups and provide online marketing rewards. 
Within 3 months after a micro movie is uploaded onto YouTube, Taiwan Mobile Foundation donates NT$1 for every click through rate (maximum of NT$100,000). As to the three microfilms that 
went online in 2017, the cooperative's public interest groups were smaller in scale and had lower fundraising capabilities. Among them, two microfilms broke through 100,000 views within three 
months and a total of NT$261,269 in marketing prizes was issued. The issue of the other film was shared by 8 media, which opened up new concerns and donations. Up to now, it has helped 
16 public welfare organizations to raise funds up to NT$1,989 million. In 2017, TWM also continued to produce microfilms for 3 non-profit organizations (Good Shepherd Social Welfare 
Foundation, Taiwan Muscular Dystrophy Association, and Taitung Christian Hospital) and plans to go online in March 2018.

2.7.3 Transform public service
with technology

NFCanti-lost intelligence bracelet
Bjorgaas Social Welfare Foundation / 
Federation for the Welfare of the Elderly

iSharing Volunteer Platform 
Taiwan Mobile Foundation

Pinball for love
Joint Funding

1. Online games, websites accumulated 
92,859 views
2. The Physical Pinball Machine game was 
participated by a total of 5,972 in Taipei, 
Taichung, and Kaohsiung, and NT$14,930 
was additionally raised

Dementia prevention promotion
1. Filmed "Recovering Love" microfilm, 
totaling 17,000 views
2. Sponsored and published 10,000 books 
titled "There will be no dementia, if we 
exercise like this"

1. 218 social welfare groups 
participated
2. For the 250 disadvantaged elders, 
the winter solstice gifts were raised 

Magnified little love
Director:Hsu Rongzhe
Good Shepherd Social
Welfare Foundation
topics:Aboriginal Women's Independence

Those poems of my life

Director:Lin Wentang
Taiwan Muscular
Dystrophy Association
topics:Caring for rare diseases

Director:Su Jingren
Taitung Christian Hospital
topics:Rural medical resources

Dad's affair

View View View
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iSharing Heart Temperature To send a warm dream to the 
disadvantaged
After launching the “iSharing Heart Temperature” Wish Raising Campaign in 
2015, the Taiwan Mobile Foundation, the Beunen Foundation and the Double 
Bliss Welfare and Charity Foundation joined hands in 2017 to raise winter 
solstice gifts for 250 local disadvantaged people with disabilities, inviting 
Zhang Shanzheng, Chairman of TWM, Zheng Junqing, General Manager of  
TWM, Zeng Yani, golfer player, Gao Guohui, baseball player,  Fubon Braves 
basketball team, Duncan, illustrator, writers and Wu Ruoquan, radio host 
etc.,to film raise funding video, and donated items to volunteers. In addition 
to using the “iSharing Volunteer Platform” APP platform to find people to 
prepare 250 winter gifts for disadvantaged within 29 days, the Taiwan Mobile 
Foundation is also working with Fubon Construction, cooperatively repairing 
the leaking roofs in the Taiwu case of Taitung, allowing them to spend the 
winter with peace of mind.

TWM's "iSharing Volunteer Platform
TWM's "iSharing Volunteer Platform" had been downloaded more than 
31,300 times until 2017, where there are 1,131 volunteers and material 
recruitment activities available. 2,411 people applied for volunteer work. To 
invite more people to join the “iSharing Volunteer Platform” to participate in 
charity activities, Shen Singling continued to serve as iSharing Ambassa-
dor. This program held many speeches with 3,670 participants on the 
campuses and enterprises in Taiwan and encouraged enterprises to 
organize volunteer activities and turn love into action and spread it. This 
year, the iSharing Volunteer Platform has added a new feature, “Automated 
Matching” to speed up the matching, so that more people can quickly join 
volunteer services and shorten the time it takes to find suitable candidates 
for volunteering.

The wintertime present donation for TWM's 3rd annual 'iSharing Heart Temperature' has been 
launched.(From the right) Reps: Ti-Chieh Bao and Yu-Hsuan Sung from Fubon Braves; 
Chairman Ying-Pin Wu from Double Bliss Welfare and Charity Foundation; Chairman 
San-Cheng Chang from Taiwan Mobile Foundation; Beunen Foundation

Taiwan Mobile Foundation also collaborates with Fubonland to fix the leaking rooftops in Dawu, Taitung.

Group photo with members of Beunen Foundation

個案哲賢媽媽握住張董事長的手感動落淚

2.7.3 Transform public service
with technology
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Citizen Science and Technology Innovation
To encourage more talented people to use digital technology 
tools and participate in civil society issues, the Taiwan Mobile 
Foundation sponsored OCF's “Citizen Technology Innovation 
Sponsor Award” in 2017 to jointly promote information 
transparency and transform public service with technology, 
and set up the Taiwan Mobile Foundation Special Award that 
encourages 17 items of the Sustainable Development Goals 
(SDGs) to cover one or more areas for proposals at one time. 
This year, a total of 57 proposals were received across 
agriculture, politics, environmental corporate responsibilities, 
leftovers and so on, and a total of six proposals stood out. 
The Taiwan Mobile Foundation and current sponsors issued a 
total of 2.7 million grants to promote prototype development of 
proposals, promoting young Hacker communities to create 
the power to change society.

5180 Mobile Donation
In December 2005, TWM introduced the "5180 Mobile Donation" platform which 
allows users to make small monetary contributions. The platform
takes advantage of the convenience of the mobile phone and combines 
interactive voice response (IVR) of telecommunication operators, apps,
and back-end services. TWM subscribers can make donations of NT$100, 200, 
300, 500, 1000, 1,500, 2,000, 3,000 to 6,000 when they
pay for their phone bills, and they can also apply for a receipt online. The entire 
process is safe, fast, and convenient. Beginning in March 2016,
we no longer charge third-party collection fees and provide 100% of the donor's 
contribution and love to social welfare organizations that have
joined the 5180 Mobile Donation service. From the launch of December 2005 to 
February 2018, 95 social welfare groups have joined the platform, accumulating 
a donation of :

2006

289.94
7,177 18,625

34,911

52,573

68,964

84,521

100,126

119,941

140,630

162,932

182,023

710.31
1411.57

2196.25
2918.25

3697.34

4422.54

5304.04

6259.59

7340.73

8236.57

2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

201,847
9160.79

Accumulation donate pay (Ten Thousand)

Accumulation donate times
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Call for colleagues to experience 12- hour hunger on World Refugee Day) (Fubon Braves basketball \
players and members of the professional gaming team, ahq)

Corporate Volunteer
TWM actively uses its core competencies and corporate resources to achieve social welfare and environ-
mental responsibility. The "Corporate Volunteer Guidelines" has been implemented since 2007. It provides 
employees with two-day paid volunteer leave, transportation allowances, pre-trip volunteer training, and so 
on. TWM encourages employees' family members and contract workers to participate together and 
subsidizes their transportation allowances and insurance. It is hoped that volunteer service will enable 
employees to implement the corporate social responsibility policy of the company and build up coherence, 
and then internalize “giving back to society” into a corporate culture. Through the care for the disadvantaged, 
the promotion of multiple cultural services, environmental protection and other multi-oriented volunteer 
services, the company, employees and the society are closely linked. In total, 1,104 people participated in 
volunteer services in 2017, and the service hours reached 6,287 hours.

Volunteers will accompany the senior citizens to
purchase daily necessities

TWMF Chairman and the volunteers participate
in dance contest to cheer the senior citizens

Call on over 100 corporate volunteers to organize dinner events with senior citizens
residing alone at Hualien in each year

New Year Banquet Volunteer Service for Senior Citizens in Hualie
In 2018, this event took place in the eleventh year. There were four volunteers who volunteered year 
after year to keep their promises with their elders. The Chairman, Zhang Shanzheng and his wife 
also attended the ceremony and performed the world-famous song "Despacito" together with 
volunteers and they also served as event masters, which let the elders spend good time in the event 
for the new year.

2.7.4 Social participation
and care for the disadvantaged and care for the disadvantaged

Taichung Computer Room National
Infrastructure Protection Exercise

Sun Moon Lake Concert

myfone Mobile Creation Award

Concert in the Southern branch of
the national palace museum

Hunger together - Corporate Hunger DIY Activity

Coding Fun -Rural Programming Fun
(Coding Education Camp - 3 times)

Sian Jiao Broadway Volunteer

Green Parenting Day (3sets)

Mooncake volunteers (9 times)

640
hours

432
hours

80 hours
6 hours 77 hours

40 hours

1152
hours

552
hours

1448
hours

1860
hours

Total
6,287 hours

Total
1,104 person

724
person

46
person

48
person

80
person

54
person

2 person 10 person
5 person10 person

124
person

New Year Banquet for
Senior Citizens in Hualien
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Rural Broadband Construction 
In line with the NCC's policy of "Broadband per village" and "Broadband per tribe"
In order to enhance the service of broadband operations, implement digital human rights, and reduce the digital gap between urban and rural areas, we are committed to increasing the construction of mobile broadband 
networks in remote areas so as to increase the coverage of radio waves in remote areas. In 2017, we have achieved a population coverage rate of 97.07% in villages in remote areas and gradually implemented the social 
responsibility and goals of balancing the urban-rural gap and several human rights.
Balance the urban-rural digital gap
In line with the government’s forward-looking infrastructure plan, “Plan to popularize Internet Broadband in rural areas”, in order to reach the goal of building 100 base stations with other telecoms companies by 2020. We 
submitted an application to NCC in 2017 for build two base stations in Sangang Village in Shuangxi Dist. of New Taipei City, and Fuxing Village in Zhongxu Township of Nantou County, hoping to strengthen and enhance 
the coverage of internet broadband in the remote rural areas through the construction of base stations in remote areas, so that the distance between urban and rural areas will be zero, allowing the residents there to get 
bonus from the internet broadband and implementing the goal of balancing the digital gap between urban and rural areas. At the same time, it can also play an important role in expanding infrastructure investment to boost 
economic.

Mobile Medical
To provide medical care to Taitung residents living in remote communities, TaiwanMobile Foundation has been supporting Taitung 
Christian Hospital over the years by wholly undertaking the costs associated with networking equipment of the Mobile Medical Vehicles. 
By dispatching mobile clinics to mountainous regions, mobile medical consultation services, instrument inspection, and medication 
treatment are provided. Public health experts are invited to promote health education in rural villages to facilitate immediate communica-
tion and transmission of emergency needs for providing necessary assistance to disadvantaged groups. In 2017, the Mobile Medical 
Vehicles serviced 6,010 residents, and 54,967 services were given in total.

Multiple Rate Plan
Online discount program for students and elders
After the launch of the 4G plan in 2014, it first gave priority to elders and students to update from 3G to 
4G. New users who are students or elders (over 60 years old and over 50 in certain regions) can apply for 
3G specific projects with cheaper voice and Internet access, or they can directly upgrade to 4G 
high-speed program at the same monthly rental price. The project cost is only NT$699 per month (general 
users need to pay NT$1,399 per month), in order to avoid students and elders with lower financial ability 
who were excluded from the trend of future 4G mobile. Based on the goal of social inclusion, the multiple 
tariff project was launched and was applied for by about 230,000 people in 2017.
Voice discount scheme for elders
In order to meet the call needs of the elders, TWM launched the 4G elder’s project in May, in 2017. The 
monthly rate of only NT$149 will allow you to enjoy free minutes per month, including 200-minute of 
intra-network calls, 20-minute extra-network calls and 5 minutes of off-net calls allow elders to have 
excellent discount in calling service in the internet-based 4G era. In 2017, approximately 10,000 people 
benefited from this program.
A friendly plan for foreign travelers and new immigrants
TWM launched a prepaid card for making international calls home for 670,000 foreign workers throughout 
Taiwan. Every day, there are preferential hours to take care of these economically disadvantaged people 
who have left their homes (providing 5 to 60% discount rate) so that they can work, while releasing the 
pain of homesickness. In this case, they will not have too much pressure.
In addition, TWM organizes annual events such as the annual concerts and the Songkran Festival in 
conjunction with the Taoyuan County Government and Offices of Indonesia, Vietnam, Thailand and other 
countries in Taiwan. About 17,000 people participated in the 2017 event. 
In order to provide the most flexible and diversified services to users, prepaid card discounts are provided 
for foreign travelers. Stores especially for prepaid cards are set up at the first and second terminals of 
Taoyuan International Airport and Kaohsiung International Airport to provide a variety of voice call and 
mobile Internet access program, in order to meet the demand for telecommunication services for foreign 
tourists, when they come to Taiwan for sightseeing. Foreign tourists can enjoy high-quality telecommuni-
cations services through a flexible and low-cost product portfolio in Taiwan.

Original sim card bandwidth upgrade service
In order to allow 3G users to upgrade for 4G quality services in a convenient and fast way. In November 
2017, TWM developed a system for updating from 3G to 4G without changing the sim card, allowing 
users to complete the upgrading on the phone, especially for rural or disable users. This system solved 
the inconvenience that users had to show up in person in the store. As announced lately by Ministry of 
the Interior, there are a total of 755 villages in the country that belong to the rural areas. These areas are 
located in islands, coastal areas, high mountains or aboriginal tribes, such as Dulan Village in Donghe 
Township of Taitung County, Huguang Village in Emei Township of Hsinchu County, Xiakeng Village in 
Falu Township of Chiayi County and so on, For 3G users living in relatively inland villages, for example, 
users of Nanshan Village in Datong Township of Yilan County. A round-trip by driving to the myfone store 
for 4G upgrades would take them at least 3 hours or more, excluding the psychic and transportation costs 
incurred on the trip. Now, based on the upgrading service only with the original sim card, local users can 
enjoy 4G services more easily and without burden and experience TWM's caring services, by dialing the 
customer service line 188 from mobile phone. By the end of 2017, around 20,000 people benefited from 
this program.

TWM visits leaders of villages in remote areas to advocate for the 4G upgrade from 3G

2.7.4 Social participation
and care for the disadvantaged

Item
Yanping
mobile

Darren
mobile Home care

Total

Total

2,390 2,268 1,352 6,010
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Chiayi Music Festival - 
TWMF chairman(left)/Chiayi Magistrate(Mid)/
TWM president (right)

Sun Moon Lake International 
Fireworks Festival- group photo with
supervisors, conductor and singers

Alishan Sunrise Impression
TWM Concert

Alishan Sunrise Impression TWM ConcertTWM Sun Moon Lake Fireworks Concert

TWM Sun Moon Lake Fireworks
Concert
 <Lightyear Spirit beyond 20>

TWM Chiayi Fireworks Concert
 <Lightyear Spirit beyond 20>

18,000 people involved
On the first day of 2017, at the altitude of more than 2,400 meters 
above sea level, on the Alishan DueGaoYue viewing platform, 
thousands of people sang “Three Days and Three Nights” to 
welcome the sunrise with the most unrestrained enthusiasm!

25,000 people involved
Inviting Li Jiawei and Zhuoyi Feng, skilled Chinese popular music 
singers and Wang Dian, classical music tenor, together with Jiang 
Jingbo, music conductor to lead a large-scaled 84-person 
Orchestra, "Philharmonia Moments Musicaux", to perform the 
popular cross-generational hits over the past 20 years!

15,000 people involved
The Southern Branch of the National Palace Museum 
held the Fireworks Concert for the first time. The venue 
was filled with audiences. Many people even took the 
opportunity to sit directly on the grass outdoors.

2017/1/1
Alishan DueGaoYue

2017/10/21
Sun Moon Lake
Zhongxing Parking

2017/12/2
The Southern Branch
of the National
Palace Museum
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TWM is currently the only corporation in the country to offer free 
large-scale outdoor concerts to the general public. We have changed 
the significance and nature of corporate promotion of arts and culture 
within the communities, transforming the traditional role of sponsors 
into creative initiators and leaders to demonstrate creativity in concept 
origination and professionalism in resource integration. By having 
creators, artists, public interest groups, non-profit organizations and 
the public working in tandem through music, the roots of culture will be 
firmly planted to further cultivate the software of all citizens.
TWM began holding large-scale outdoor performances in 2005, and in 
2011, it combined its core technologies with 5180 donation platform, 
successfully helping charity organizations generate funds and receive 
much needed publicity, thus setting a new and remarkable example in 
the amalgamation of corporate-sponsored public welfare and cultural 
event. As of December 2017, TWM has sponsored a total of 46 
concerts with a combined attendance of 667,400, helping 20 social 
welfare organizations solicit a total sponsorship of NT$ 2,558,719

Taiwan Mobile Concert

The only corporation in
the country to offer free

large-scale outdoor
concerts to the
general public

A successful example in
the amalgamation of
art and public interest

Good word-of-mouth
attracting waves of

praises from loyal fans

A total of 44 outdoor
music concerts held
between 2005 and

January 2017,
with attendance

of 667,400

Assisted 17 charity
organizations between

2011 and January 2017,
collecting a total
sponsorshipof
NT$2,258,719

S
ocial inclusion
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Vietnam Concert (held in the fourth year at a cost of NT$1.1 million)
singers took turns with the well-known variety show hosts to bring 
excellent programs. This activity brought Vietnamese laborers together to 
celebrate Mid-Autumn, getting rid of homesickness. 

Indonesian concert (an increase of 5,000 times over last year at a cost of NT$2.29 million)
2017 Indonesia MUSIC FESTIVAL was held in Taoyuan City, the city with the highest percentage of Indonesian workers, and an Indonesian idol 
rock group NOAH was invited to perform in Taiwan. Its superb singing skills and appealing live performances attracted more than 15,000 people!

Low-income Households  Television Subsidy 
To support the government's policy to provide assistance to low-income families, TWM Broadband has for long offered special cable TV discounts to 
disadvantaged groups, such as senior centers, nursing homes, local community activity centers and other social welfare organizations. We have 
taken the initiative to contact low-income families every year to remind them to apply for special discounts for cable TV service by submitting 
proof-of-status documentation. We have also sent letters to all township offices within our cable TV service coverage areas to request their 
assistance in publicizing the special offers. In 2017, the cable TV system platforms of the Home Business Group provided 5,416 households with 
free installation and basic channels cable service discounts amounting to NT$31.59 million.

2.7.4 Social participation
and care for the disadvantaged

Outstanding Store Manager Selection
TWM has participated in the “National Store Outstanding Store Manager-Cer-
tification and Outstanding Store Manager Selection” held by TCFA Taiwan 
Franchise Association for four years in a row. It has participated in more than 
93 public welfare activities throughout Taiwan, including charity blood 
donation, old-age care, and orphan's care, community cleaning, etc. TWM 
dedicated hundreds of hours to public services, and more than 2,200 people 
participated, assisting disadvantaged groups to feel social warmth. Thirty-one 
colleagues have been selected as "National Store Excellent Store Managers," 
and four of them have won the "National Store Outstanding Store Manager" 
award and have become the best example of Taiwan's frontline colleagues! In 
the future, Taiwan Mobile Co., Ltd. will devote more efforts to promoting the 
involvement of retailers in community charity, and reflect the happiness of 
sharing and helping people from public welfare social service activities, and 
implement the value of local business management in daily life.

Foreign workers concert 
In appreciation of the contributions and efforts made by foreign workers in 
Taiwan, TWM appropriated nearly NT$3.4 million in 2017 for two concert 
Carnival. This event invited well-known local idol singers from Indonesia and 
Vietnam to perform and to celebrate with the foreign workers in Taiwan. The 
rich and exciting event content evoked enthusiastic response. The two events 
were participated by over 18,000 foreign workers.
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Mobile base station / Disaster Prevention Message
Mobile base station
Based on users’ different systems of cell phones, it should be taken into consideration that the establishment of mobile base stations 
should include 3G base stations and 4G base stations in order to meet the needs of voice call and data users. In addition, the 
affected area may not be able to supply electricity. So the mobile car will have a built-in 12KW generator to avoid no power supply 
on site. As for the need of transmission line (where the base stations can be connected to the core network), if the physical 
transmission line cannot be provided on site, the mobile car with built-in microwave rod that will raise the microwave rod to 
transmit microwaves and wirelessly provide the transmission line to the base station, in order to ensure that the mobile base 
stations can operate normally. Taiwan Mobile has already completed 20 3G/4G mobile base stations. Through these mobile 
base stations, voice calls and mobile Internet access in the affected areas can be quickly provided.

2.7.5 The establishment of
the ability to deal with

social emergency

Support activities

Total
20

Numbers of 3G/4G
mobile base station

Keelung county, Taipei city, Yilan county, Hualien county, Lienchiang county  X 5

New Taipei City, Taoyuan city, Hsinchu city, Hsinchu county X 5

Miaoli county, Taichung city, Changhua county, Yunlin county, Nantou county  X 5

Chiayi city, Chiayi county, Tainan city, Kaohsiung city, Pingtung county, 

Taitung county, Penghu county, Kinmen county  X 5

1.Two typhoons DuJuan and Sudiril caused the issue of disconnection in Wulai District, and mobile cars were 
dispatched to support the disaster areas. provide mobile command center with communication needs.
2.The typhoon Sudiril caused the disconnection in Gongguan Village in Taixi Township of Yunlin County, and 
Fangyuan Village in Fangyuan Township of Changhua County, and mobile cars were dispatched to provide 
people with mobile communication needs.
3.Typhoon DuJuan caused an issue of disconnection in the urban area of Tauya Township of Miaoli County, 
and mobile cars were dispatched to provide people with mobile communication needs.

1. The earthquake that occurred in Meinong caused the collapse of the Wei Kuang apartment in Yongkang, Tainan. At 
that time, mobile cars were dispatched to support the disaster areas. provide mobile command center with communica-
tion needs.
2. Due to adverse weather caused by Typhoon Nibbarts near Taitung Airport, mobile cars were dispatched to resume 
communication between Taitung Zhihang Base and Taiwan 11 Line Section.
3. Affected by Typhoon Meg, the ManChou Township Office and Rende District of Tainan City received no signal and 
mobile cars were dispatched to maintain the communication needs of residents.

There was no major disaster in 2017 and no mobile cars were dispatched to respond to social emergency

2015

2016

2017

S
ocial inclusion
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Disaster Prevention SMS
Taiwan is located in the multi-seismic fault zone and in the area typhoons frequent, hence being susceptible to such natural disasters as typhoons, floods, 
mudslides, slope land collapses, earthquakes, etc. we built the Cell Broadcast Center (CBC) system. The system has allowed the national disaster prevention-re-
lated competent authority to send cell broadcast alarm messages to the user terminal devices in specific areas, herewith we assist the government to complete 
disaster prevention and relief network.
During the period between 2016 and 2017, the warning message was sent out in time through this platform, and the National Disaster Prevention and Warning 
Radio Broadcasting Information Drill was performed on the “National Disaster Prevention Day of 921” in 2017.
The Public Warning System allows the relevant national disaster prevention competent authority to send cell broadcast messages to the terminal devices of 
users in specific regions. Users whose cell phones with terminal device that is able to receive cell broadcast messages can receive alert messages. Through the 
mobile broadband network platform, disaster prevention and relief can be achieved. 

We will continue to meet the government 's needs as planned in its "Program of disaster prevention and relief by using technology" by expanding the application 
of disaster prevention and relief application platform, and devoting ourselves to providing users with good network experience and maintaining the user's 
maximum interests.

2.7.5 The establishment of
the ability to deal with

social emergency

Mobile 
broadband users

Agency
providing the 

warning
 messages

Cell Broadcast
Center

Domestic Cell
Broadcast

Center message
distribution

platform
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Respond to Changes in Disasters  Drill
We continue to verify our protection strategies and resource flexibility through regular 
drills, and continuously review and correct them based on the performance process to 
increase the emergency response ability. In October 2017, with the Department of 
Homeland Security and the NCC, the national second-tier telecommunications critical 
infrastructure protection drills were again successfully completed to improve the overall 
emergency response capabilities and reduce the impact of accidents or disasters on 
customers and companies.
The scenarios of the simulation drill scenario included natural disasters or man-made 
damages and security incidents. The BCM (Business Continuity Management) manage-
ment mechanism was used in combination to manage the resources of various depart-
ments within the company, monitor the risks of disruption of operations, and make 
disaster mitigation decision-making and resume business operations. It is expected that 
through a complete drill process, it can be achieved:
1.Implementation of critical infrastructure risk management with the concept of overall 
   protection during a disaster
2.Inventory of critical infrastructure and development of protection plans
3.In combination with the government agencies to set up a protection mechanism

Communication Platform for Disaster Prevention and Disaster Relief
The Executive Yuan subsidized NT$280 million of the “Kofa Fund” local governments to set up an “Mobile Communication Platform for Disaster Prevention and Disaster Relief”. We cooperated with NCC and other local 
governments subsidized with Kofa Fund to jointly construct Diesel generators in base stations. The goal is to provide a backup power supply capacity of more than 72 hours to improve the communication quality in rural areas 
and the rescue effectiveness in the event of a disaster. As of 2017, we cooperated to complete 23 mobile communication platforms for disaster prevention, and another 27 sites are still under construction. In October 2017, we 
successfully completed the construction of the Platform in Wuling Farm in Heping District of Taichung City. On December 14, 2017, the NCC Commissioner Zhan Tingyi and the Wuling Farm Director and representatives of 
five major telecom operators held the ceremony of Wuling Farm Disaster Prevention Action Communication Platform. 
In order to complete and accelerate the deployment of disaster prevention and relief communication platforms for disaster-hit areas and remote areas, the Executive Yuan’s “Kofa Fund” approved NT$100 million to subsidize 
the telecommunications industry to build a base station for disaster-resilient power backup. The "Plan for Intensifying disaster prevention power backup of mobile communication platform" was passed by NCC, and we follow 
the planning based on the Plan. It is expected that 80 mobile communication platforms for disaster prevention operations will be completed in various rural areas in 2017 in order to effectively improve the stability and reliability 
of mobile communication networks in the rural areas, reducing the probability of being isolated from communication networks, and ensure the smooth external communication.

The results of 2017
In line with the implementation of the government's forward-looking planning policy, we will build a rural broadband network through the forward-looking special budget for infrastructure construction and joint efforts from other 
telecoms providers in order to drive innovation services at high speed and bring broadband to rural areas.

Execution planning and goals before 2020
In order to continue to strengthen the capabilities of disaster prevention and recovery facilities in disaster-prone areas and rural areas, we cooperate with NCC’s plan in forward-looking infrastructure “Strengthening the 
Establishment of Disaster Prevention Mobil Communication” and plan to build 90 fixed mobile communication platforms with more than 72 hours of power backup and 50 are based on cars. It can strengthen the disaster 
prevention and recovery mechanism for communication facilities, and it is also necessary to build a base station to strengthen the coverage of mobile telecommunications network in the remote rural areas to avoid 
disconnection when natural disasters occur. In the event of a real disaster, that can immediately send out disaster prevention and relief information to ensure the local public communications are unblocked and the overall 
disaster prevention and relief efficiency is improved.
After the completion of the disaster prevention mobile communication platform, it can also be combined with the local fire-fighting disaster relief system in the remote rural areas, the Public Warning System, the village 
township broadcasting system in the neighboring area, the special radio system for emergency disaster notification in the rural areas, and the mobile communication system . In the event of a real disaster, information bulletins 
for disaster prevention and relief in central and local governments or in disaster-hit areas and remote areas can be sent out at the first time and enhance the overall efficiency of disaster prevention and relief.

2.7.5 The establishment of
the ability to deal with

social emergency
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The highest governing body in the Company is the board of directors led by the Chairman, who does not hold an administrative 
position in the Company to ensure an independent corporate operation. The main function of the board of directors is to 
supervise and direct the Company to be compliant with the law, to reveal important information immediately, and run a honest 
operation; secondly, the board should maintain a good communication channel and good interactions with the management
team, and direct the Company's business executions and decisions of major policies, to ensure the Company's development 
and protect the shareholder's rights. The board members span across legal, accounting, finance and telecommunications 
industries, and have the required knowledge, skills, and experience required for the position. With reference to the international 
sustainable evaluation frameworks and the development trend of benchmark enterprises, we aim to reserve at least 40% of all 
Board seats for independent directors, which mean that there are four independent directors in the Board. This is superior to 
the provisions of the law and regulations, and all independent directors constitutes the Audit Committee and the Remuneration 
Committee, which have formulated a series of guidelines and regulations to strengthen the soundness and effective operation 
of the system.

The Company has formulated the regulations related to corporate governance and has fully put them into practice. The “Rules 
for Election of Directors” and “Corporate Governance Best Practice Principles” regulate the nomination system for the selection 
of candidates for the Board of Directors and the diversification principle for the composition of the Board of Directors, respec-
tively. The candidates for the directors shall be recommended according to the size of the Company, the nature of the business, 
and the diversity principle. The director’s nomination, qualification review, and result announcement shall be conducted in 
accordance with the legal procedure. All directors are required to sign an agreement of consent and a confidentiality agree-
ment. The directors will be covered by the liability insurance to reduce the liability risks when conducting business. According to 
the “Rules and Procedures Governing Board of Directors,” if the directors’ or their legal representatives’ personal interests are 
involved in the items on the conference agenda, they shall recuse themselves from the discussion and must not exercise the 
voting rights on behalf of other Directors. The conference agendas that involved the Recusal Based upon Conflicts of Interest 
for the year of 2017 include " “Proposal for 2016 Annual Review and Year-end Bonus Offers for Managers,” “Abolishment of 
Non-Competition Rule for New Directors”, “Proposal for 2016 Annual Remuneration Distribution and 2017 Annual Salary 
Raises” and “A Shareholders’ Commitment Letter for Taipei New Horizon’s Bank Loan,” at which the Directors involved recused 
themselves from related circumstances as required. (For relevant information, please refer to the important internal rules on the 
Company’s website and the Corporate Governance Chapter (starting from page 11) in the annual report.

3.1 Governance Structure
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3.1.1 Board of Directors

3.1.2 Remuneration to
Senior Management.

Title

Chairman

Vice Chairman

Director

Director

Director

Independent Director

Independent Director

Independent Director

Independent Director

Independent Director

The Directors have proactively participated in the courses on corporate 
governance and Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) issues. The courses in 
2017 included "Corporate Governance Forum – Crisis Response Strategies and 
Management ", "Corporate Governance Forum – IT Governance Trends and 
Challenges", "The Information Security and Personal Information Protection 
Trend and Directors and Officers Liability in the Era of Internet of Beings," "The 
Board of Directors’ Focus on the Issues of Strategies, Competitiveness, Risks, 
and Crises" and "Intelligence and Mobile Cloud - the Board of Directors’ Key 
Tasks for Risk Management in the Use of Innovative Technologies.”

For relevant information, please refer to page 18-21 and page 36-37 in 2017 Annual Report.
*1：Chung-Ming Kuan Resignation date: January 12, 2018
*2：Jamie Lin was elected on June 12,  2018

Advancement of Abilities

Compensation for the board directors and independent directors is based on the regulations set forth in the Articles of Incorporation and the Rules 
for Setting Director’s Remuneration. In addition, the appropriateness of the remuneration for board directors, independent directors, presidents, 
and vice presidents (variable pay of Presidents and Vice Presidents makes up around 50% of personal annual salaries) is regularly reviewed by 
Remuneration Committee which is composed of independent directors based on the degree of contribution to the company operations including 
future operating risks and level of involvement in CSR related matters. According to the decision by the CSR Committee, the performance and 
salary of the President and Vice President is linked to CSR, and the annual goal will include CSR indexes related to and have commonalities with 
the duties of the position, such as: customer satisfaction,customer complaint, power-saving carbon-reduction performance, employee turnover 
rate, company volunteers, etc. Furthermore, the President and Vice President's annual goal evaluation will include personal operation goals, CSR 
index achievement rate, and also risk management indexes such as audits, information security management errors, etc. Compensation for 
Presidents and Vice Presidents for the respective year is paid and reported to the Remuneration Committee by the HR Division. The appropriate-
ness of salaries and compensation is reviewed on a regular basis.

Daniel M. Tsai

Richard M. Tsai

San-Cheng Chang

James Jeng

Howard Lin

Jack J.T. Huang

Hsueh-Jen Sung

Char-Dir Chung

Chung-Ming Kuan *1

Jamie Lin *2

Name
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3.1.2 Remuneration to
Senior Management.

*  Resigned 

Title
 

President

VP 

VP 

The salary structure of the Company's managers in 2017 is listed in the following table:

James Jeng  Tom Koh

Steve Chou

 Daphne Lee

 David Lin

Michael Teng

Eddie Chan

Egon Chen*

 Chien Chen*

Executive Vice President
and CFO Rosie Yu

Senior VP and CTO  C.H. Jih

Senior VP and CBO Jeff Ku

VP and General Counsel Ariel Hwang

VP and CIO James Chang

Jay Hong

 Iris Liu

 Naomi Lee

C.H. Wu

47.1% 24.9% 28.0%

48.0% 24.6% 27.4%

48.4% 25.5% 26.1%

48.9% 24.7% 26.4%

50.6% 24.6% 24.8%

48.9% 27.0% 24.1%

51.7% 22.9% 25.4%

48.2% 28.1% 23.7%

56.6% 25.3% 18.1%

55.1% 25.7% 19.2%

56.6% 23.6% 19.8%

50.1% 25.1% 24.8%

50.6% 26.6% 22.8%

49.1% 28.3% 22.6%

56.7% 25.2% 18.1%

50.5% 26.6% 22.9%

88.4% 11.6% 0.0%

89.0% 11.0% 0.0%

Salary/termination &
retirement pension ratio

Bonus and extra
compensation ratio

Employee
salary ratioName

Linkage with Sustainable Strategies and 
Development of Annual Targets

E Energy Efficiency / Carbon 
Reduction / Renewable 
Energy Usage / Green 
Procurement

Employee Turnover / Total 
Number of Hours of Corporate 
Volunteer Participation/ Charity 
Fundraising Amount / 
Employment of Disabled Persons

Customer Satisfaction 
Level/Customer Complaints/In-
ternet Equipment Stability/ 
Violations of the Information 
Security Policy/CSR Education 
Training Hours

S G

Title
Salary/termination &

retirement pension ratio
Bonus and extra

compensation ratio
Employee
salary ratioName

Short-term Indicators

Annual Target Assessment
(CSR Index Achievement Rate)

Variable Salary
(Year-end Bonuses and Employee Compensation)

Short-term Indicators
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Furthermore, the "Rules and Procedures on Ecaluating Board of Director’s Performance" is established, and the board operations, member participation and 
contribution, CSR participation, etc. will beincluded in the range of evaluation. The evaluation is conducted annually at the end of the year; after the Remuneration 
Committee's summary and analysis, the evaluation report and practical correction proposals are submitted to the board. The board performance evaluations for 
2017 were conducted on Feb 1, 2018 in the form of a self-appraisal by board members. The results of the evaluations were determined to be satisfactory. The 
annual report since 2015 disclosed the high-level manager’s salary structure ratios. 

The resolutions of the Board of Directors with regard to CSR from 2017 through the first quarter of 2018 are depicted in the table below:

InformedNo.Date Agenda
Resolution

Establishment of "Innovation Management Committee"

Presentation on 2017 Green Energy Activity Initiative and Proposal
2017/1/25 7-15

Passed

Presentation on "Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) Sustainability Strategy Map" 

Revision of the "Corporate Governance Best Practice Principles"
2017/5/4 7-17

2016 Corporate Social Responsibility Report

Presentation on the Non-financial Tax Risk Analysis 

Presentation on the Analysis and Result of the Public Welfare Investments and Intrinsic Value

Revision of the "Corporate Governance Best Practice Principles"

2017/8/2 8-2

Presentation on Directors Liability Insurance Renewal

Presentation on the Implementation of Ethical Corporate Management Best Practice Principles in 2017

Dow Jones Sustainability Index (DJSI) Questionnaire Enhancement Suggestions

Dow Jones Sustainability Index (DJSI) Questionnaire Enhancement Suggestions

2017/11/3 8-3

2018/2/1 8-5

The Determination of the Number of the Seats for Independent Directors2017/6/14 8-1

3.1.2 Remuneration to
Senior Management.
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3.2 Supervision
Mechanism

Internal Control Mechanism
Internal Audit office reports to the Board of Directors; the auditors are all full-time
staff.
The targets of auditing include the Company and its subsidiaries, and the range of the audit covers all the operation and management functions including finances, 
business, etc. The top ten cycles shall be audited according to the law.
The audit method is mainly a regular audit according to the annual audit plan, and additional project audits if necessary, to make timely discoveries of possible 
deficiencies in the internal control system and propose suggestions for improvement.
After the audit, an audit report is submitted to the Chairman of the Board, and the audit supervisor shall regularly report the status and results on the Audit Committee 
meetings and the Board meetings, to fully implement the spirit of corporate governance.
Each of the Company's departments and subsidiaries are urged to conduct self-evaluations, establish the Company's self-monitoring mechanism, of which the results 
are used by the Company's Board of Directors and the President as the basis of generating an internal control systems statement.

Audit Committee
The Audit Committee mainly assists in the quality and honesty of the Board of Directors in monitoring the Company's 
accounting, auditing, financial report procedures, and financial control. The duties include appropriate expression in the
financial report, auditing, and effective internal control, affairs involving the Board's personal interests, trading of major 
assets or derivative products, major capital loans and endorsements or guarantees, collection or issuance of securities, 
the appointment of the financial accounting and internal auditing supervisor, company risk control, the appointment and 
termination or salary and performance evaluation of certified public accountants, and the fairness, reason, and legal 
compliance of merger plans, etc 
According to the regulations, the Audit Committee consists of all the Independent Directors, who conduce each appropri-
ate audit and investigation according to organization regulations, and have the right to hire independent lawyers, accoun-
tants,or other consultants to assist with duties, as well as have direct contact channels with auditing supervisors, accoun-
tants, and employees. The Audit Committee meeting is held at least once quarterly, and additional meetings are held 
whenever necessary. Each quarter, the auditing supervisor and accountant independently report the auditing affairs and 
financial sheet auditing results, etc.;
the implementation status, results, and suggestions are all sufficiently communicated.

Remuneration Committee
The committee is composed of all four independent directors, one of whom resigned on January 12, 2018. The commit-
tee is operating in accordance with the Remuneration Committee Charter and responsible for the formulation and 
regular review of the policies, systems, standards, and structures of the performance evaluation and Directors’ and 
managers’ remuneration, while assessing and setting Directors’ and managers’ salary and compensation on a regular 
basis, as well as seeking, reviewing, and nominating candidates for Directors.
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Taiwan Mobile actively plans risk management policies, the organizational structure, and risk management system; potential risk in company operations are dealt with 
beforehand for prevention. We have officially established the procedures of risk assessment in the risk management policy in 2011. In order to summarize the current 
risk management framework and control mechanism, we adjusted the risk management framework in 2015, and established the "Risk Management Committee"
after approval by the Board of Directors. The Committee Chair is the Chairman of the Board, and the Deputy Chair is the President. The Committee reports to the 
Board of Directors to reinforce the organization's risk management mechanism.
The Internal Audit office conducts annual year-end risk assessments, and rates the importance and possibility of each risk, then calculates the risk value according to 
the results of the rating. The risk value will become the basis of next year's audit plan. In 2017, the audit results do not have any internal control deficiencies and 
abnormalities, but the results proposed 3 items for improvement to the departments, which were evaluated and determined not to have major impact on the Compa-
ny. Furthermore, there are 66 items of actual suggestions regarding operation procedures, which will become reference for the departments to improve management 
quality. We will continue to follow up and improve on the items for improvement and suggestions until corrections are complete.
Risk management policies
1.Continue to promote the operation model with risk management as the direction.
2.Establish a risk management mechanism with early identification, precise measurement, effective monitoring and strict control.
3.Build a risk management system for the overall company, and control the risks within an acceptable level or a range of control.
4.Introduce the latest risk management guidelines and improve continuously.

3.3 Risk Management

Risk management framework

For more information: refer to P44  of the 2017 annual report

Board
of Directors

M
onitoring M

echanism
/ Internal Audit O

ffice

Innovative m
anagem

ent Com
m

ittee

C
SR
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m
ittee

Chairman and 
Vice Chairman

Risk Management
Committee

Operation  and 
Management Committee

Communication Quality and 
Assurance Committee

Occupational Safety and Health 
Committee

Information Security Management 
Committee

Environmental Management Committee

Company HQ
Information Technology  Group 

Technology Group
Consumer Business Group 

Finance and Administration Group
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3.3 Risk Management

3.Communication mechanism with the CSR Committee:
The Risk Management Committee reports any CSR-related issues to the CSR Committee:
A. To demonstrate the Company's CSR, it will purchase the “Information Protection Liability Insurance” and 
select the plan with the “limit of liability of NT$ 20 million.” 
B. Considering the risk of electricity rationing caused by climate change, the power supply and maintenance of 
base stations/electrical rooms (HUB) are included in the main checklist to reduce the possibility of service 
interruption at the base stations due to power cuts.
The CSR Committee reports issues associated with operating risks to the Risk Management Committee
With reference to the risk identification processes of international benchmark enterprises, a total of 19 risks 
have been identified, and business-based divisions have discussed the impacts, opportunities, and 
countermeasures. Please refer to P23 in the Chapter of Risk and Opportunity Analysis for further information.

4.The communication mechanism with the Innovation Management Committee:
The Risk Management Committee reports issues associated with innovations and digital competitions to the 
Innovation Management 
Committee
The Innovation Management Committee reports issues associated with operating risks to the Risk Management 
Committee

Risk Management Operations
To implement the Company's risk management policies, relevant control mechanisms are compiled by the Risk 
Management Committee. The following describes its operation:
1.Appointment of committee members
Committee chairman: The Committee is chaired by the Chairman of the Board or a person designated by the 
Chairman
Committee members: Members of the Committee are selected from the heads of departments responsible for 
the relevant risk management areas (or persons designated by them) and coordinated by the Committee 
chairman. 
Executive secretary: Selected and appointed by the Committee chairman.
2.Frequency of meeting
Regular: At least once every six months.
Non-scheduled: When a risk management issue arises, a meeting is proposed by members of the Risk 
Management Committee and the Executive secretary, and then the meeting is convened upon approval by the 
Committee chairman.

Modes of operation

Board of Director

Risk Managemen
Committee

Innovative management
Committee

Corporate Social
Responsibility

Committee (CSR)

Environmental 
Management Committee

Communication Quality 
Assurance Committee

Information Security 

Operations and 
Management Committee

Occupational Safety
and Health Committee

• Society participation
• Enhancing
  dicompetitiveness
• Employee care
• Corporate governance
• Environmsustainability
• Customer service
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Independent Limited Assurance Report
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ESG data statistic table

Economic dimension Environmental dimension

Item 2015 2017 GRI
Indicators

GRI
Indicators PagePage PageItem 2015 2016 Item 2015 2016 GRI

Indicators

Consolidated
revenue

(NT$’000)1
consumption

(100 million kWh)

GHG emission
(ton-CO2e)

Scope 3
emissions

(ton-CO2e)

Water
consumption

(m3)

Recycled resources
(metric ton)

Office copy/printer
paper consumed
(no. of sheets)

Disposed waste
electric cables

and wires2
(metric ton)

Electronic bills
(thousand copies)

Green
procurement

(NT$100 million)

Operating costs
(NT$’000)1

Net income
(NT$’000)1

EPS(NT$) 1

Total assets
(NT$’000)1

Total liabilities
(NT$’000)1

Total equity
(NT$’000)1

Voluntary
disclosure

Voluntary
disclosure

Voluntary
disclosure

Voluntary
disclosure

Voluntary
disclosure

Voluntary
disclosure

Voluntary
disclosure

204-1

No. of 4G 
subscribers

(10,000)

Local
procurement

(%)

Supplier CSR
performance
assessment

(no. of reports) 

4.55 4.65

244,223.35 251,449.24

6162.28 47,675

227,445 242,454

34.4 32.2

7,479,000 6,606,500

441.87 390.23

83,877 95,643

2.14 3.36

2017

4.47

241,492.83

31,668

245,745

47.0

6,615,500

822.31

110,000

1.72

116,144,205 117,171,107 201-1

Consolidated
financial 

statements
P10

Consolidated
financial 

statements
P9

P88

P88

P89

P99

P99

P99

P97

P48

P97

P159

P110

P118

P118

P118

P118

P121

P62

P130

P129

201-1

201-1

201-1

102-7

102-7

102-7

-

302-1 5,524 6,034 102-8

22.6 28.8 404-1

0.029 0.026 403-2

0 0 0 403-2

2.38 0.12 403-2

2136.73 2067.18 403-2

152,289 126,392 203-2

86 89
102-43~
102-44

3,379 5,603 203-2

1,081 896

2017

5,991

55.6

0.077

1.67

2,840.24

143,209

85

6,287

924 203-2

305-1/
305-2

305-3

302-5

79,785,135 81,445,116

5.76 5.21

16,168,029 14,948,787

156,085,673 154,522,754

301.86 521.03

93.85 96.07

210 268

90,793,949 89,011,153

65,291,724 65,511,601

2016

116,647,498

78,790,518

5.63

15,928,443

151,377,405

443.93

93.92

250

85,190,870

66,186,535

P44

P51

Social dimension

Total staff3

Average no.of
 hours of employee

training 2

Injury rate (IR)4

Occupational
disease rate

(ODR)4

Lost day rate
(LDR)4

Absentee rate
(AR) 4

Social investment
(NT$ thousand)

Customer
satisfaction
surveys(%)5

Corporate
volunteer hours

(Hours)

5180 donations
(NT$ Ten thousand)

Note 1: Source of data: Consolidated financial statements of TWM and its subsidiaries.
Note 2：Including the total of recycling, incineration and burial of waste optical cable and waste copper cable.
Note 3：Beginning in 2015, we are including employees of Taiwan Fixed Network, Taiwan Teleservices & Technologies, and TWM Broadband as part of our total workforce. Employees of Taiwan Digital Service and Taiwan Kuro Times were also 
              added in 2016. 
Note 4：Data includes only that from TWM (the parent company); refer to page 118 for data for TWM subsidiaries .
Note 5：Only individual customer satisfaction surveys were conducted before 2015 (inclusive). Since 2016, we have conducted customer satisfaction surveys including corporations and households.
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Environmental Analysis and Countermeasures of Sustainable Business Model

Environmental Analysis of Trends and Innovations

1. Trend toward customization and information recommendation
2. Trend for large screen and multi-screen viewing 
3. Trend for secure payment of service use

1. Targeted recommendation can enhace customer adhesion
2. Personal device prevailed in households
3. Link service use with payment security

1.Customization of video/audio services (recommendation from big data)
2.Video OTT service can be extended to large screens (customized TV setup + parental lock)
3.Phone bills can also collect other payments (parking payment)

1.Expand possibilities of cell phone transportation cards and credit card payment through NFC SIM card and telecom stores (e.g. 
mobile Easy card with automatic charging functions)
2.(I) Integrate physical store demo with online catalogs to build integrated comprehensive retail channel; 
   (II) apply telecom big data to introduce data-backed recommendations, achieving and targeted marketing
3.Apply brand advantage of cell phone/tablet outlet mall to other products

Digital ad experiences annual 2-digit growth rate and had similar growth rate 
in 2017. Targeted ads founded on data experienced the largest growth. 

SIM card market is saturated in Taiwan and businesses need to pursue new 
growth drivers

1. Users’ environmental awareness for reductions in wasted resources and 
electronic waste.
2. Willingness and frequency of travel have both increased, leading to 
significant need for international roaming.
3. Popularization of 4G, retraction of 3G license.
4. Cell phone popularization in children; high ratio of children owning cell 
phones.

1. Corporate clients are more focused on environmental applications and CSR 
issues.
2. Business operations need to avoid unnecessary waste of resources.

IDC has predicted that the global IoT market will reach US$ 1.46 trillion 
in 3 years. There will be as many as 30 billion IoT devices globally in 
the next 5 years.  

1. Software function provider catering to diversified business needs.
2. CSR and environmental awareness, carbon reductions.
3. Competitive market leading to high-effective mobile workers.

Announcement of 5G NR specs gave rise to multiple new applications: IoT, big 
data, and telecom network with high-speed, low latency and low energy 
consumption
Government’s energy conservation policies

1.Amendment to the Telecom Management Act has allowed to be unlicensed or have 
  Type II license 
2.Amendment to Cable Radio and Television Act 
3.Demand for Low latency and internet connection
4.Increase in the need for user data has led to the growth for the need in foreign 
   bandwidth
5.New network facilities increased higher energy consumption

1. Develop standardized software development processes, standards, and tools. 
2. Integrate company resources, undertake differential analysis of efficiency and energy 
    conservation.
3. Use mobile devices to utilise internal systems and answer phone calls

1. Taiwan’s high population density and living environment that blends commerce with 
     residential areas have led to increased demand for home security, leading to  
     development of home security surveillance. 
2. The incoming aging society, increase in the demand of long-term healthcare and 
     shortage of relevant personnel have promoted the development of healthcare
     services. 

1. The hot climate in Taiwan calls for air conditioning in summertime to prevent 
    machines from overheating. 
2. Cultivation of corporate client services require even more resources and support.

1. Contract-bound cell phone plans lead users to throw out old phones when they renew 
    their contracts. Users can have more diverse options when they use myfone 
    shopping platform.
2. Roaming technology and cost advantage have led TWM to create new products.
3. Prepaid SIM cards are easier to manage and control, making them the best telecom 
    products for families. 

There are more digital ad competitors every year, and most of them utilize artificial 
intelligence (AI) to predict consumer behavior 

1. Telecom businesses have access to client base and real personal information, 
creating competitive advantages in mobile payment development.
2. (I) TWM has online, physical store and integrated retail services (purchase at physical 
stores) (II) TWM has proprietary technology in telecom big data and e-commerce 
marketing data
3. myfone shopping has already become the largest online discount cell phone and 
peripheral products retail channel in Taiwan

IoT platform and applications are still in early incubation stage and there are ample 
development opportunities. Nevertheless, the continued evolvement and differentiation 
of the technical platform have made investment and sales promotions more difficult and 
continuous participation and flexible adjustment of developmental strategies are also 
needed. 

1. Mobile payment has gradually become an important part of consumers’ 
mobile digital lifestyle. 
2.The increase of production value in e-commerce leads to the rise of new 
retail service.
3. Environmental awareness, sustainable consumption concept. 

Opportunities and Threats Analysis Innovative Strategies

TWM does not need to rely on AI algorithms and can clearly differentiate ourselves from competitors as we can understand 
consumer behavior from real personal data and can precisely target ads

Plan for new IoT platform that supports B2B and B2C business competitiveness; plan for new applications of consumer IoT, 
where the innovative services will serve as new revenue drivers. 

1. myfone mix and match.
2. Roaming 3-in-1 with original phone number and roaming prepaid SIM card
3. Frequency upgrade of original phone plan frequency upgrade.
4. Fixed-rate of prepaid cards. 

For Based on the smart family, TWM provides broadband Internet and has developed a series of relevant smart home 
applications including home entertainment, security surveillance, and resident caretaking services.

1. Build shared tools that can be reused. 
2. Expand the adoption of virtual, Internet-based mainframe and replace with high-efficiency machine room facility.
3. Introduce mobile office function and increase the number of persons using smart phone extensions. 

New business opportunities from establishing the NB-IoT 
Increase effectiveness of utilizing the frequency spectrum and introducing unlicensed Spectrum to lower network load
Dynamically adjust power consumption from facilities/equipment
Introduce cloud-based structural core network to reduce the number of network elements and improve energy efficiency

1. Smart, energy-conserving Internet Data Center (IDC) has PUE 1.5. Besides conserving more energy, it also saves more costs for 
clients. 
2. Cloud-based operations have reduced the need for physical mainframes, conserving more resources and minimizing waste.
3. 4G application and SIM card management have made energy system more stable, and fleet operations more effective. 

Personal
Customers

Mobile
Commerce

New Media Services

Commercial
activities

Information
Technology

Enterprise
Customers

Household
Users

Technology
Section

Mobile
Marketing

IoT
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Analysis of Significant and Emerging Risks and Opportunities

Amendments to legal regulations 
including “one fixed day off and one 
flexible rest day” policy, labor practices, 
human rights, energy, sustainability and 
IT regulations, the Company’s business 
reputation could be at stake if prompt 
response is not taken
Policies set to encourage emerging and 
SME businesses have lowered the 
barrier to entry from new competitors

Rising intensity of rainstorm has caused 
the equipment damage rate to increase
Rising average temperature has 
increased the need for air conditioning. 
Power consumption increase has led to 
decline in revenue.

IoT technology poses high complexity
Digital platform convergence
Development of 5G

Impact to Company reputation from 
Information leak 
Increased concern from consumers
Increased loopholes to personal 
information from emerging services and 
products

New methods of cyber attacks
Information security assessment 

NCC drafted “Digital Telecommunications Act”  and “Telecom 
Management Act,” which are currently waiting the review from the 
Transportation Committee, and they will influence the service models 
of the telecommunication market in the future
TWM participated in the business license bidding process for mobile 
broadband (4G) and won the bid for bands E5, E6, E7, and E8 in 
2100MHz frequency. This overlapped with our assigned frequency for 
3G. 
 

Increase in elevated temperature and rainstorm intensity has led equipment 
damage rate to increase, may potentially lead to higher operating costs.
Need more disaster relief personnel, which may lead to additional labor costs & 
working hours.
Climate change leads to more hours with elevated temperature and higher air 
conditioning need for machine room, causing more power consumption and 
additional operating costs.
Climate change and extreme weather result in the instability of supply (power 
and water shortage) 

3/4G service is affected by the development of Internet of Things (IoT) and 5G 
technology.
Digital convergence may influence our revenue, such as decreasing the revenue 
of voice call service.
The needs for infrastructure will increase because of development of IoT and 
5G.
 

Network and frequency spectrum sharing have been included in 
the “Telecom Management Act,” allowing for more effective 
resource utilization. TWM will actively communicate with the 
administrative and legislative bodies to promote legal 
amendments beneficial to industry developments. 
Ensure uninterrupted voice-call services during transition from 
3G to 4G service, on top of providing better user experience 
and broadband Internet services for 4G users. Continue to 
provide suggestions for the government’s license-granting 
policies and planning and strive to optimize the usage 
effectiveness of the broadband frequency.
 
Introducing heat- and moisture-resistant equipment
Reinforcing the SOP of emergency repair as well as recovery after 
major disasters and regular disaster prevention practice to boost the 
efficiency and effectiveness of maintenance.
Introducing energy-saving equipment, implementing energy 
management plan, and utilizing renewable energy to minimize the 
consumption of energy and carbon emissions and thus mitigate 
climate change.
Adding back-up electricity generators to the stations located in natural 
disaster hotspots.
 

Applied for “Amendments to 
4G Business Plan” and offered 
4G service for the 2100mHz 
frequency4G

Implemented 50 new 
co-constructed base stations 
in alignment with NCC policy
ISO 50001
Smart energy conservation

Anticipated to be carried out in 
2018

Promote ISO Privacy 
Protection International 
Standard to strengthen the 
protection of customers’ 
confidential information. 

Establish TPS Information 
Control Center to actively 
detect, analyze, research, 
and respond to APT attacks.

Continuing to keep an eye on the development of telecommunica-
tions standards (ITU, 3GPP).
Introducing new technology and equipment (NB-IOT, 5G) and 
providing IoT and 5G services on the basis of 4G technology.
Actively engaging in digital convergence industry and integrating 
resources of the group to maximize the effectiveness, which brought 
TWM to the leading position of digital convergence in Taiwan

TWM’s planning – external hacker-prevention; internal system 
maintenance and control mechanisms including anti-leaking; 
established Information Security Management Committee, which 
convenes at least once every quarter and carries out internal and 
external information security audit every 6 months. Inspects the 
level of implementation according to “ISO/IEC 27001 International 
Standard for Information Security Management.” Moreover, TWM 
also plans to establish an ISO Privacy Protection international 
standard on its information security management system to 
enhance the level of protection on customer’s confidential 
information. 

TWM continues to promote security and protection measures and 
reports the progress and effectiveness of such measures to the 
Information Security Management Committee to better respond to 
hacker threats. information. 
Inspection from external accrediting  body and to improve 
Internet-based security
Undertake penetration testing and simulate hacker actions to test 
and improve weaknesses. 
Establish quantitative indices and track levels of security.

As a provider of telecom and value-added services, TWM continues to 
expand its range of emerging services and products. The Company 
shall be subjected to the following impacts should accidental leak of 
customer’s personal information occur: 
Impact to the business reputation of the Company
Increased concern from consumers, impacting the Company’s 
operation

The Company witnessed much larger hacker attacks in terms of scale in 
2017 than ever before. From collective DDoS attacks on the securities 
industry to hacker attack on a certain domestic bank, leading to 
unauthorized transfer of US$60 million, to ransomware attacks on 
hundreds of thousands of computers worldwide, we have seen much 
larger hacker attacks in 2017 in terms of scale than ever before. If TWM 
is subjected to hacker attack, the Company would be subjected to the 
following impacts: 
Diversified attacks ranging from ransomware attack impacting system 
operations, APT attack leading to theft of confidential information, and/or 
DDoS attack causing service downturn. 
Lack of confidence from customers for TWM’s security, impacting the 
Company’s business.

Explanation of Risk Trend

Remaining
stable

Remaining
stable

Remaining
stable

On the
rise

On the
rise

Possible impacts to TWM Countermeasures (mitigating risks & seizing opportunities) Actual projects

Information
privacy and 

security

＊ Emerging risk

Category Risk factor

Regulatory

Network
bandwidth
resources

Information
security

Policy &
legislative
changes

Climate change/
natural

disasters＊

Telecommunication
technology

innovation＊

Hacker attacks
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ISO14064-1
ISO50001
ISO14001
Certification for renewable energy & 
application and purchase of green electricity
Built green base stations/machine rooms
Advocacy for green energy
Installed smart grids at base stations
Incentive schemes for energy conservation
Carbon Disclosure Project (CDP) 
commitment and action to mitigate climate 
change
Global e-Sustainability Initiative (GeSI)
Dow Jones Sustainability Index (DJSI)

Free myMusic with purchase of 
iPhone
Myfone mix & match
Collaboration with automobile 
companies for IoT service

Myfone mix & match
Prepaid fixed-rate SIM cards at 
NT$1.8 per minute. 

To cater to business development in telecom industry and to ensure 
service quality, TWM has expanded scale of infrastructure (e.g., more 
machine room utilization), this may lead to increased energy 
consumption. Nevertheless, this may lead to increased operating costs 
from regulations from international accords and Taiwan’s Greenhouse 
Gas Reduction and Management Act for limitations on carbon emissions 
Private entities (such as Greenpeace) continues to focus on energy 
conservation from enterprises and regularly publishes observation 
reports. TWM’s reputation may be harmed if we do not actively respond 
to their concerns. 
International accrediting bodies (e.g. CDP and DJSI) require for carbon 
information disclosure. Investor confidence in TWM may be lowered if we 
do not actively respond to their requirements. 

Carry out organizational carbon emissions assessment.
Establish Energy Management System.
Install smart grids at base stations (energy conservation 
measures are carried out in accordance with diverse levels of 
energy consumption)
Establish Environmental Management System.
Support the government’s green and alternative energy policies.
Build green infrastructure 
Introduce Cloud (Internet-based) structure core network to 
reduce the volume of network elements and improve energy 
efficiency 
Green energy marketing strategies
Participation in international sustainability initiative movements 
and assessments

TWM will develop more mobile value-added services to expand 
our revenue base, for instance, video products in the “my” series, 
IoT services in collaboration with famed auto company, 
contract-based smart home appliances, and/or wearable devices 
and more.

Senior users rarely replace existing phones with new phones and 
it is difficult to stimulate phone plan renewals for this group of 
consumers. Hence, we changed the contractual model and 
launched the myfone mix & match service to allow for more 
choices.
There has been a decline in the age of average child users, so 
TWM has launched prepaid SIM cards to satisfy the children and 
their parents’ needs

The popularization of 4G and impacts from unlimited Internet access 
monthly plans have prompted more users to opt for VOIP instead of 
traditional voice call. This leads revenue from voice calls to decline, and 
Internet access volume to increase, but revenue does not increase at the 
same rate.

Currently, low birthrate and aging society are impacting the Taiwanese 
society on every dimension. Though significant impacts on the scale of 
the mobile market are not found at this stage, they are foreseeable 
impacts in the future. 

Increase in costs from limitations on 
volume of carbon emissions
Supervision and concern from 
private entities may impact 
Company reputation
Carbon information disclosure 
demands (e.g., CDP)
Increase in the rate of machine 
room utilization leading to higher 
electricity consumption

 

Preference for unlimited monthly 
plans impacting revenue
Increase in usage of personal 
device

Aging society impacting service 
demands
Low birthrate impacting service and 
labor demands

 

Market

Changing
customer 

requirements＊

Demographic
changes＊

Business
operations

Greenhouse
gas emissions

Explanation of Risk Trend Possible impacts to TWM Countermeasures (mitigating risks & seizing opportunities) Actual projectsCategory Risk factor

Remaining
stable

On the
rise

On the
rise
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Material Topics and Boundaries

Materiality to TWM

TWM has caused
the impacts

TWM’s involvement
with the impacts

TWM has caused
the impacts

TWM has caused
the impacts

TWM is directly
linked to the impacts
through its business

relationships

Operating performance reflects on how TWM performs in achieving the 
greatest benefits for all stakeholders

Understanding the level of risks and their impacts, establishing responses 
to individual risks, and seizing opportunities for business growth while 
maintaining adequate risk levels. 

Ethical conduct and anti-corruption management for employees to maintain 
the Company’s reputation

Emphasis on equal opportunities and respecting employees’ basic human 
rights are the foundations to organizational growth. 

Legal compliance for business operations, products, and services to 
maintain Company reputation

Our excellent services are founded on our stable and solid network 
infrastructure.

TWM provides diverse grievance channels and listens to voices from 
various channels and aspects to enhance our governance and to seize 
market trends. 

Effective supply chain CSR management can help to enhance CSR 
management and promote the sustainable development of our value chain. 

201-1

201-4

102-15

201-2

205-1~205-3

206-1

412-1~

412-3

415-1

307-1

417-2

419-1

417-1~417-2

103-2

103-2

103-2

103-2

308-1~308-2

204-1

414-1~414-2

Ethical
Operation

Sustainability
Partners

Corporate governance
and operating performance

Risk management

Ethical operation

Legality /
legal compliance

Respect  and
protection

of human rights

Communication
mechanism

Supply chain
management

Network quality and
coverage

GRI Standards 
Material aspectsMaterial Topics

Seven
Definitive Values

Internal

External

Suppliers Customers Shareholders/
investors

Competent
authorities

Appraisal
organizations MediaCommunities

/NGO

TWM has
contributed

to the impacts

TWM has
contributed

to the impacts
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TWM is directly
linked to the impacts
through its business

relationships

TWM is directly
linked to the impacts
through its business

relationships

305-1~305-7

302-1~302-5

305-3/305-5

306-2

418-1

417-1

416-1~416-2

417-1~417-3

403-1~403-4

202-1~202-2

401-1~401-3

404-1~404-3

203-1~203-2

203-1~203-2

405-1/405-2

402-1

203-1~203-2

203-1~203-2

102-43~102-44

203-1~203-2

406-1
407-1
408-1
409-1

Service impact
management

Environmental
Sustainability

Excellent Brand

A Happy
Workplace

Social
inclusion

Climate change
mitigation and adaptation

Green operations

Green application &
circular economy

Information security 
and privacy protection

Innovative technological
applications

Customer experiences

Electromagnetic
field safety

Transparent &
fair marketing

Employees' physical
and mental health

Talent cultivation &
retention

Giving back to
the society

Digital inclusion &
social innovation

Social emergency
responses

Actively establish carbon reduction strategies 
and mitigate the impacts to the environment.

Environmental management system can 
reduce internal operational and external 
environmental costs.

Can improve internal processing, reduce environmental impacts, and 
lead to new market opportunities. 

Besides strategizing from a risk-hedging and cost-reduction 
perspective, we should also plan to develop relevant products and 
applications in dealing with climate change so that our climate change 
strategies can be even more well-rounded.

Implement personal information management to enhance customer 
loyalty and satisfaction.

Be held liable for products and the contents on our service platforms 
to minimize the social impacts from our products and services.

Be responsible to our clients by providing detailed information on our 
products and services.

Enhance network coverage while conveying accurate knowledge 
regarding electromagnetic fields to achieve peaceful coexistence with 
communities.
Brand value management, marketing, information disclosure, and 
explanations/communications for product and service fees all pose considerable 
influences on our brand image.

The physical and mental well-being of our employees is an 
intangible asset to TWM. Creating a healthy work environment 
will enhance productivity. 

By providing comprehensive compensations system, well-rounded benefits and 
incentives, comprehensive education training and career training, while also 
paying attention to creating workplace equity, we can lead employees to 
co-create a sustainable, valuable future. 

We aspire to bring positive influence on the society through providing products and 
services that help to solve social problems (such as aging society, home security, 
and digital gap), and by making it easier for diverse social groups (e.g. senior 
citizens and disadvantaged groups) to access our products and services. 

We are empathetic in the face of disasters, and actively provide career resources or 
funds to fill the community with warmth.

TWM sees community service and giving back to the community as part of our 
responsibilities. We aspire to bring positive influence on the society through promoting local 
arts and cultural development, caring for disadvantaged groups, and social participation. 

TWM has caused
the impacts

TWM has caused
the impacts

TWM has caused
the impacts

TWM has caused
the impacts

TWM has
contributed

to the impacts

TWM has contributed to
the impacts & TWM is
directly linked to the
impacts through its

business relationships

TWM has
contributed

to the impacts

Innovative
Accomplishments
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Human Rights Due Diligence

Value chain

Supplier 

All
employees

No forced labor

During interview, job-seekers are asked to fill out his/her date 
of birth when applying to the Company and to have them 
guarantee the accuracy of the information provided
Employees need to verify their personal ID on their first day at 
TWM as verification of their information

Conducted written assessment
 of more than 250 major suppliers
 and  onsite inspection of 40 
 suppliers in 2017
Propose improvement plans
 for all vendors with high human
 rights risks in 2018

Guidelines on Corporate Social 
Responsibility for Suppliers
Environmental and Occupational 
Health and Safety Policy for 
Contractors
Grievance mechanism for vendors: 
https://twmepmall.taiwanmo-
bile.com/esp/

Zero child labor
100% accomplishment rate
 in 2017, and 2018 objective is 
to remain the same

https://corp.taiwanmo-
bile.com/social-responsibil-
ity/employeeStructure.html

Secondary
risks

Secondary
risks

Materia
risk

Materia
risk

55% 6.07% 100%Note

Equal pay

No child labor

No discrimination
during recruitment

process

Established mechanism
for employment

negotiations

Human rights/l
abor policy:

No child labor

Employ physically-
challenged individuals

No discrimination
Anti-harassment

Redesign job functions to provide work opportunities to physically 
challenged workers
Collaborate with external agencies that facilitate physically 
challenged workers to search for jobs
Establish a friendly, barrier-free environment in both software and 
hardware for physically challenged employees
Reserve fixed parking space that are easier to access for physically 
challenged employees
Job openings are open recruitment and no differential treatment in 
compensations, benefits, promotions, salary raises, duration of 
employment terms, educational training, or working condition, 
employment rights and obligations will be given on the grounds of 
gender, age, marital status, ethnicity, or mental/physical disabilities. 
Working procedures have clearly stated that no discrimination 
against employees on the grounds of gender, sexual preferences, 
marital status, race, mental/physical disability can be formed. 
Abide by relevant legal regulations in practice, establish 
preventative measures, grievance and punitive actions for 
workplace sexual harassment as well as designated hotline and 
mailbox for sexual harassment grievances. Above measures have 
all been announced publicly for internal and external personnel. 
Sexual harassment preventions have been included in training 
materials for new recruits and training for all personnel. TWM 
actively advocates and reminds supervisors and employees to 
collectively protect gender equality and a friendly work environment 
with no discriminations through multiple channels. 

Recruited sufficient number of 
physically challenged workers 
as stipulated by legal requirements
Zero incidents
100% accomplishment rate in 2017, 
and 2018 objective is to remain the 
same

Recruitment and compensation
 decisions are based on talents 
and academic/work experiences 
of job-seekers rather than gender.
Two courses in anti-discrimination or 
sexual harassment prevention are 
held in every year
100% accomplishment rate in
 2017, and 2018 objective is to 
remain the same

https://corp.taiwanmo-
bile.com/social-responsibili-
ty/competi-
tiveRemuneration.html

Topic
identification

Risk assessment of
impact on human rights Management measures Risk level Objectives Disclosure of Detailed

Information

2017 Results of due diligence investigation

Scope of
investigation

(%)

Problems
found
(%)

Ratio of 
problems
dealt with

 (%)

100% -0%

Work environment with 
prejudices and harassment

Unequal employment 
opportunities
Unfriendly work environment to 
physically challenged individuals

Work environment may be 
detrimental to child labor’s health

Unequal employment relationship 
will cause employees to have very 
little influence and potential 
exploitations

Discrimination during recruitment 
process is in violation of equal 
treatment principle
Inequality will lead to potential 
oppositions

Prevents mental and physical 
development of children

Inequality and potential workplace 
discrimination.

The breach of a worker’s freewill for 
economic means is in violation of 
basic human rights.

Announced Guidelines on Corporate Social Responsibility for 
Suppliers in 2011 as regulations for suppliers during TWM 
projects
Undertakes promotions and educational training for suppliers
Requires suppliers with high risks in workplace to sign 
Contractor’s Affidavit for Safety, Health and Environment(SHE) 
Policy
Encourage suppliers to fill out CSR self-assessment 
questionnaires in each year
Regularly undertakes onsite inspection or audit for suppliers 
based on the result of risk evaluations
Host Supplier Conferences in each year and invite 
high-performing suppliers to share their management 
experiences 
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Engineering
Management

All
employees

Grievance mechanism for vendors: 

100% 100%0.03%

100% 100%0.03%
(Total 
contracted 
engineering 
projects in 
2017: 
100,059; 
contractual 
incidents: 3)

Physical and
mental safety

dentification of
risks to female

workers at the workplace

Information safety and 
protection of customers’ 

personal information

Labor safety

Next page>>>

Personnel safety measures:
Determine suitability of task assignment through health 
checkup results
Establish workplace safety principles for employees to abide by
Purchase protective gear/detective equipment for personnel
Annual safety training for relevant personnel 

Contractor safety management:
Establish Safety and Health management Operating 
Procedures for Contractors
Meetings are convened prior to engineering project and harmful 
risks are disclosed
Require for filing of compulsory construction comprehensive 
insurance to protect the safety of engineering personnel

次要風險

100% -0%

2018 target: zero incident

http://corp.taiwanmo-
bile.com/social-responsibil-
ity/LOHASWorkplace.html

https://corp.taiwanmo-
bile.com/social-responsibil-
ity/personal-
DataProtection.html 

TWM internal website/Work-
place Safety section/Work-
place Safety regulations 

Labor safety incidents could 
impact on personnel’s 
personal and financial 
health.

User complaint
Employee grievance
Inappropriate use

Identification and evaluation 
of workplace environmental 
hazards for female 
employee during 
pregnancies and within one 
year after delivery

Preventative measures 
against unlawful 
infringements while carrying 
out TWM duties

Public declaration prohibiting workplace violence 
Harm identification, risk evaluation and monitoring for 
preventions against unlawful infringements while carrying out 
TWM duties
Establish procedures for handling and investigating unlawful 
infringements while carrying out TWM duties

Introduce ISO/IEC 27001/27011/27018 and PCIDSS 
certifications
Continue to plan and to introduce international standards for 
privacy protection and strengthen the level of protection on 
client’s confidential information
Convene personal information/Information Security Committee 
meetings to review and promote protection on personal 
information and information security.
Promote internal/external audit for personal information/infor-
mation security and to report progress to the Committee
Annual information security training (for all employees)
Management of user ID, password and token in supplier SCMS 
platform 

Received 2 grievance incidents
 for unlawful infringements while
 carrying out TWM duties in 2017
2018 objective: zero occurrence 
Risk evaluation and monitoring
 to be performed every three years

2017 risk evaluation results
 were all Tier 1: doctor’s assessment 
indicated that no harm was done to 
the mother, fetus, or baby
2018 objective: the risk evaluation 
result shows  Tier 1

Four audits are performed 
every year, and TWM continues to 
pass certification
Two internal audits and two  external 
audits on information  security every 
year
100% training completion rate  and 
test-passing rate
Target: zero information leak

Establish Mother Health Protection Plan
Provide health educational information on pregnancy and after childbirth
Tiered management measures are taken based on risk level assessed
When an employee applies for prenatal checkup leave in the leave application 
system, Labor Safety Department will actively care for the pregnant female 
employee during pregnancy and after childbirth and undertake identification 
assessment.

Secondary
risks

Materia
risk

Materia
risk

Material risk:
physical safety
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Information
technology

Sales/customer
service

Operate in line with TWM Personal Information 
Protection and Information Security Standards and 
regularly undertake internal/external audits
Physical safety management – regularly inspect 
relevant documents and report implementation status.
Process safety management - regularly inspect 
relevant documents and report implementation status.
Personal safety procedural standards - regularly 
inspect relevant documents and report implementation 
status.

Fully disclose the promotional information and limitations of a 
phone plan before user application
Contract is to begin with a user’s full understanding and 
signed/sealed consent 
Contractual disputes/ grievances will take the user’s service 
experience into account, and sufficient communications shall 
be undertaken while protecting the consumers’ rights
Sensitive information in any customer’s personal information 
will be hidden from marketing applications. If partial personal 
information shall be disclosed during an activity, said activity 
can only be carried out upon user’s consent.

Report communications quality 
problem: http://www.taiwanmo-
bile.com/cs/public/qualityNo-
ticeAc-
tion.do?method=enterPage

Yes
(will provide project consent form 
and articles for obtaining consent 
to personal information)

100%

100%
(Routine 
testing at 
each 
city/county 
and signal 
quantita-
tive testing 
at popular 
destina-
tions and 
four major 
airports)

100%0%

-0%

-0%

2017 Objective: Top 2 or 
above in the industry
2017 Results: Top 2 or 
above in popular destinations 
and four major airports 
in the industry
2018 objective: remain in top 2 or above 
in the industry

2018 objective remains 
the same as 2017 objective: 
to keep contractual disputes and 
complaints remaining 0.003%

2018 client personal information
objective: zero leak100%

100% 100%
(Ratio of 
institutional 
complaints 
that have 
been 
sufficiently 
dealt with)

0.03%
(Number 
of NCC 
contrac-
tual 
dis-
putes/all 
effective 
users)

Influence user’s right to service
Breach in personal information 
could expose users to personal and 
financial safety risks

User grievance for 
inappropriate use

Influence clients’ 
communications rights

Impact on personnel health
Efficiency and quality of 
emergency disaster relief for 
operations will influence clients’ 
communications rights

Machine rooms abide by fire prevention regulations and 
automatic fire extinguishing system, safe escape route and 
route indication signals have been established accordingly
Regularly undertake safety inspection and maintenance.

Technical departments will provide base station setup progress 
report for review in every week
Areas with low Internet speed and signal strength will be 
reported on a bi-weekly basis for major improvements.

Engineering
Management

Value chain
Topic

identification
Risk assessment of

impact on human rights Management measures Risk level Objectives Disclosure of Detailed
Information

2017 Results of due diligence investigation

Scope of
investigation

(%)

Problems
found
(%)

Ratio of 
problems
dealt with

 (%)

Fire safety
Equipment safety

Ensure quality of
communications

Customer personal
information protection

@Marketing planning
Protect consumers’ 
rights
Customer personal
information protection

Material risk:
physical safety

Material risk

Material risk

Prevention
/caution

2018 target: zero abnormality 

Regulations for TWM internal 
network/technical groups/ma-
chine room equipment
TWM internal network/working 
procedures
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Sales/customer
service

@Selling process & 
after-sales service
Customer personal 

information protection

Efficient service 
procedures

Handling of complaints

Clients’ rights may be infringed if 
client’s opinions and feedback are 
not respected or handled 
appropriately during service

Inappropriate leak of customer 
information, impacting on 
customer’s rights.

Standard on personal identification review: in processing all 
business transactions, to ensure the security of client 
information, all stores are required to review ‘two authentic 
personal identification documents.’
Paperless processing system: during on-store applications, a 
service personnel shall scan the reviewed ID documents to the 
system, and the system will print out a contract for the user to 
lower the risk of passing and storing paper-based application 
forms. If an ID format can not be scanned, a service personnel 
will process a paper-based application instead, and to ensure 
the security of client’s personal information, all ID documents will 
be stamped with a ‘for application only’ seal and will never be 
used for any other purpose. 
TWM stores need to display ‘Announcements for Personal 
Information’ to clearly inform clients the scope of personal 
information use, including collection, processing, and using such 
personal information.
Standards for protecting personal information: a TWM store 
cannot place clients’ application forms or client data (e.g. bills, 
copies of their personal ID or residential registration form) on the 
counter or on top of the cabinets.
We undertake and pass SGS service inspection in every year 
and ensure that our stores follow customer personal information 
protection procedures through third-party verification.

During the sales process in-store, service personnel shall 
immediately handle any client complaints in accordance with 
‘Storefront Customer Handling Procedures.’ If a client’s problem 
cannot be immediately dealt with or handled by that particular 
staff, the staff may reply or solve the client’s problem by dialing 
the customer service hotline or seeking for assistance from other 
supervisors. 
If a client’s issue needs to be verified and processed by an 
internal department, the storefront service personnel shall 
explain the situation to the client and seek for his/her 
understanding and support.
After the in-store service has been completed, the system will 
confirm the customer’s experience with the in-store service by 
phoning the client. To ensure storefront service quality, the 
client’s feedback will be linked to the store’s performance. 
Besides TWM stores, diversified and convenient service 
channels including 188 customer service hotline, social media, 
App and email inbox with personnel designated to handle tasks 
relevant to customer service have also been set up. 

https://corp.taiwanmo-
bile.com/social-responsibil-
ity/personal-
DataProtection.html

https://corp.taiwanmo-
bile.com/social-responsibil-
ity/customer-
Experiences.html

100% -0% No inappropriate information 
leak had occurred in 2017. 
2018 target: zero leak of 
personal information from clients. 

2018 in-store service 
satisfaction target: reach 90% of 
‘Satisfied or above’
Number of client complaints
 decreases by 15% in 2018 
compared to 2017。

100% 100%

Approxi-
mately 
0.017%*
(problem 
occur-
rence 
ratio is 
calculat-
ed based 
on 
number 
of 
average 
customer 
com-
plaints 
per 
month / 
monthly 
store 
visitors)

Material risk

Prevention/
caution
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Waste recycled,incinerated and landfilledMethods of Stakeholder Communications

135.284 

72.945 

804.085 

248.682 

47.0

1,307.996 762.581 18.112 2,088.688

528.582

71.253

-

10.756 

151.99 

12.554

1.692

-

0.255 

3.61 202.6

676.420 

145.890 

804.085 

259.693 Waste telecommunication
equipment

Employment Relations Meeting Once quarterly

As needed

Once quarterly

Intermittently

Once every 2 years

Twice annually

Monthly

As needed

As needed

As needed

As needed

As needed

As needed

As needed

As needed

10+ times/week

As needed

As needed

As needed

As needed

As needed

As needed

As needed

As needed

As needed

As needed

Once every year

199 rounds in 2017

5-8 articles/weekly

3-5 times/yearly

 Employee Welfare Committee
Management level communications meeting and pre-meeting employee survey 
research mechanism

Internal education training, personal development section

Green energy advocacy

Communication mechanism with vendors 

Standard promotion

E-mail

Grievance hotline

Survey/ Conference

Meetings, Visiting

Official document

Electromagnetic radiation measurement hotline

Public service activity

Foundation website, store information

Questionnaire/Forum

Discount telecom charges for specific groups

Customer service hotline and email box

Marketing activity

Customer satisfaction survey

Open information/ communication message

Official website/ customer service App

Questionnaire/Forum/Official document

Investor section

Questionnaire

Press release

Press conference

Domestic important Awards

International survey response

Organization of and participation in international/domestil 
important investors’ general annual meeting,  institutional investors 
’ conference, and Roadshow’s investor meeting

General manager’s email box, grievance email box

Internal/external website, internal community communication software, E-mail 

Communications meeting among each business group and internal departmental 
communication mechanism

Multi-faceted feedback mechanism, career development survey, 
performance evaluation interview and feedback on career 
development 

Employee feedback survey

24 hours

24 hours

24 hours

24 hours

24 hours

Waste material

Business-specific waste-
 Aged optical wire1

Business-specific waste-
Aged copper wire 2

Business-specific waste-
Aged VRLA batteries 3

Common business waste -
daily commodities

Total

Recycled Incinerated 5 Landfill 4 Total

Note:
1. Ratio of recyclable material from aged optical wire is 20%
2.Ratio of recyclable material from aged copper wire is 50%
3. Ratio of aged VRLA batteris is 100%
4.Using the most environmentally friendly physical method to process and decompose the waste, 95.76% of which can be reused
5. According to EPA’s Solid Waste Incinerator Management System, all 24 large-scaled waste incinerators in Taiwan are equipped 
with energy recovery system and supply electricity to the national grid.
6. According to environmental data from the Environmental Protection Administration (https://www.epa.gov.tw/site/epa/public/M-
MO/EnvStatistics/c4010.pdf), excluding recyclable refuse and other waste materials requiring special processing,
the ratio of waste-to-energy and burial of urban refuse in 2017 were 97.68% and 2.32% respectively.

Talent is the key to maintaining an 
organization's sustainable 
competitiveness; we aim to create a 
comprehensive and stable working 
environment for our employees

Suppliers are an important part of 
enterprise sustainability, and only 
through the support of the value 
chain are we able to provide our 
customers with comprehensive 
products and services

Responsible for improving the 
practices and systems of the 
telecommunications industry in Taiwan

We have adopted the expression 
"The larger the business, the more 
responsibilities it has; Genuine care 
and concerns are the beginning of 
taking actions!" in the hopes of 
bringing positive influence to the 
society

The voice of the customer is the 
impetus for our growth. We are 
committed to providing "five hearts" 
class customer service and to create 
the best smart mobile experiences for 
our subscribers

We are committed to maximizing the 
profitability of our shareholders 
through business performance

The media is the most direct and 
effective avenue for conveying the 
company's brand image

Appraisal organizations represent the 
standards against which our 
performance is evaluated

Multidimensional Evaluation
Talent Development and Retention
Communication Mechanism

Sustainability Partners 
Communication mechanism

Legal compliance
GRI tables

Stakeholder Engagement 
EM wave safety
Social Inclusion

Network quality and customer experiences
Innovation in products and services
Communication mechanism

Operational Strategies and Performance
Ethical Governance and Legal Compliance

Stakeholder Engagement
 Excellent Brand

Key Performance and Awards

Stakeholders Importance to TWM FrequencyCommunication strategies Issues of concern/our responses

Customers

Competen
 authority

Sustainability
Assessments
organizations

Communities
/ NGO

Shareholders 
/ Investors

Suppliers

Media

Employees
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0

1

14

15

788

1,853

92

2,733

0

2

4

6

880

1,738

21

2,639

0.0 0.0

0.2

0.8

0.1 

0.9 

1.0 1.0 

0.3 0.3 

0.7 0.7 

0.0 0.0 

1.0 1.0 

5,393

0

3

2

5

27

297

27

351

0

0

1

1

24

193

18

235

0.0

0.5 

0.5 

1.0 

0.1 

0.8 

0.1

1.0 

592

0

3

2

5

19

287

49

355

0

0

1

1

20

202

22

244

605

0.0

0.0 0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0

0

0

0

4

18

0

22

0

0

0

0

10

16

0

26

0.0

0.3 

0.7 

1.0 

48

0

0

0

0

5

15

0

20

0

0

0

0

6

17

0

23

0.0

0.3 

0.7 

1.0 1.0 

43

5,369 587 601 36 34

24 5 4 12 9

11.6 13.0 2.82.0

0.12% 0.00% 0.16% 2.08% 0.00%

15.99% 8.78% 9.92% 22.92% 32.56%

60.38% 35.47% 37.19% 70.83% 62.79%

17.45% 30.41% 29.09% 4.17% 4.65%

6.06%

0

2

13

15

740

1,849

120

2,709

0

2

4

6

763

1,806

36

2,605

0.0

0.5

0.5

1.0

1.0

0.1

0.1

0.8

5,335

5,312

23

7.5

0.17%

15.86%

60.84%

16.83%

6.30% 25.34% 23.64% 0.00% 0.00%

2016

0

0

16

16

620

1767

87

2474

0

2

4

6

723

1695

18

2436

0.0

0.1

0.9

1.0

0.3

0.7

0.0

1.0

4,932

4,908

24

7.0 7.0

0.12%

17.26%

58.05%

18.67%

5.90%

2015 2017

0

3

2

5

20

295

37

352

0

0

1

1

27

194

19

240

0.0

0.5 

0.5 

1.0 

0.1 

0.1 

0.8 

1.0 

598

593

5

12.0

0.16%

9.87%

37.29%

28.60%

24.08%

0

0

0

0

4

16

0

20

0

0

0

0

12

19

0

31

51

37

14

2.75

1.96%

35.29%

58.82%

3.92%

0.00%

2015-2017 Staff ranking, age, and gender

Category

Executives
(Vice President)

Employees

Employment
status

Educational
background

Total number of employees

Average Seniority

age

< 30 years old

31-50 years old

> 51 years old

Total

< 30 years old

31-50 years old

> 51 years old

Total

Full-time

Part-time

Ph.D.

MA

University

College

Senior High
School and

below

TWM + Taiwan Fixed Network + Taiwan Digital Service +
 Taiwan Teleservices & TechnologiesNote2

Ratio Ratio Ratio
Number of
employees

Number of
employees

Number of
employees

Male Male MaleFemale Female Female

20162015 2017 20162015 2017

Ratio Ratio Ratio
Number of
employees

Number of
employees

Number of
employees

Male Male MaleFemale Female Female
Ratio Ratio Ratio

Number of
employees

Number of
employees

Number of
employees

Male Male MaleFemale Female Female

TWM Broadband Taiwan Kuro Times Co., Ltd.

Note: All employees are based in Taiwan. 
Note 2:Employees of Taiwan Digital Service was added in 2016.

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.7

0.3
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2015-2017 Employee turnover, gender and age distributions

* Comparison is based on basic monthly salary only

319

115

1 

435

347 

99 

1 

447

5.91%

2.14%

0.02%

8.07%

221

105

0

326

208

79

0

287

4.14%

1.97%

0.00%

6.11%

3.90%

1.48%

0.00%

5.38%

6.43%

1.84%

0.02%

8.29% 

168

176

8 

352

154

143

1 

298

3.12%

3.26%

0.15%

6.53%

2.86%

2.65% 

0.02% 

5.53%

7

16 

0

23

11 

12 

0 

23

1.17%

2.68%

0.00%

3.85%

1.84%

2.01%

0.00%

3.85%

8 

17

3 

28 

4

10 

3 

17 

1.34% 

2.84% 

0.50% 

4.68% 

0.67% 

1.67%

0.50% 

2.84% 

3

3 

0 

6 

3

4

0 

7 

6.98%

6.98%

0.00%

13.96%

6.98%

9.30% 

0.00% 

16.28%

3 

6 

0 

9 

10 

3

0 

13 

6.98%

13.95%

0.00% 

20.93%

23.26% 

6.98% 

0.00%

30.24%

2016

229

126

2

357

237

130

0

367

4.64%

2.56%

0.04%

7.24%

4.81%

2.64%

0.00%

7.45% 

147

176

4 

327

159

155

0

314

2.98%

3.57%

0.08%

6.63%

3.23%

3.14% 

0.00% 

6.37%

9

25

0

34

6

10 

0 

16

1.52%

4.22%

0.00%

5.74%

1.01%

1.69%

0.00%

2.70%

11

17

3 

31 

4

15 

0 

19 

1.86% 

2.87% 

0.51% 

5.24% 

0.68% 

2.53%

0.00% 

3.21%

14

9

0 

23

15

10

0 

25 

29.17%

18.75%

0.00%

47.92%

31.25%

20.83% 

0.00% 

52.08%

4

4 

0 

8 

6

5

1 

12

8.33%

8.33%

0.00% 

16.66%

12.50% 

10.42% 

2.08%

25.00%

2015

1.08 1.05 0.93 1.01

1.05 1.01 0.92

1.14 0.96 0.96 1.04

1.17

1.17

1.08

1.00

1.17

1.5~1.7 1.48~1.57 1.14

21.76:1

2.35:1

1.27 1.4~1.5

0.96 1.01 1.04 1.06

176

198

9

383

186

132

2 

320

3.30%

3.71%

0.17%

7.18%

3.49%

2.47%

0.04%

6.00%

7

13

2

22

5

11

0

16

1.16%

2.15%

0.33%

3.64%

0.83%

1.82%

0.00%

2.65%

2

14

2

18

6

5

4

15

0.33%

2.31%

0.33%

2.97%

0.99%

0.83%

0..66%

2.48%

3

3

0 

6

13

6 

0 

19

5.88%

5.88%

0.00%

11.76%

5.88%

5.88%

0.00%

11.76%

25.49%

11.76%

0.00%

37.25%

3

3

0

6

7

4

0

11

13.73%

7.84%

0.00%

21.57%

Scope

Category

 Age

< 30 years old

31-50 years old

> 51 years old

Total

< 30 years old

31-50 years old

> 51 years old

Total

< 30 years old

31-50 years old

> 51 years old

Total

TWM + Taiwan Fixed Network + Taiwan Digital Service +
 Taiwan Teleservices & Technologies

2017

New hires Resigner New hires Resigner New hires Resigner

TWM Broadband Taiwan Kuro Times Co., Ltd.

Number of
employees Ratio*

Male Female Male Female

Number of
employees Ratio*

Male Female Male Female Male Female Male Female Male Female Male Female Male Female Male Female Male Female Male Female

Number of
employees Ratio* Number of

employees Ratio* Number of
employees Ratio* Number of

employees Ratio*

TWM plastics group salary ratio analysis

Basic salary ratio based on the
ratio of the gender (women being 1)

Ratio of TWM's standard starting salary to Taiwan's minimum wage in 2016

In 2016, the ratio of the highest individual annual income to the
mean individual income of other employees was 

In 2016, the ratio of percentage increase of the highest individual annual income to
the percentage increase of other employees' individual income was*

Ratio of men's average annual salary
(including performance incentives)
to women (women being 1) in 2016

Deputy manager or higher

Below deputy manager

Deputy manager or higher

Below deputy manager

Taiwan Mobile Taiwan Fixed Network Taiwan Teleservices
& Technologies Taiwan Digital Service TWM Broadband
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GRI (Global Reporting Initiative) Standards Index

Chapter Reasons for
Non-disclosures

SGS External 
Assurance█

　

　

1.Organizational profile

2.Strategy

3.Ethics and integrity

4.Governance

Name of the organization 0.3 Company Overview

0.3 Company Overview

0.3 Company Overview

0.3 Company Overview

0.3 Company Overview

0.3 Company Overview

To Stakeholders

　

2.6.2.1 Employee Structure

2.5.3Carbon Management

1.4 Risks and Opportunities Analysis

2.1.3 Corporate Governance and Legal Compliance

2.1.5 Communications Mechanism

　

See the Appendix

2.1.2.1Management Strategies 
and Performance / Financial 
Performance/Strategies/Targets
2.6.2.1 Employee Structure

1.2 CSR Strategy Map
2.2.3 Classification Management

1.4 Risks and Opportunities Analysis
3.3 Risk Management

　

Activities, brands, products, and services

　

Location of headquarters

　

Location of operations

　

Ownership and legal form

　

Markets served

Statement from senior decision-maker

Values, principles, standards, and norms of behavior

Mechanisms for advice and concerns about ethics

Key impacts, risks, and opportunities

　

Scale of the organization

　

Information on employees and other workers

　

Supply chain

Significant changes to the organization and its supply chain

Precautionary Principle or approach

External initiatives

Membership of associations

　

　

No significant
change

Refer to Annual Report

Indicators

102-1

102-2

102-3

102-4

102-5

102-6

102-7

102-8

102-9

102-10

102-11

102-12

102-13

102-14

102-15

102-16

102-17

1.1 CSR Operational Mechanism

　

1.1 CSR Operational Mechanism

　

Governance structure

Delegating authority

102-18

102-19

a.Executive-level responsibility for economic, environmental, 
and social topics
b.Whether post holders report directly to the highest 
governance body

102-20

a.Consulting stakeholders on economic, environmental, 
and social topics
b.If consultation is delegated, describe to whom it is 
delegated and how the resulting feedback is provided to 
the highest governance body.

Composition of the highest governance body and its 
committees

1.1 CSR Operational Mechanism

3.1.1The Highest Governing Body-Board of Directors
3.2 Supervision Mechanismv
3.3 Risk Management

102-21

102-22

Chair of the highest governance body 3.1.1The Highest Governing Body-Board of Directors102-23

Nominating and selecting the highest governance body

Conflicts of interest

3.1.1The Highest Governing Body-Board of Directors

3.1 Governance Structure
3.2 Supervision Mechanism

102-24

102-25

Role of highest governance body in setting purpose, 
values,and strategy

1.1 CSR Operational Mechanism
3.1.1The Highest Governing Body-Board of Directors102-26

Collective knowledge of highest governance body
3.1 Governance Structure102-27

Evaluating the highest governance body’s performance
1.1 CSR Operational Mechanism
3.1 Governance Structure102-28

Identifying and managing economic, environmental, and 
social impacts

1.1 CSR Operational Mechanism
1.4.1 Environmental Analysis and Countermeasures
1.4.2 Risks and Opportunities Analysis
3.3 Risk Management

1.1 CSR Operational Mechanism
1.4.1 Environmental Analysis and Countermeasures
1.4.2 Risks and Opportunities Analysis
3.3 Risk Management

1.1 CSR Operational Mechanism
1.4.1 Environmental Analysis and Countermeasures
1.4.2 Risks and Opportunities Analysis
3.3 Risk Management

102-29

Effectiveness of risk management processes102-30

Review of economic, environmental, and social topics102-31

Our CSR Report was approved
by the Chairman

Highest governance body’s role in sustainability reporting
102-32

1.1 CSR Operational MechanismCommunicating critical concerns102-33

1.1 CSR Operational Mechanism

a.Nature and total number of critical concerns
b. Mechanism(s) used to address and resolve critical 
concerns

102-34

3.1.2Remuneration to Senior Management

a.Remuneration policies for the highest governance body 
and senior executives for the following types of 
remuneration
b.How performance criteria in the remuneration policies 
relate to the highest governance body’s and senior 
executives’ objectives for economic, environmental, and 
social topics.

102-35

Description Chapter Reasons for
Non-disclosures

SGS External 
Assurance█Indicators Description
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102-36

a. Process for determining remuneration
b. Whether remuneration consultants are involved in 
determining remuneration and whether they are 
independent of management
c. Any other relationships that the remuneration consultants 
have with the organization

3.1.2Remuneration to
Senior Management

3.1.2Remuneration to
Senior Management102-37

a. How stakeholders’ views are sought and taken into 
account regarding remuneration.
b. If applicable, the results of votes on remuneration 
policies and proposals.

102-38 Annual total compensation ratio

102-39 Percentage increase in annual total compensation 
ratio

2.6.2.2 Remuneration and Benefits

2.6.2.2 Remuneration and Benefits

　

102-40 List of stakeholder groups

102-41 Collective bargaining agreements No labor union

Date of  the latest
report: June, 2017

N/A

-

102-42 Identifying and selecting stakeholders

1.7 Communications with Stakeholders 
and Response to Issues of Concern

1.7 Communications with Stakeholders 
and Response to Issues of Concern

102-43 Approach to stakeholder engagement

1.7Communications with Stakeholders 
and Response to Issues of Concern　
2.3.4Customer Experience

1.7Communications with Stakeholders 
and Response to Issues of Concern　
2.3.4Customer Experience102-44

The reporting organization shall report the following 
information:
a.how the organization has responded to those key 
topics and concerns, including through its reporting
b.the stakeholder groups that raised each of the key 
topics and concerns.

104-46
a. Defining report content and topic Boundaries
b. An explanation of how the organization has 
implemented the Reporting Principles for defining 
report content.

1.6.Procedure of Identifying 
Material Topics

1.6.Procedure of Identifying 
Material 

0.1 About the CSR Report

104-47 List of material topics

104-48 Restatements of information

No significant change102-49 Changes in reporting

104-45

a.Entities included in the consolidated financial 
statements
b. Whether any entity included in the organization’s 
consolidated financial statements or equivalent 
documents is not covered by the repor 

a. Refer to 2017 Annual Report
b. Momo will issue its own CSR report, 
so the retail business is excluded from 
this report.
c. Refer to0.1 About the CSR Report 

102-50 Reporting period 0.1 About the CSR Report

0.1 About the CSR Report

0.1 About the CSR Report

0.1 About the CSR Report

0.1 About the CSR Report

0.1 About the CSR Report

102-51 Date of most recent report

102-52 Reporting cycle

102-53 Contact point for questions regarding the report

102-54

Claims of reporting in accordance with the GRI Standards:
a.This report has been prepared in accordance with the GRI 
Standards: Core optionoption
b.This report has been prepared in accordance with the GRI 
Standards: Comprehensive option

1.4.2 Risks and Opportunities Analysis

2.1.2 Management Strategies and Performance
Appendix Material Topics and Scopes

102-55 GRI content index GRI

Explanation of the material topic and its Boundary

Appendix GRI Standards

102-56

103-1

2.6.2Talent and Retention
Appendix Material Topics and ScopesExplanation of the material topic and its Boundary103-1

2.4 Innovation Achievements
2.7 Social Inclusion
Appendix Material Topics and Scopes

Explanation of the material topic and its Boundary103-1

2.1.5 Communications Mechanism
2.4 Innovation Achievements
2.7 Social Inclusion

The management approach and its components103-2

2.1.1 Ethical Operation
2.1.2 Management Strategies and Performance
2.1.5 Communications MechanismThe management approach and its components103-2

2.1.5 Communications Mechanism
2.6.2Talent and Retention

 The management approach and its component103-2

1.1 CSR Operational Mechanism
2.1.2 Management Strategies and PerformanceThe management approach and its components103-3

1.1 CSR Operational Mechanism
2.6.2Talent and RetentionEvaluation of the management approach103-3

2.1.2 Management Strategies and Performance
Appendix_ESG Direct economic value generated and distributed

Financial implications and other risks and
opportunities due to climate change

201-1

2.6.2.2 Remuneration and Benefits
Ratios of standard entry level wage by gender 
compared to local minimum wage202-1

2.6.2.1  Employee Structure
Proportion of senior management hired from the
local community202-2

201-2

2.6.2.2 Remuneration and Benefit
Defined benefit plan obligations and other
retirement plans201-3

2.1.2 Management Strategies and PerformanceFinancial assistance received from government201-4

External assurance

5.Stakeholder engagement

6.Reporting practice

GRI 201:Economic Performance

GRI202:Market Presence

GRI 103: Management Approach

GRI 103:Management Approach

GRI203:Indirect Economic Impacts

GRI 103:Management Approach

Chapter Reasons for
Non-disclosures

SGS External 
Assurance█Indicators Description Chapter Reasons for

Non-disclosures
SGS External 
Assurance█Indicators Description
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N/A

103-3 Evaluation of the management approach
1.1 CSR Operational Mechanism
2.4 Innovation Achievements
2.7 Social Inclusion

203-1
Infrastructure investments and services 
supported 2.7.4.5Rural Broadband Construction

203-2 Significant indirect economic impacts
2.4 Innovation Achievements
2.7.5 The Establishment of the Ability to Deal with Social Emergency
2.7 Social Inclusion

302-1 Energy consumption within the organization 2.5.3Carbon Management

2.5.3Carbon Management

2.5.3Carbon Management

2.5.3Carbon Management

2.5.3Carbon Management

2.5.3Carbon Management

2.5.3Carbon Management

2.5.3Carbon Management

2.5.3Carbon Management

302-2 Energy consumption outside of the organization

302-3 Energy intensity

2.2.3 Structure of Supply Chain Management
2.2.4 Sustainable Governance and Classification
Appendix Material Topics and Scopes

　

2.2.3 Structure of Supply Chain Management
2.2.4 Sustainable Governance and Classification
2.1.5 Communications Mechanism

　
1.1 CSR Operational Mechanism
2.2.5 Supplier maintenance

302-4 Reduction of energy consumption

302-5 Reductions in energy requirements of products and services

305-1 Direct (Scope 1) GHG emissions

305-2 Energy indirect (Scope 2) GHG emissions

GRI204:Procurement Practices

GRI 103:Management Approach

GRI205:Anti-corruption

GRI 103:Management Approach

GRI 206:Anti-competitive Behavior

GRI 103:Management Approach

GRI 302:Energy

GRI 103:Management Approach

GRI 305:Emission

GRI 103:Management Approach

Explanation of the material topic and its 
Boundary

103-1

The management approach and its 
components

103-2

Evaluation of the management approach

Explanation of the material topic and its 
Boundary

The management approach and its 
components

Evaluation of the management approach

Explanation of the material topic and its 
Boundary

The management approach and its 
components

Evaluation of the management approach

103-3

2.1.3 Corporate Governance and Legal Compliance
Appendix Material Topics and Scopes

2.1.3 Corporate Governance and Legal Compliance
2.1.5 Communications Mechanism

1.1 CSR Operational Mechanism
2.1.3 Corporate Governance and Legal Compliance

2.1.3 Corporate Governance and Legal Compliance

103-1

103-2

103-3

2.1.3 Corporate Governance and Legal Compliance
Appendix Material Topics and Scopes

2.1.3 Corporate Governance and Legal Compliance
2.1.5 Communications Mechanism

1.1 CSR Operational Mechanism
2.1.3 Corporate Governance and Legal Compliance

103-1

103-2

103-3

2.5.2 Environment and Climate Change Management Strategies
2.5.3Carbon Management
Appendix Material Topics and Scopes

2.1.5 Communications Mechanism
Environmental sustainability
2.5.2 Environment and Climate Change Management Strategies
2.5.3Carbon Management

1.1 CSR Operational Mechanism
Environmental sustainability
2.5.2 Environment and Climate Change Management Strategies

Explanation of the material topic and its 
Boundary103-1

The management approach and its components103-2

Evaluation of the management approach103-3

2.5.2 Environment and Climate Change Management Strategies
2.5.3Carbon Management
Appendix Material Topics and Scopes

2.1.5 Communications Mechanism
Environmental sustainability
2.5.2 Environment and Climate Change Management Strategies
2.5.3Carbon Management

1.1 CSR Operational Mechanism
Environmental sustainability
2.5.2 Environment and Climate Change Management Strategies

103-1

103-2

103-3

GRI 306:Effluents and Waste

GRI 103:Management Approach

2.5.2 Environment and Climate Change Management Strategies
2.5.5 Green Operations
Appendix Material Topics and Scopes

2.1.5 Communications Mechanism
Environmental sustainability
2.5.2 Environment and Climate Change Management Strategies
2.5.5 Green Operations

1.1 CSR Operational Mechanism
Environmental sustainability
2.5.2 Environment and Climate Change Management Strategies

103-1

103-2

103-3

2.2.2 Overview of Supply Chain
Proportion of spending on local suppliers204-1

　-Operations assessed for risks related to corruption205-1

 N/A　-
Legal actions for anti-competitive behavior, 
anti-trust, and monopoly practices206-1

Communication and training about anti-corruption policies 
and procedures205-2

2.1.3 Corporate Governance and Legal ComplianceConfirmed incidents of corruption and actions taken205-3

305-3 Other indirect (Scope 3) GHG emissions

305-4 GHG emissions intensity

2.5.5 Green Operations

305-5 Reduction of GHG emissions 2.4.4Process Innovation
2.5.3Carbon Management

305-6 Emissions of ozone-depleting substances (ODS)
We are not in the manufacturing industry
and this aspect is thus inapplicable.

We are not in the manufacturing industry
and this aspect is thus inapplicable.

We are not in the manufacturing industry
and this aspect is thus inapplicable.

We are not in the manufacturing industry
and this aspect is thus inapplicable.

We are not in the manufacturing industry
and this aspect is thus inapplicable.

We are not in the manufacturing industry
and this aspect is thus inapplicable.

-

306-1 Water discharge by quality and destination -

306-3 Significant spills -

306-4 Transport of hazardous waste -

306-5 Water bodies affected by water discharges 
and/or runoff -

306-2 Waste by type and disposal method

305-7 Nitrogen oxides (NOX), sulfur oxides (SOX), 
and other significant air emissions -

█

█

█

SGS External 
Assurance█

Explanation of the material topic and its 
Boundary

The management approach and its 
components

Evaluation of the management approach

Explanation of the material topic and its 
Boundary

The management approach and its 
components

Evaluation of the management approach

Chapter Reasons for
Non-disclosuresIndicators Description Chapter Reasons for

Non-disclosures
SGS External 
Assurance█Indicators Description
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-

403-1
Workers representation in formal joint 
management–worker health and safety 
committees 2.6.3.1 A Healthy and Safe Working Environment

403-2

Types of injury and rates of injury, 
occupational diseases, lost days, and 
absenteeism, and number of work-related 
fatalities

2.6.3.1 A Healthy and Safe Working Environment

403-3
Workers with high incidence or high risk of 
diseases related to their occupation

403-4
Health and safety topics covered in formal 
agreements with trade unions

2.6.3.1 A Healthy and Safe Working Environment

404-1 Average hours of training per year per employee 2.6.3 Career Development

404-2 Programs for upgrading employee skills and 
transition assistance programs 2.6.2.1 Employee Structure

404-3
Percentage of employees receiving regular 
performance and career development reviews 2.6.2.2Remuneration and Benefits

GRI 307:Environmental Compliance

GRI 103:Management Approach

GRI 308:Supplier Environmental Assessment

GRI 103:Management Approach

GRI 401:Employment

GRI 103:Management Approach

GRI 404:Training and Education

GRI 103:Management Approach

GRI 405:Diversity and Equal Opportunity

GRI 103:Management Approach

2.1.3 Corporate Governance and Legal Compliance
Appendix Material Topics and Scopes

2.1.3 Corporate Governance and Legal Compliance
2.1.5 Communications Mechanism

1.1 CSR Operational Mechanism
2.1.3 Corporate Governance and Legal Compliance

103-1

103-2

103-3

2.2.3 Structure of Supply Chain Management
2.2.4 Sustainable Governance and Classification
Appendix Material Topics and Scopes

2.1.5 Communications Mechanism
2.2.3 Structure of Supply Chain Management
2.2.4 Sustainable Governance and Classification

1.1 CSR Operational Mechanism
2.2.5 Supplier maintenance

103-1

103-2

103-3

2.6.1 Happy Workplace
2.6.2Talent and Retention
Appendix Material Topics and Scopes

2.1.5 Communications Mechanism
2.6.1 Happy Workplace
2.6.2Talent and Retention

1.1 CSR Operational Mechanism
2.6.2Talent and Retention

103-1

103-2

103-3

2.6.1 Happy Workplace
2.6.3Employee Health
Appendix Material Topics and Scopes

2.1.5 Communications Mechanism
2.6.1 Happy Workplace
2.6.3Employee Health

1.1 CSR Operational Mechanism
2.6.3Employee Health

103-1

103-2

103-3

2.6.1 Happy Workplace
2.6.2Talent and Retention
Appendix Material Topics and Scopes

2.1.5 Communications Mechanism
2.6.1 Happy Workplace
2.6.2Talent and Retention

1.1 CSR Operational Mechanism
2.6.2Talent and Retention

103-1

103-2

103-3

2.6.1 Happy Workplace
2.6.2 Talent and Retention 
Appendix Material Topics and Scopes

2.1.5 Communications Mechanism
2.6.1 Happy Workplace
2.6.2 Talent and Retention

1.1 CSR Operational Mechanism
2.6.1 Happy Workplace
2.6.2 Talent and Retention

103-1

103-2

103-3

2.6.2.1 Employee Structure
3.1.1The Highest Governing Body-Board of DirectorsDiversity of governance bodies and employees405-1

GRI 406:Non-discrimination

GRI 103:管理方針

GRI 407:Freedom of Association and Collective Bargaining) 

GRI 103:Management Approach

2.6.2 Talent and Retention 
Appendix Material Topics and Scopes

2.1.5 Communications Mechanism
2.6.2 Talent and Retention

1.1 CSR Operational Mechanism
2.6.2 Talent and Retention

103-1

2.2.5 Supplier maintenance
2.6.2 Talent and Retention 
Appendix Material Topics and Scopes

103-1

103-2

103-3

2.6.3 Child Labor/Freedom of 
Association/Forced Labor/Grievance 
Mechanism

Incidents of discrimination and corrective
actions taken405-1

GRI 402:Labor/Management Relations

GRI 103:Management Approach

GRI 403:Occupational Health and Safety

GRI 103:Management Approach

Appendix Material Topics and Scopes

2.1.5 Communications Mechanism

1.1 CSR Operational Mechanism

103-1

103-2
103-3

2.1.3 Corporate Governance and Legal ComplianceNon-compliance with environmental laws and regulations307-1

2.2.5 Supplier maintenanceNew suppliers that were screened using 
environmental criteria308-1

2.6.2.1 Employee StructureNew employee hires and employee turnover401-1

2.6.2.1 Employee Structure
Benefits provided to full-time employees that are 
not provided to temporary or part-time employees401-2

2.6.2.1 Employee StructureParental leave401-3

 If this happens, we will handle it with reference to 
applicable laws and regulations.Minimum notice periods regarding operational changes 402-1

2.2.5 Supplier maintenance
Negative environmental impacts in the supply 
chain and actions taken308-2

-
No labor union

Explanation of the material topic and its 
Boundary

Explanation of the material topic and its 
Boundary

Explanation of the material topic and its 
Boundary

Explanation of the material topic and its Boundary

Explanation of the material topic and its 
Boundary

The management approach and its 
components

The management approach and its 
components

The management approach and its 
components

The management approach and its components

The management approach and its 
components

Evaluation of the management approach

Evaluation of the management approach

Evaluation of the management approach

Evaluation of the management approach

Evaluation of the management approach

Explanation of the material topic and its 
Boundary

Explanation of the material topic and its 
Boundary

Explanation of the material topic and its 
Boundary

Explanation of the material topic and its 
Boundary

The management approach and its 
components

The management approach and its 
components

The management approach and its 
components

Evaluation of the management approach

Evaluation of the management approach

Evaluation of the management approach

Chapter Reasons for
Non-disclosures

SGS External 
Assurance█Indicators Description Chapter Reasons for

Non-disclosures
SGS External 
Assurance█Indicators Description
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2.1.5 Communications Mechanism
2.2.5 Supplier maintenance
2.6.2 Talent and Retention

1.1 CSR Operational Mechanism
2.6.2 Talent and Retention 

103-2

103-3

2.2.5 Supplier maintenance
2.6.3 Child Labor/Freedom of 
Association/Forced Labor/Grievance 
Mechanism

Operations and suppliers in which the 
right to freedom of association and 
collective bargaining may be at risk

407-1

2.1.5 Communications Mechanism
2.6.2 Talent and Retention

1.1 CSR Operational Mechanism
2.6.2 Talent and Retention

103-2

2.6.2 Talent and Retention 
Appendix Material Topics and Scopes103-1

103-3

2.6.3 Child Labor/Freedom of Association/Forced 
Labor/Grievance Mechanism

Operations and suppliers at significant risk for 
incidents of child labor408-1

2.6.3 Child Labor/Freedom of 
Association/Forced Labor/Grievance 
Mechanism

Operations and suppliers at significant risk 
for incidents of forced or compulsory labor408-1

GRI 408:Child Labor

GRI 103:Management Approach

2.1.5 Communications Mechanism
2.6.2 Talent and Retention

1.1 CSR Operational Mechanism
2.6.2 Talent and Retentio

103-2

2.6.2 Talent and Retention 
Appendix Material Topics and Scopes103-1

103-3

GRI 409:Forced or Compulsory Labor

GRI 103:Management Approach

2.1.4 Respect and Protection of Human Rights
Operations that have been subject to human 
rights reviews or impact assessments412-1

2.1.4 Respect and Protection of Human Rights
Employee training on human rights policies or 
procedures412-2

2.1.4 Respect and Protection of Human Rights
Significant investment agreements and contracts 
that include human rights clauses or that 
underwent human rights screening

412-3

2.1.4 Respect and Protection of Human Rights
2.1.5 Communications Mechanism

2.1.4 Respect and Protection of Human Rights
1.1 CSR Operational Mechanism

103-2

2.1.4 Respect and Protection of Human Rights
Appendix Material Topics and Scopes103-1

103-3

GRI 412:Human Rights Assessment

GRI 103:Management Approach

2.2.5 Supplier maintenance

2.2.5 Supplier maintenance

New suppliers that were screened using 
social criteria414-1
Negative social impacts in the supply chain and 
actions taken414-2

2.2.3 Structure of Supply Chain Management
2.2.4 Sustainable Governance and Classification
2.1.5 Communications Mechanism

2.2.5 Supplier maintenance
1.1 CSR Operational Mechanism

103-2

2.2.3 Structure of Supply Chain Management
2.2.4 Sustainable Governance and Classification
Appendix Material Topics an

103-1

103-3

GRI 414:Supplier Social Assessment

GRI 103:Management Approach

2.3.6Product & Service Liability

2.1.3Corporate Governance and Legal Compliance

Assessment of the health and safety impacts of 
product and service categories416-1

Incidents of non-compliance concerning the health 
and safety impacts of products and services414-2

2.1.3Corporate Governance and Legal Compliance
2.1.5 Communications Mechanism
2.3.6Product & Service Liabi

1.1 CSR Operational Mechanism
2.1.3Corporate Governance and Legal Compliance
2.3.6Product & Service Liabilit

103-2

2.1.3Corporate Governance and Legal Compliance
2.3.6Product & Service Liability
Appendix Material Topics and Scopes

103-1

103-3

GRI 416:Customer Health and Safety

GRI 103:Management Approach

N/A

N/A

All of our major services Compliant with「
Administrative Regulation Governing Tariffs of Type I 
Telecommunications Enterprises- Article 12

Requirements for product and service 
information and labeling417-1

2.1.3Corporate Governance and Legal Compliance

Incidents of non-compliance concerning product 
and service information and labeling417-2

2.1.3Corporate Governance and Legal Compliance
Incidents of non-compliance concerning marketing 
communications417-3

2.1.5 Communications Mechanism

1.1 CSR Operational Mechanism
2.1.3Corporate Governance and Legal Compliance

103-2

Appendix Material Topics and Scopes103-1

103-3

GRI 417:Marketing and Labeling

GRI 103:Management Approach

2.3.5 Confidentiality & Privacy Protection
Substantiated complaints concerning breaches of 
customer privacy and losses of customer data418-1

2.1.5 Communications Mechanism
2.3 Excellent Brand
2.3.5 Confidentiality & Privacy Protection

1.1 CSR Operational Mechanism
2.3.5 Confidentiality & Privacy Protection

103-2

2.3.5 Confidentiality & Privacy Protection
Appendix Material Topics and Scopes103-1

103-3

GRI 418:Customer Privacy

GRI 103:Management Approach

2.1.3 Corporate Governance and Legal Compliance
Non-compliance with laws and regulations in the 
social and economic area419-1

2.1.3 Corporate Governance and Legal Compliance
2.1.5 Communications Mechanism

2.1.3 Corporate Governance and Legal Compliance
1.1 CSR Operational Mechanism

103-2

2.1.3 Corporate Governance and Legal Compliance
Appendix Material Topics and Scopes103-1

103-3

GRI 419: Socioeconomic Compliance

GRI 103:Management Approach

The management approach and its 
components

Evaluation of the management approach

Explanation of the material topic and 
its Boundary

The management approach and its 
components

Evaluation of the management approach

Explanation of the material topic and its 
Boundary

Explanation of the material topic and its 
Boundary

Explanation of the material topic and its 
Boundary

The management approach and its 
components

The management approach and its 
components

Evaluation of the management approach

Evaluation of the management approach

The management approach and its 
components

Evaluation of the management approach

Explanation of the material topic and its 
Boundary

Explanation of the material topic and its Boundary

The management approach and its 
components

The management approach and its components

Evaluation of the management approach

Evaluation of the management approach

Explanation of the material topic and its Boundary

The management approach and its components

Evaluation of the management approach

Explanation of the material topic and its Boundary

The management approach and its components

Evaluation of the management approach

Chapter Reasons for
Non-disclosures

SGS External 
Assurance█Indicators Description Chapter Reasons for

Non-disclosures
SGS External 
Assurance█Indicators Description
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Participation of Taiwan Mobile in Various Associations and Societies Definition of Independent Directors

Taiwan Mobile’s independent director must meet all 10 criteria below:
Criterion 1
Not an employee of the Company or its affiliated companies
Criterion 2
Not a director or supervisor of the Company’s affiliated companies (unless the person is an independent 
director of the Company, the Company’s parent company or any subsidiary of the Company as established in 
accordance with the regulations of the country)
Criterion 3
Not a shareholder whose total holdings, including those of his/her spouse and minor children, or shares held 
under others’ names reach or exceed 1 percent of the total outstanding shares of the Company or rank among 
the top 10 individual shareholders
Criterion 4
Not a spouse or relative within second degree by affinity, or within three degrees by consanguinity to any 
person specified in criteria 1 to 3
Criterion 5
Neither a director, supervisor, or employee of an entity that directly and/or indirectly holds more than 5% of the 
Company’s shares, nor one of the Company’s top five shareholders
Criterion 6
Not a director, supervisor, manager, or shareholder owning more than 5% of the outstanding shares of any 
company that has financial or business relations with the Company
Criterion 7
Not an owner, partner, director, supervisor, manager, or spouse of any of the aforementioned, of any sole 
proprietorship, partnership, company, or institution that provides commercial, legal, financial or accounting 
services or consultations to the Company or its affiliates. However, members of the Compensation Committee 
are not covered by this restriction per Article 7 of the Regulations Governing the Appointment and Exercise of 
Powers by the Remuneration Committee of a Company Whose Stock is Listed on the Stock Exchange or 
Traded Over the Counter
Criterion 8
Not a spouse or relative within second degree by affinity to other directors
Criterion 9
Not in contravention of Article 30 of the Company Act
Criterion 10
Not an institutional shareholder or its representative pursuant to Article 27 of the Company Act

Taiwan Telecommunication Industry Development Association

Bridge Mobile Pte Ltd

Cable Broadband Institute in Taiwan

GSM MoU Association (GSMA)

Global e-Sustainability Initiative (GeSI)

Taiwan Network Information Center

The Business Council for Sustainable Development of Taiwan

Taiwan Communications Society

Cross-Strait CEO Summit

Taiwan Mergers & Acquisition and Private Equity Council

Cloud Computing & IoT Association in Taiwan

Chinese International Economic Cooperation Association

Chinese National Association of Industry and Commerce

Taiwan Telematics Industry Association

Taiwan Chain Stores and Franchise Association

Taiwan Association of Information and
Communication Standards

Taiwan Contact Center Development Association

The Institute of Internal Auditors, Taiwan

Chinese Non-Store Retailer Association

Taipei Computer Association

The Audit Bureau of Certification 

Taiwan Electrical and Electronic
Manufacturers’ Association

Taipei Multimedia Production Association

Taiwan Corporate Governance Association

Digital Transformation Association

Chinese Public Companies Stock
Affairs Association

Chinese Computer Audit Association

Taiwan Internet and E-Commerce Association

Taiwan Digital Publishing Forum

Taipei Electrical Commercial Association

Taiwan Telecommunication Engineering
Industry Association

Chinese Professional Management Association Publisher: Daniel M. Tsai
Editor-in-Chief: James Jeng
Executive Producer: Iris Liu
Text Editor: Jessica Chou / Ya-Ru Li / Eva Lin / Tina Yang
Art Design Editor: Yumin Tsai / Celine Cheng
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